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S UMMARY
In the Information Technology (IT) era, where valuable information is constantly stored,
transferred and processed, there is a high incentive to hack IT systems. To prevent
the success of such attacks, IT systems integrate a number of security schemes at the
software level, from cryptographic algorithms to authentication protocols. However, as
these security schemes become more and more sophisticated and harder to circumvent,
attacks to the hardware components of IT systems, also denominated physical attacks,
become more and more attractive. This poses major challenges in design, manufacturing, test and reliability of secure ICs. In this thesis two challenges are addressed: one
related to reliability and one to test.
Reliability Characterization and Improvement for Secure ICs - Secure cryptographic
key storage is a crucial design and implementation aspect to prevent the success of
physical attacks. Traditional cryptographic methods use Non-Volatile Memories (NVMs)
to permanently store the cryptographic key. However, NVMs are vulnerable to physical
attacks as the stored information is permanently available, even when the power source
is removed. Combined with proper post-processing, a Physical Unclonable Function
(PUF) is able to generate secret keys of cryptographic strength, and reliably store them
in a highly secure manner without the need for NVM. The key is derived from the
device-intrinsic randomness which is evaluated by the silicon PUF. Post-processing is
required to guarantee the reliability of PUF responses.
In this thesis, reliability (reproducibility and uniqueness) analysis was performed
for memory PUFs by identifying the impact of different technological and nontechnological parameters in the reproducibility and uniqueness of the PUF signatures.
The results showed that the threshold voltage (Vt h ) is the technological parameter
with the most signiﬁcant impact, while the environment temperature is the nontechnological parameter counterpart. Moreover, a new scheme for memory PUF
reliability improvement is proposed; it is based on intelligently adapting the voltage
ramp-up time to the environment temperature. The scheme is designed and analyzed
in detail in order to evaluate its industrial attractiveness. The results show that the
new system costs up to 82.1% less area while it delivers up to 3X higher reproducibility.
Exploiting different memory designs (GP and LP) for PUF implementation is also
studied in detail, both using circuit simulation and characterizing test chips. The results
reveal that general purpose PUFs are up to 2X more reliable than low-power PUFs.
Testing Secure Devices - Testing digital ICs is an unavoidable endeavor to deliver
high product quality. To enhance testability in digital ICs, Design-for-Testability (DFT)
infrastructures are added. Scan-chains are the most commonly used DFT due to their
high fault coverage and integration simplicity. However, they introduce security vulnerabilities, offering a back door for scan-based attacks. Conversely, Built-In Self-Test
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(BIST) are less vulnerable to the most common physical attacks; however, realizing a
high fault coverage is a major challenge.
In this thesis we propose three secure test solutions against scan-based attacks for
digital ICs: one DFT based on Multi-Segment Secure Scan (MSSS) and two secure BIST
for PUF based ICs. MSSS is a secure test scheme, it is generic (i.e., it can be integrated
in any circuit), it leaks no information on attack progress, it has tunable (ﬂexible) security segments, allowing secure DFT solution optimization depending on the targeted
application, and it has no performance penalty in functional mode.
On the other hand, the two secure BIST schemes target PUF based circuits (in particular Fuzzy Extractor (FE) - circuit responsible for post-processing PUF responses and
main component of PUF-based systems). The two secure BIST for FE target high stuckat-fault (SAF) coverage by performing scan-chain free functional testing, to prevent
scan-chain abuse for attacks. The ﬁrst scheme reuses existing FE blocks (for pattern
generation and compression) to minimize the area overhead, while the second scheme
tests all the FE blocks simultaneously to minimize the test time. The results show that for
the ﬁrst test scheme, a SAF fault coverage of 95% can be realized with no more than 47.1k
clock cycles at the cost of a negligible area overhead of only 2.2%; while for the second
test scheme a SAF fault coverage of 95% can be realized with 3.5k clock cycles at the cost
of 18.6% area overhead.

S AMENVATTING
In de tijdperk van Informatietechnologie (IT), waar waardevolle informatie voortdurend
wordt opgeslagen, overgedragen en verwerkt, is er een grote prikkel om IT-systemen te
hacken. Om het succes van dergelijke aanvallen te voorkomen, integreren IT-systemen
een aantal beveiligingsschema’s op software-niveau, van cryptograﬁsche algoritmes tot
aan veriﬁcatie protocollen. Aangezien deze beveiligingsschema’s steeds gerafﬁneerder
worden en moeilijker zijn te omzeilen, worden hardware-aanvallen die deze schema’s
implementeren, ook wel bekend als fysieke aanvallen, steeds aantrekkelijker. Dit levert
grote uitdagingen op in het ontwerp, de fabricage, het testen en de betrouwbaarheid van
beveiligde ICs. In dit proefschrift worden twee problemen geadresseerd: één verwant
aan betrouwbaarheid en één aan test.
Betrouwbaarheidskarakterisatie en Verbetering voor Beveiligde ICs - Veilige opslag van cryptograﬁsche sleutels is een cruciale ontwerp- en implementatie-aspect om
het succes van fysieke aanvallen te voorkomen. Traditionele cryptograﬁsche methoden
gebruiken Non-Volatile Memories (NVMs) om de cryptograﬁsche sleutel permanent op
te slaan. Echter zijn NVMs kwetsbaar voor fysieke aanvallen aangezien de opgeslagen
gegevens permanent beschikbaar zijn, zelfs wanneer de voeding wordt verwijderd. In
combinatie met geschikte nabewerking is een PUF in staat om geheime sleutels van
cryptograﬁsche sterkte te genereren en op een uiterst veilige manier betrouwbaar op
te slaan zonder NVM nodig te hebben. De sleutel wordt afgeleid van chip-intrinsieke
willekeurigheid die geëvalueerd word door de silicium PUF. Nabewerking is noodzakelijk
om de betrouwbaarheid van PUF reacties te garanderen.
In dit proefschrift werd een betrouwbaarheidsanalyse (reproduceerbaarheid en
uniciteit) uitgevoerd voor PUF geheugens door het identiﬁceren van de impact van
verschillende technische en niet-technische parameters op de reproduceerbaarheid en
de uniciteit van PUF signaturen. De resultaten toonden aan dat de threshold voltage
(Vt h ) de technologische parameter is met het grootste effect, terwijl de parameter
omgevingstemperatuur de niet-technische tegenhanger is. Bovendien is er een nieuwe
schema voor geheugen PUF betrouwbaarheidsverbetering voorgesteld; het is gebaseerd
op intelligente aanpassing van de spanningsaanlooptijd aan de omgevingstemperatuur.
De schema is ontworpen en in detail geanalyseerd om zijn industriële aantrekkelijkheid
te evalueren. De resultaten tonen aan dat het nieuwe systeem tot 82.1% minder aan
ruimte kost terwijl het 3X een hogere reproduceerbaarheid levert. Het benutten van
verschillende geheugen ontwerpen (GP en LP) voor PUF implementatie is ook in detail
bestudeerd, zowel met behulp van circuit simulatie en het karakteriseren van test chips.
Uit de resultaten blijkt dat de general purpose PUF’s tot 2X betrouwbaarder zijn dan
low-power PUF’s.
Het Testen van Beveiligde Chips - Het testen van digitale IC’s is een onvermijdelijk
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inspanning om kwalitatief hoogwaardige producten te leveren. Om de testbaarheid
van digitale IC’s te verbeteren worden er Design for Testability (DFT) infrastructuren
toegevoegd. Scan-chains zijn de meest gebruikte DFT vanwege hun hoge fault coverage
en integratie eenvoud; echter introduceren ze beveiligingsproblemen door het aanbieden van een achterdeur voor scan-gebaseerde aanvallen. Daarentegen zijn Built-In
Self-Test (BIST) minder kwetsbaar voor de meest voorkomende aanvallen; echter is het
realiseren van een hoge fault coverage een grote uitdaging.
In dit proefschrift stellen we drie beveiligde testoplossingen voor tegen scangebaseerde aanvallen voor digitale IC’s: een DFT op basis van Multi-Segment Secure
Scan (MSSS) en twee beveiligde BIST voor PUF-gebaseerde IC’s. MSSS is een beveiligde
test schema, het is generiek (dat wil zeggen, het kan worden geïntegreerd worden in elke
circuit), het lekt geen informaties betreffende de voortgang van de aanval, het heeft afstembare (ﬂexibele) beveiligingssegmenten, daarmee staat het beveiligde DFT oplossing optimalisaties toe afhankelijk van de beoogde toepassing, en het heeft geen prestatie
penalty in functionele modus.
Daarentegen beogen de twee veilige BIST schema’s PUF gebaseerde circuits (met
name Fuzzy Extractor (FE)- circuit verantwoorderlijk voor het nabewerken van PUF reacties en het hoofdonderdeel van PUF-gebaseerde systemen). De twee beveiligde BIST
voor FE beogen hoge stuck-at-fault (SAF) dekking door het uitvoeren van functionele
tests vrij van scan-chains om hun misbruik in aanvallen te voorkomen. De eerste schema
hergebruikt bestaande FE blokken (voor pattern generation en compressie) om de oppervlakte overheid te minimaliseren, terwijl de tweede schema alle FE blokken gelijktijdig test om de test tijd te minimaliseren. De resultaten tonen aan dat voor de eerste
testschema, een SAF fault coverage van 95% kan worden gerealiseerd met niet meer
dan 47.1k klokcycli ten koste van een verwaarloosbare oppervlakte overhead van slechts
2.2%; terwijl voor het tweede testschema een SAF fault coverage van 95% kan worden
gerealiseerd met 3.5k klokcycli ten koste van 18.6% oppervlakte overhead.
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I NTRODUCTION
1.1 I NTRODUCTION TO H ARDWARE S ECURITY
1.2 C HALLENGES
1.3 R ESEARCH T OPICS
1.4 C ONTRIBUTIONS
1.5 T HESIS O RGANIZATION
Nowadays, human kind relies on Information Technology (IT) systems to store, process
and transfer very sensitive and valuable information. The security of this information is
enabled by cryptographic algorithms, which evolved in the last decades such that brute
force attacks have become very hard. Due to this, attackers have become more creative
and have started exploring methods to retrieve the wanted information from the hardware, therefore, circumventing the protection layers in the software. In this chapter, we
ﬁrst introduce the ﬁeld of Hardware Security. Second, we present its challenges. Third, we
describe the research directions of this dissertation. Fourth, we list the main contributions
of this thesis. Finally, we provide the outline of the remainder of this dissertation.
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1.1. I NTRODUCTION TO H ARDWARE S ECURITY
HE aim of this section is to get the reader acquainted with Hardware Security (HS).
Section 1.1.1 describes the motivation behind attacks. Section 1.1.2 classiﬁes the
attacks. Section 1.1.3 discusses physical attacks.

T

1.1.1. ATTACK M OTIVATION
In the context of IT systems, an attack is any attempt to destroy, expose, alter, disable, steal or gain unauthorized access to or make unauthorized use of an asset [18].
Attacks are illegal, cost money, time and expertise [2, 16]. Therefore, it is important
to understand the different motivations that may lead attackers to hack a system.
This information provides important indications about the security level a systems
requires; e.g., a vending machine smartcard requires a lower level of security than a
system controlling nuclear weapons. Moreover, it also provides information about
the proﬁle of the attacker (such as the attacker’s expertise or access to high-tech
equipment). Because high levels of security are expensive, it is critical that, before
focusing on the design of a secure device, design engineers identify the possible attack
motivations. The four main attack motivations are described next [3, 6, 24, 38, 44, 45, 50].
Theft of service aims at breaking into electronic devices that provide access to
services or information. Successful attacks with this motivation can result in huge
losses for the service provider, such as attacks carried out on smartcards used to charge
for services (e.g., transportation or communication services). The losses can increase
exponentially when the success is distributed over the attacker community or made
available online.
Denial of service aims at damaging a product by, for example, launching a malicious update of a device ﬁrmware to either switching off the device or permanently
damaging it. Competitors are likely attackers, as they are the ones to proﬁt the most
from such attack.
Cloning aims at obtaining a product at a negligible price. A wide range of attackers have interest in cloning; e.g., individuals who copy music and movies or companies
who clone competitors products to reduce the development cost and therefore increase
their proﬁt.
Overbuilding aims at Intellectual Property (IP) theft. Potential overbuilding victims are fabless companies (large majority nowadays). The contract manufacturer can
easily over produce the requested quantity of devices and sell them either on the back
market or to a competitor.
Security investment is always a trade-off between losses of suffering an attack and
the cost of preventing such an attack. This trade-off is very different from product to
product. So are the attack types. These are discussed next.
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Figure 1.1: Relationship overview of security, attacks and system interface level

1.1.2. ATTACK C LASSIFICATION
Security schemes can be broken by a determined hacker giving it enough time and
resources [45]. The goal is to design a system such that it is not attractive to attack; e.g, a
system that requires an attack investment 10X when compared to the gain of the attack,
can be considered secure. As security schemes and attacks methods are opposite sides
of the same coin, they are discussed simultaneously.
IT systems integrate one or more security schemes. The systems’ security is as
strong as its weakest scheme. Security schemes, such as cryptographic algorithms, are
public knowledge; the only secret is the key. Therefore, the goal of an attacker is to
retrieve the secret key of the IT system. Figure 1.1 shows the way an attacker perceives
how challenging it is to attack an IT system (i.e., security level) at each different system
interface level and the associated attack types. IT system security levels are classiﬁed
as low, medium and high, according to effort required to break them. To each security
level there is an associated attack type, i.e., social engineering, classic cryptanalysis and
physical attacks, respectively, according to the system interface level that the attack
targets, i.e., communication protocols and human interfaces, software and hardware,
respectively. Next, we brieﬂy describe the three different attack types.
Social Engineering attacks are those that retrieve keys by involving humans
[23, 27, 32, 45]. These attacks are performed by, e.g., directly threatening a human
life or by tricking someone into sharing their personal key. This type of attack is
associated with the system interface level of communication protocols and human
interfaces. Security measures comprise all sorts of restrictions and access control to the
building or room where the equipment is running [45].
Classic cryptanalysis tries to ﬁnd a weakness in the cryptographic algorithm to
extract the key [22]. This type of attack targets the software. The software level (operating system and application) supports all the external interfaces, communication
protocols, as well as encryption and authentication.
Physical attacks are those that require direct contact with hardware module (e.g.,
memory) and either perform physical measurements or destroy parts of the hardware in
order to succeed [2, 45]. Highly secure systems, such as those used in bank applications,
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have hardware tamper resistant modules that keep the secret key inside and perform all
critical cryptographic operations [1].
Given the fact that cryptographic algorithms are typically secure enough, it is hard
to attackers to break them. Therefore, they are searching for good alternatives, such
as physical attacks, to retrieve the key. Although physical attacks require attackers to
possess the devices to be attacked, nowadays secret keys are stored in everyday objects
such as smartcards. This way, physical attacks represent a real threat not just to elite
applications, such as military or banks, but also to the everyday companies that either
produce or use smartcard like technology. In this thesis, we are particularly interested in
preventing the success of such attacks.

1.1.3. P HYSICAL ATTACKS
Physical attacks are those that require access to the hardware module being attacked.
There are three main types of physical attacks, according to level of damage they inﬂict
on the device under attack: non-invasive attacks, invasive attacks and semi-invasive
attacks; they are discussed next.
Non-invasive attacks are those that do not damage the device under attack (DUA)
[45, 47]. Typical non-invasive physical attacks include manipulation of the voltage
supply and clock signal, probing the bus channel, performing power analysis and
stimulation of the interface signals in order to break the security protocols and data
remanence analysis [45, 47]. Figure 1.2 illustrates a set-up to perform a type of
non-invasive attack, the power analysis attack. The set-up comprises a computer,
a cryptographic device (i.e., DUA) and an oscilloscope. The computer is used to
send cyphertexts to the cryptographic device, which leaks power traces during the
cryptographic operations. The oscilloscope is used to read these power traces. Being
the algorithm public knowledge, which implements simple logic functions (e.g., XOR)
between the cryptographic key and the cyphertexts and given that the attacker has
control over the cyphertexts, it is feasible to detect the key bits that are logic 0’s and 1’s.
In short, an attacker can retrieve the secret key by analyzing the correlation between the
power traces and the sent cyphertexts.
Non-invasive attacks are considered to be the most serious threat to hardware security
of any device [45]. This is due to the lack of tamper evidence on an attacked device
together with the easily scalability and low cost of these attacks. However, it is typically
very time and effort consuming to succeed in an attack on any particular device.
Invasive attacks are the ones that do damage permanently the device under attack [45, 47]. These type of attacks have a much greater complexity than the ones of
non-invasive attacks, as they require direct access to the internal components of the
device. Such attacks normally require a well equipped and knowledgeable attacker to
succeed. Nevertheless, in second-hand market of semiconductor equipment, one is
able to ﬁnd cheap solutions [45]. The ﬁrst step of any invasive attack is to remove the
chip package and to remove (e.g., by etching) the passivation layer (oxide layer) [45].
Once the chip is opened it is possible to perform probing, as shown in Figure 1.3 or to
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of a Power Analysis Set-up [36]

permanently modify the circuitry, and therefore its functionality as in [19]. The time,
the cost and the required knowledge to perform invasive attacks are increasing with
the decrease in technology node, resulting in increased attack complexity [45]. A very
important fact to conclude is that normally invasive attacks are used as an initial step
to understand the chip functionality and then develop cheaper and faster non-invasive
attacks [45].

Figure 1.3: Microprobing a decapsulated IC [33]

Semi-invasive attacks [46] have the characteristics of both previous attack types.
As invasive attacks, semi-invasive attacks require the removal of the chip package.
Nevertheless, as this type of attack does not probe, there is no need of physical damage
to the silicon. Similarly, from the non-invasive attacks, semi-invasive attack inherit
their low cost and easiness to be reproduced. Examples of semi-invasive attacks include
ultra violet (UV) attacks [45] and fault injection attacks [45, 46]. UV attacks target the
reset fuses protection, setting the circuit into an unprotected state [45]. Fault-injection
attacks aim at deﬁning the state of any transistor in a circuit (by using for example a
laser as in the set-up depicted in Figure 1.4) and to propagate its result to the output
[45, 46].
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Figure 1.4: Schematic of a fault injection attack set-up [42]

1.2. C HALLENGES
ARDWARE security can be divided into three main areas as shown in Figure 1.5: (i)
design and implementation, (ii) test and (iii) attacks and countermeasures. Each of
these areas has its own challenges; they are presented next.

H

• Design and implementation: Secure IC design can be divided into three main areas: hardware security primitives, cryptographic algorithm implementation and
integration. Hardware security primitives, such as true random number generators, are the foundations of cryptography. If these primitives fail, the entire system is compromised. Cryptographic algorithm implementation has additional
requirements to prevent leaking information about the secrets being processed.
Finally, securely integrating several cores into an IC is a challenge both from an
architectural and placement point of view. Each area is equally important as an
attacker needs only to ﬁnd the weakest point of the system to success in the attack. Next, we brieﬂy discuss the design and implementation challenges for each
of the three main areas.
– Hardware security primitives - are the essential hardware building blocks of
a secure system. Examples of hardware security primitives include Trusted
Monotonic Counters (TMCs) [41, 49], True Random Number Generators
(TRNGs) [25, 26, 29, 48] and Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs) [5, 7–10,
21, 28, 37, 40, 51]. TMCs are embedded counters with two main characteris-

Figure 1.5: Hardware security main areas
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tics; they are tamper-resistant (at least tamper-evident) and their value cannot be reverted, once incremented. TMCs main challenges are related to secure design. TRNGs are important security primitives used in cryptography.
They use noise of statistically random noisy signals from physical sources.
The main challenges are related to the design of TRNGs with required quality
in terms of randomness (entropy). A PUF is a physical structure of a device
that is hard to clone due to its inherent, device unique and deep-submicron
process variations. Due to these characteristics, PUFs can be used to deploy a
device unique key (when combined with appropriate post-processing), that
is dependent on the physical characteristics of the device itself. PUF challenges include new PUF design, robustness improvement and development
of post-processing algorithms (error correction and privacy ampliﬁcation).
– Cryptographic algorithm implementation - Security systems use cryptographic algorithms that are public knowledge. When implemented in hardware these algorithms comprise additions, multiplications, and other standard logic operations [30, 31, 34, 35]. For this reason, it is feasible to know
which values are being processed by analyzing, e.g., the power consumption
of the cryptographic core. Therefore, preventing information leakage is a major concern.
– Integration - While integrating different cores in an IC, it is critical to architect the design in such a way that the communication between the different
cores does not create attack opportunities [20]. In addition, the placement
and routing of critical signals, from a security standpoint, should avoid easy
access areas, such as IC pins and edges, to increase the challenge of manipulating such signals.
• Test: is an unavoidable task to deliver high quality circuits. Design For Testability (DFT) are all infrastructures added to the original circuit with the purpose to
facilitate the test task as well as to make it more efﬁcient. However, these infrastructures introduce a backdoor which malicious users can abuse to gain access to
internal states of the circuit [4, 15, 17, 20, 43]. We can identify three main classes of
DFT: external (i.e., those where an external source sends test patterns and receives
the test results), internal (i.e., when the test patterns are stored or generated in the
circuit, as well as the test results) and combined (i.e., when the test patterns and
test results are of different types).
– External - To rely on external sources, e.g., Automatic Test Pattern Generation (ATPG) machine, to deal with the test process has a number of advantages including a high fault coverage, diagnosability and low area overhead.
However, as the circuit needs to communicate with the external source, extra pins are required. A malicious user can use these pins to gain access to
the internal states of the circuit. Challenges include the development of secure test schemes preventing both; (a) the access to the DFT structure by
unwanted users, and (b) easy interpretation of the test output results.
– Internal - Conversely to external DFT, internal DFT, also known as Built-InSelf-Test (BIST), has an inherent higher security level. However, BIST can
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signiﬁcantly increase the overall area overhead of a design and it can be challenging to realize a high fault coverage. Methods to realize a high fault coverage and low area overhead are a major challenge.

1

– Combined - Combined DFT aims at making use of the beneﬁts of each type
while realizing the required product quality. Obviously, some of external and
internal DFT challenges apply here as well.
• Attacks and countermeasures - It is important that secure circuits are challenged
with new (physical) attack methods, such as those presented in [14, 39]. Only by
putting the security of the circuits to the test, its efﬁciency can be assured. In
addition, typically each new proposed attack also provides countermeasure tips,
contributing to the advancement of the state-of-the-art. As introduced previously,
there are three main types of attacks: non-invasive attacks, invasive attacks and
semi-invasive attacks. From an attacker standpoint, major challenges include the
development of attack methods that require non-expensive equipment, that are
fast, generic (not bound to a speciﬁc circuit design) and scalable. Here, scalability refers not only to the applicability of the method over a wide range of technology nodes, but as importantly, to the reusability of the attack over a family of
devices; e.g., consider a production of smartcards all protected by the same secret
key. Once the secret key of one device is discovered, the security of all devices is
compromised. Contrastingly, countermeasures development target to invalidate a
large number of attacks, to have a short development time, low area overhead and
to be generic.

1.3. R ESEARCH T OPICS

T

HE research carried out in this thesis addresses a number of challenges introduced
in the previous section. The research is divided into two parts.

1. Reliability Characterization and Improvement for Secure ICs
2. Testing Secure Devices

R ELIABILITY C HARACTERIZATION AND I MPROVEMENT FOR S ECURE IC S
Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs) are the embodiment of random and unique, but
repeatable, mapping of challenges to responses in physical structures such as integrated
circuits (ICs) [9, 47]. The uniqueness and repeatability of this mapping, known as
ﬁngerprint, enables unambiguous identiﬁcation of ICs making PUFs efﬁcient hardware
security primitives. Moreover, PUFs are hard to clone due to their random, uncontrollable, inherent, device-unique and deep-submicron process variations. Combined with
proper post-processing, a PUF is able to generate secret keys of cryptographic strength,
and reliably store them in a highly secure manner without the need for conventional
on-chip non-volatile memory [47]. However, PUF ﬁngerprints have two main drawbacks. First, they are noisy; when the same challenge is consecutively applied to the
same device, the mapped raw responses (i.e., PUF ﬁngerprints) are slightly different
even under the same operating conditions, resulting in reduced repeatability. Second,
the ﬁngerprints of any two random devices might be slightly correlated, resulting in
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reduced uniqueness.
PUF robustness, i.e., repeatability and uniqueness, is a major concern for PUF-based
systems. In this dissertation we investigate the impact that internal and external factors
have on the robustness of memory-based PUFs (i.e., PUFs that have a memory cell at
their core). Moreover, we investigate methods to increase robustness manipulating
external factors, such as temperature.

T ESTING S ECURE D EVICES
As discussed in the previous section, a main concern of secure systems is the delivery of
high quality products, guaranteed by the development and implementation of efﬁcient
DFT schemes, without jeopardizing the systems’ security. In this thesis, we address this
challenge proposing three different secure test schemes. First, we propose a generic enhanced DFT for secure ICs and thereafter, two secure BIST schemes for PUF-based ICs.

1.4. C ONTRIBUTIONS

T

HIS

thesis has the following contributions.

1.4.1. R ELIABILITY C HARACTERIZATION AND I MPROVEMENT FOR S ECURE
IC S

We investigated the robustness of memory-PUF ﬁngerprints and proposed a technique
to enhance it. With respect to this work, the following contributions apply.
• Robustness analysis of PUF-based secure ICs: the contributions related to this
topic are taken for the work publish in [7, 8].
1. Analytical model of the start-up behavior of SRAM PUF and its validation of
the model using silicon experiments.
2. SRAM PUF sensitivity analysis, identifying the impact of different technology
and non-technology parameters; examples are threshold voltage and temperature, respectively.
3. Investigation of SRAM PUF robustness for two different designs (low-power
and general purpose).
4. Discussion of the pros and cons of each investigated design in terms of security, power consumption and area overhead.
• Design for robustness for secure ICs: these contributions are based on the work
publish in [9, 10].
1. A low-cost scheme to signiﬁcantly improve the robustness of memory-based
ﬁngerprints, based on adapting the voltage-ramp up to the environment
temperature.
2. Validation of the scheme with both simulation and silicon experiments.
3. Design and implementation of an adapter circuit to tune the voltage rampup to the environment temperature.
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1.4.2. T ESTING S ECURE D EVICES
We present three solutions for testing secure devices; one DFT for secure ICs and two
BIST solution for PUF-based ICs. Within the context of this work, the following contributions apply.
• DFT: the contributions below are based on [12].
1. Novel Multi-Segment Secure Scan (MSSS) test scheme; the scheme is secure
against brute force attacks, generic (can be integrated in any circuit) and tunable (ﬂexible) security segments, allowing secure DFT solution optimization
depending on the targeted application,
2. Added countermeasure that leakage no information on attack progress.
3. No performance penalty in functional mode and inherent low area overhead.
• BIST: the contributions below are based on [11, 13].
1. Two efﬁcient scan-chains free secure test schemes that realize a high test
quality based on pattern generation for stuck-at-faults by performing functional testing. The ﬁrst scheme reuses existing FE blocks (for pattern generation and compression) to minimize the area overhead, while the second
scheme tests all the FE blocks simultaneously to minimize the test time.
2. Fast and secure test methods with their inherent concept, methodology, results and discussion.
3. Discussion of the results, including comparison between secure test methods, comparison with state-of-the-art, security analysis and list of recommendations on how to securely test FE.
4. Classiﬁcation of methods to improve test quality and implementation of one
of these methods.

1.5. T HESIS O RGANIZATION
HE remaining of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the publications related with reliability characterization and improvement of secure ICs. Chapter 3 presents the publications related with testing secure devices. Chapter 4 presents
the conclusions and future work.

T

2
R ELIABILITY C HARACTERIZATION
AND I MPROVEMENT FOR S ECURE
IC S
The content of this chapter includes the following research articles:
1. M. Cortez, A. Dargar, S. Hamdioui, G.-J. Scrijen, Modeling SRAM Start-Up Behavior
for Physical Unclonable Functions, IEEE International Symposium on Defect and
Fault Tolerance in VLSI and Nanotechnology Systems (DFTS), pp. 1-6, 3-5 October
2012, Austin, TX, USA.
2. M. Cortez, S. Hamdioui, R. Ishihara, Design Dependent SRAM PUF Robustness Analysis, Latin-American Test Symposium (LATS), pp. 1-6, 25-27 March 2015, Puerto Vallarta, Mexico.
3. M. Cortez, S. Hamdioui, V. vd Leest, R. Maes, G.-J. Schrijen, Adapting Voltage Rampup Time for Temperature Noise Reduction on Memory-based PUFs, IEEE International Symposium on Hardware-Oriented Security and Trust (HOST), pp. 35-40, 2-3
June 2013, Austin, TX, USA.
4. M. Cortez, S. Hamdioui, A. Kaichouhi, V. vd Leest, R. Maes, G.-J. Schrijen, Intelligent
Voltage Ramp-up Time Adaptation for Temperature Noise Reduction on Memorybased PUF Systems, IEEE Transactions on Computed Aided Design of Integrated Circuits and Systems (TCAD), pp. 1162-1175, volume 34, issue 7, July 2015.
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Abstract—One of the emerging technologies for cryptographic
key storage is hardware intrinsic security based on Physical
Unclonable Functions (PUFs); a PUF is a physical structure
of a device that is hard to clone due to its inherent, deviceunique and deep-submicron process variations. SRAM PUF is
an example of such technology that is becoming popular. So far,
only a little is published about modeling and analysis of their
start-up values (SUVs). Reproducing the same start-up behavior
every time the chip is powered-on is crucial to produce the same
cryptographic key. This paper presents an analytical model for
SUVs of an SRAM PUF based on Static Noise Margin (SNM),
and reports some industrial measurements to validate the model.
Simulation of the impact of different sensitivity parameters (such
as variation in power supply, temperature, transistor geometry)
has been performed. The results show that out of all sensitivity
parameters, variation in threshold voltage is the one with the
highest impact. Industrial measurements on real memory devices
validate the simulation results.

ﬁngerprint that uniquely identiﬁes each device. This ﬁngerprint
is further processed to generate a unique cryptographic key.
To be used as a source for key generation, the ﬁngerprint
needs to be reproducible over time, even under changing
environmental conditions. Thus, it is crucial to understand the
different parameters impact on the ﬁngerprints robustness to
design reliable SRAM PUF based systems.
Even though SRAM PUFs are becoming popular, very limited work has been published about modeling the robustness
of its SUVs, not to mention actual silicon veriﬁcation. In
[10], the authors used soft decision information in helper
data algorithms to correct the SUVs of non-robust cells. In
[12] and [13], the authors proposed the use of SRAM for
Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) Intellectual Property protection and studied SRAM PUF ﬁngerprint statistical
characteristics, such as entropy. However, their work was
not directed towards the physical randomness source that
causes ﬁngerprints. In [14], the authors presented a technique
called stable-PUF-marking to identify robust SRAM cells;
only these cells are used for cryptographic key generation
as an alternative for error correction. However, the authors
assumed that the cells mismatch is based on the threshold
voltage alone. In [15], the authors studied the impact of nontechnology parameters (e.g., temperature) on the robustness of
SRAM ﬁngerprints. However, the work did not consider the
impact of technology parameters such as transistor channel
length. Understanding the impact of both technology and nontechnology parameters on the SUVs enables the design of robust and reliable SRAM PUFs based systems. An appropriate
model is therefore needed.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The industry is recognizing the importance of hardware
security to combat semiconductor device counterfeiting, theft
of service and tampering, for which secure cryptographic key
storage is an essential component. Traditional methods use
Non-Volatile Memories (NVMs) to permanently store key/data,
which are highly prone to physical attacks [1–3]; hence, the
methods are no longer secure. Ideally, the cryptographic key
would not be permanently stored in the system but generated
only when required. One of the emerging technologies satisfying this requirement is hardware intrinsic security based on
PUFs. A PUF is an inherent function that is embedded in a
physical structure, such as an Integrated Circuit (IC). A PUF
is hard to clone due to its inherent, device-unique and deepsubmicron process variations (PVs). When challenged, a PUF
generates a response based on the unique ﬁngerprint inherent
in an IC. There are several types of PUFs such as Optical
PUF [4], Coating PUF [5], Silicon PUF [6], Flip-Flop PUF
[7], Butterﬂy PUF [8] and SRAM PUF [9]. Because SRAM
PUFs are standard components and easy to manufacture, no
extra effort is invested for their implementation. Therefore,
SRAM PUFs are one of the most popular PUF types today
[6,10,11].
Although SRAM cells are symmetrical, small and random
deviations during manufacturing process cause an intrinsic
mismatch. SRAM PUF ﬁngerprints are a consequence of the
mismatch in SRAM cells. When powered-up, due to this
mismatch, the cells take their preferred values - either a logic
0 or logic 1. Each SRAM cell provides one ﬁngerprint bit.
The SRAM cells start-up values (SUVs) together generate a

c 2012 IEEE
978-1-4673-3044-2/12/$31.00 

This paper presents an analytical model of start-up behavior
of an SRAM. The model is further used to perform a sensitivity
analysis to identify the impact of different technology and nontechnology parameters. Validation of the model is done by
comparing simulation results with silicon measurements.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
brieﬂy reviews key storage based on PUFs, the six transistors
(6Ts) SRAM cell and classiﬁes it according to its ability to
reproduce the same start-up behavior. Section III introduces
the analytical model based on SNM. Section IV gives the
simulation results. Section V reports silicon measurements and
compares them with the obtained simulation results. Finally,
Section VI concludes this paper.
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II. BACKGROUND ON S ECURE C RYPTOGRAPHIC K EY
S TORAGE BASED ON SRAM PUF S
This section provides background information of PUFs
based systems and brieﬂy gives an SRAM cell architecture
and behavior overview. In addition, it proposes a classiﬁcation
of SRAM cells upon the reproducibility of their SUVs.



















 
 












 
    



PUFs in general, SRAM PUFs in particular, can be used
as a secure cryptographic key storage mechanism [16]. Fig. 1
shows how such mechanism can be integrated to create a PUF
based key storage system. Such a system performs two main
operations; they are explained next.

(b)

Fig. 1: Operations of a PUF based Key Storage System (a)
Enrollment and (b) Reconstruction [17].
1) Enrollment: this operation generates a key based on
a PUF ﬁngerprint. This key is programmed into the
device to be protected. This operation can be subdivided
in three steps. First, the response of the targeted PUF
is measured. This response is called PUF reference
response. Second, this response is used as the input
of the Fuzzy Extractor (FE) [18–20], which derives
a cryptographic key and computes Helper data using
ECC coding. Third, the Helper data is stored in a NVM
attached to the device and is made as public information.
2) Reconstruction: this operation recovers the programmed key. It can be divided in two steps. First,
the response of the targeted PUF is measured. This
response is called PUF response; see Fig. 1(b). Second,
this response is used as input of the FE; here, FE
uses the stored Helper data and the new response to
reconstruct the cryptographic key that was programmed
during enrollment. If the measured PUF response is
close enough to the PUF reference response (i.e., within
the ECC correction capability, typically 25% [17]), the
original key is successfully reconstructed.
It is then crucial to reproduce the same PUF reference
response generated at enrollment during the key reconstruction
phase within the error correction capabilities of the ECC.
B. SRAM cell and classiﬁcation
The popular 6Ts SRAM cell (see Fig. 2(a)) consists of two
cross-coupled CMOS inverters formed by four transistors (Q1
with Q5 and Q2 with Q6) and two pass transistors (Q3 and
Q4). The pass transistors are used to access the cell for read
and write operations. The bitline (BL), the compliment bitline
(BLB) and the wordline (WL) are used to access the cell.
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A. Key Storage System based on PUFs

(a)







(a) 6Ts CMOS SRAM cell


(b) VTCs of an SRAM cell

Fig. 2: SRAM cell (a) schematic and (b) VTCs
To be used for cryptographic key generation, it is required
that the SUVs of the majority of the SRAM cells are reproducible, even under hostile conditions such as high temperature [15]. Therefore, SRAM cells are classiﬁed depending
upon the sensitivity of its SUVs to stress conditions as follows:
1) Non-skewed cell: the cell has no measurable mismatch
between its two inverters. This does not mean that PV
did not occur in the cell, but just that the combined effects neutralize each other. A non-skewed cell generates
randomly either a 0 or 1 at its output, depending mainly
upon the noise present in the system.
2) Partially-skewed cell: the cell has a little mismatch
between its two inverters. These kind of cells have
a preferred state, depending upon the nature of the
mismatch. Therefore, the cell can ﬂip (hence, produce
a different SUV) due to variation of external conditions
such as the temperature.
3) Fully-skewed cell: the cell has a high mismatch between
its two inverters in such a way that the cell always
takes its preferred initial state regardless of the stress
conditions. Ideally, SRAM PUFs have majority cells of
this type.
III. A NALYTICAL M ODEL FOR SRAM PUF S
In this section the concept of Static Noise Margin (SNM) is
used to develop an analytical model for SRAM SUVs. First,
the SNM is brieﬂy reviewed. Then, a model is presented.
Finally, a classiﬁcation of parameters that could impact SRAM
PUF SUVs is given.
A. SNM concept
SNM is the metric for quantifying the maximum noise
voltage that an SRAM cell can tolerate before changing its
state. SNM is calculated as the shortest side of the largest
square that can ﬁt inside the eyes of the Voltage Transfer
Curves (VTCs) of the cross-coupled inverters that compose
the cell; see Fig. 2(b). The dashed curve presents the VTC
of Inverter 1 and the solid that of Inverter 2. The intersection
of these lines forms two eyes. The side of the largest square
that can ﬁt inside both eyes is the SNM value [21]. To ﬁnd
the SNM value, the coordinates of four critical points A, B,
C and D as shown in Fig. 2(b) have to be determined.
The traditional SNM model proposed by [21] takes all 6Ts
into account as all of them affect the SRAM cell stability.
The calculation is made for read-access mode as it is the
worst case scenario. It is known that cell asymmetries are due
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to PV affecting the size of the VTCs eyes [15,22]. Hence,
by determining the relative size of the eyes, it is possible
to determine the cell’s preferred state. Perfectly symmetrical
eyes indicate a non-skewed cell, small asymmetry between the
eyes indicate a partially-skewed cell and a large asymmetry
indicates a fully-skewed cell [23].
The traditional SNM model cannot be directly used to
analyze the SUVs of SRAM cells because: (a) SUVs are
generated during power-up and not during read-access mode,
(b) the transistors that play a major role in determining
the SUVs of SRAM cells are the ones forming the crosscoupled inverters, (c) pass transistors of SRAM PUF have no
impact since the WL is not active and (d) SUVs are not only
determined by the noise tolerance of the cell but also by the
relative strength of SRAM cells inverters. Hence, a new PUF
SNM (PSNM) is needed.
B. SRAM PUF Static Noise Margin (PSNM)
To determine the value of PSNM, we assume that only the
noise and the mismatch of the cross-coupled inverters may
impact the SUVs. As shown in Fig. 2(b), the PSNM square
size depends on the coordinates of the four critical points


, VIH
), C (VIH , VOL ) and
denoted by A (VIL , VOH ), B (VOL


, VIL
). For each of the four points, the transistors
D (VOH
involved are either in linear or saturation mode, assuming noise
levels above the threshold voltage [24]. At point A, Q2 is in
saturation mode and Q6 is in linear mode; at point B, Q1 is
in linear mode and Q5 is saturation mode; at point C, Q2 is in
linear mode and Q6 is in saturation mode, while at point D, Q1
is in saturation mode and Q5 is in linear mode. To calculate
the coordinates of each of the critical points we performed
the following steps. Due to space limitations we present the
procedure and results only for point A; a similar approach is
performed on points B, C and D [23].
1) Write the drain current equations for the transistors in
their respective modes of operation. For point A, IDQ2 =
IDQ6 . This results into:
β2

(Vin − Vth2 )2 (1 + λ2 Vout ) = β6 [2(Vin − Vdd
− Vth6 )(Vout − Vdd ) − (Vout − Vdd )2 ]
(1)

where β2,6 are the transconductances, λ2,6 are the
channel length modulation parameters, Vth2,6 are the
threshold voltages of Q2 and Q6 respectively, Vout and
Vin are respectively the output and input voltage of
Inverter 1 (see Fig. 2(a)), and Vdd is the supply voltage.
2) Differentiate the equations obtained in step 1 with
respect to Vin and then replace the derivative with
dVout
dVin = −1.
3) Utilize the equations in steps 1 and 2 to derive an
expression for the coordinates of the critical point A;
this results into:
VOH

=

β2
β6 (VIL

1 β2
2 β6 λ2 (VIL −
β2
β6 λ2 (VIL − Vth2 )

− Vth2 ) −

2−
+VIL − Vth6 + Vdd
2 − ββ26 λ2 (VIL − Vth2 )

Vth2 )2

(2)
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Fig. 3: Classiﬁcation of sensitivity parameters for SRAM PUFs
VIL is obtained by substituting Vout of Eq. 1 into Eq.
2.
4) Calculate the smallest of the noise margins (NM) per
VTC of as:
•
•

 , NM = V

N M = min (N MH = VOH − VIH
L
IL − VOL )
 =V


N M  = min (N MH
OH − VIH , N ML = VIL − VOL ).

5) Determine two metrics:
a) P SN Mratio as N M/N M  . The preferred value
of the SRAM cell is 1 if P SN Mratio is greater
than 1 and 0 if P SN Mratio is smaller than 1. The
higher or lower the P SN Mratio than 1, the higher
the asymmetry within its cross-coupled inverters;
hence, the more reproducible its SUVs.
b) P SN Mnoise = min(N M , N M  ). The higher the
P SN Mnoise the higher the tolerance of the cell to
the noise.
C. Classiﬁcation of SRAM PUF stability parameters
Inspecting Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, used to calculate both PSNM
metrics, reveal that the following parameters can impact the
SUV:
• Channel length modulation λ; this parameter strongly
depends on the transistor length L [25];
• MOSFET transconductance β; this parameter depends on
the transistor length L, transistor width W and the gate
oxide thickness tox [25];
• Threshold voltage Vth ; this parameter is determined
mainly by gate oxide thickness tox , intrinsic doping carrier concentration ni , donor and acceptor doping carrier
concentration ND,A and temperature T [25];
• Supply voltage Vdd . Note that voltage supply ramp-up
speed tr is also known to impact SUV stability [15].
Nevertheless, the proposed model does not deal with tr ;
this needs a new model (ongoing work).
PSNM sensitivity parameters can be classiﬁed into two
groups: technology and non-technology; see Fig. 3. We assume
that technology parameters are the ones that are directly
dependent upon the technology node such as L, and nontechnology parameters are the ones that can be controlled
externally such as T and Vdd . Note that the temperature is
orthogonal to ni and Vth .
The two previously deﬁned metrics can be used to study the
SUVs reproducibility. P SN Mratio can be used for technology
parameters as these are the ones that cause the inverters’
intrinsic mismatch; this metric provides the relative strength
of one inverter as compared to the other. P SN Mnoise can be
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TABLE I: Parameters for 65nm BSIM4 model
Parameter
Temperature T (in ◦ C)
Supply voltage Vdd (in V)

NMOS
20
1.2

PMOS
20

2

1.2

Length L (in nm)

65

65

Width W (in nm)

195

130

Threshold voltage Vth (in V )

0.423

0.365

Gate Oxide Thickness tox (in nm)

1.85

1.95

used for the non-technology parameters as these are the ones
that can vary the noise tolerance of the cell during operation
(after manufacturing). Moreover, these parameters inﬂuence
all the cell components in a homogeneous way.
IV. S IMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we analyze the impact of technology parameters and the combination of technology and non-technology
on PSNM. First, the set-up and experiments are described.
Thereafter, the results are presented and discussed.
A. Set-up
We simulate the start-up behavior of an SRAM cell using
SPICE and BSIM4 65nm models [26]. The CMOS parameters
nominal values used in the simulations are listed in Table I.
Note that analyzing the impact of non-technology parameters
alone is not realistic as PV is always present.
We perform two types of experiments: (1) We vary one
technology parameter of one of the MOSFETS of Inverter
1 at a time and analyzed its impact on both P SN Mratio
and P SN Mnoise and conclude about which parameter has
the most impact on the reproducibility of the SUVs, (2) we
introduce a mismatch on a cell by means of the most dominant
parameter and determine the impact of each non-technology
parameter on both P SN Mratio and P SN Mnoise .
B. Impact of technology parameters
We performed four experiments in which we vary a single
parameter per experiment; these are L, W , Vth or tox . The
experiments reveal that the impact of technology parameters
on P SN Mnoise is negligible; e.g., increasing the NMOS Vth
by +10% increases P SN Mnoise by only 0.7%. The results on
P SN Mratio are reported next.
1) Impact of the transistor length L: We simulate the startup behavior for different values of L, up to ±12% with a step
of 2%. This variation corresponds to the worst case scenario
for 65nm node, where the ratio of standard deviation to mean
variation (σ) for L due to PV is ±4% [27]; see Fig. 4(a). The
ﬁgure shows the PV Probability Distribution Function (PDF)
of L for this technology. Note that the impact of λ is also
reﬂected in L due to their interdependency.
Fig. 5(a) shows the results of the performed simulation; they
reveal the following: (a) P SN Mratio is linearly dependent on
L, (b) P SN Mratio indicates that the preferred value of the cell
is 1 for an increasing in NMOS L or a decreasing PMOS L,
(c) the preferred value of the cell is 0 for a decreasing NMOS
L or an increasing PMOS L, and (d) the percentage change
in P SN Mratio due to both PMOS and NMOS is similar for
same variation in L; e.g., a variation of +10% in PMOS L
varies P SN Mratio with 1.4%.
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Fig. 4: Process variation PDF for 65nm [27]
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Fig. 5: Impact of length and threshold voltage on P SN Mratio
2) Impact of the transistor width W : We simulate the
impact of W on start-up behavior in a similar way as we did
for L. The results show the same trend as that observed for
L, but with opposite effect, e.g., a decrease of W of NMOS
results in a P SN Mratio above 1, hence, preferred value 1.
Moreover, W has a similar impact as that of L variation.
3) Impact of the transistor threshold voltage Vth : We
simulate the start-up behavior for different values of Vth up
to ±15% with a step of 2%. This variation corresponds to
the worst case scenario, where σ for Vth due to PV is ±5%
[27]; see also Fig. 4(b). The simulation results are given in
Fig. 5(b); based on the ﬁgure we can conclude that (a) the
variation in Vth has a severe impact on P SN Mratio for both
NMOS and PMOS, (b) the impact of NMOS Vth variation
is the double of that of PMOS; e.g., +10% in NMOS Vth
increases the P SN Mratio by 6%, (c) P SN Mratio indicates
that the preferred value of cell is 1 for an increasing NMOS
Vth or a decreasing PMOS Vth , and (d) P SN Mratio indicates
that the preferred value of cell is 0 for a decreasing NMOS
Vth or an increasing PMOS Vth .
4) Impact of the transistor gate oxide thickness tox : The
tox for 65nm node is in the order of 2nm, i.e., 4 to 5 atoms
[28]. The roughness introduced by PV, although small between
silicon and silicon dioxide, can be of one or two atomic layers
[28]. For the given technology node, tox for both PMOS and
NMOS is indicated in Table I. Since there was no available
distribution function for tox for this technology node, we
assumed the worst case variation up to ±30% with a step
of 10% and analyzed its impact. The simulation results show
similar trends as that of Vth ; see Fig. 5(b). However, the impact
of tox is 2× less severe than that of Vth .
C. Combined impact of stability parameters
The objective of this experiment is to investigate the impact
of different supply voltages (i.e., ±10%Vdd ) and temperatures
(i.e., from −40◦ C up to 120◦ C) on the P SN Mnoise in a
cell with a mismatch in the most dominanting technology
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Fig. 6: Impact of P SN Mnoise
parameter, which is NMOS Vth according to our simulation
results. It is worth noting that when considering the nontechnology parameters only, the impact on P SN Mratio is
negligible; simulation results show that (a) a temperature
decrease from 20◦ C to −40◦ C increases P SN Mratio by
0.07% and (b) that a supply voltage increase of +10% increases
P SN Mratio by 0.01%. The impact results on P SN Mnoise
are reported next.
1) Impact of Vdd variation for NMOS Vth mismatched cell:
For these simulations, a mismatch is introduced on the SRAM
cell by increasing the Vth of the NMOS transistor Q1 by
5%. We simulate the start-up behavior for different voltage
values up to ±10%Vdd with a step of 2% and determined
its P SN Mnoise . Fig. 6(a) presents the results; the variation
in Vdd is represented on the x-axis whereas the y-axis represents the absolute (left) and normalized to enrollment (right)
P SN Mnoise for a particular variation. The ﬁgure shows that
the impct of Vdd on the P SN Mnoise is negligible for the
considered range of values. Absolute P SN Mnoise increases
linearly with Vdd increase; e.g., +10% increase in Vdd increases
P SN Mnoise by 1.7%. Normalized to enrollment P SN Mnoise
decreases linearly with Vdd increase/decrease; e.g., ±10%Vdd
decreases P SN Mnoise by 1.7%.
2) Impact of T variation for NMOS Vth mismatched cell:
For these simulations, the previously NMOS Vth mismatch
is considered. Fig. 6(b) shows the simulation results for the
range of T values considered. The variation T is represented
on the x-axis whereas the y-axis represents the absolute
(left) and normalized to enrollment (right) P SN Mnoise for a
particular variation. The ﬁgure shows that the impact of T on
the P SN Mnoise is severe. Absolute P SN Mnoise decreases
linearly with T increase; e.g., an increase in T from −40◦ C
to 120◦ C decreases the P SN Mnoise by 19.3%. Normalized
to enrollment P SN Mnoise decreases linearly with T increase/decrease; e.g., −40◦ C decreases P SN Mnoise normalized to enrollment by 6%. However, small variations around
enrollment T , e.g., ±10%T P SN Mnoise , have negligible
impact.
D. Discussion
An SRAM PUF must have a majority of fully-skewed cells
to be reproducible (see Section II). Moreover, an SRAM
ﬁngerprint is considered to be reproducible if at least 75%
of its SUVs are reproducible. In other words, if the maximum
of its non-reproducible SUVs are within the error capability
of its ECC, i.e., 25% [17].

Our simulation results showed that from all sensitivity
parameters, NMOS Vth is the one with the most impact on
P SN Mratio and therefore on the reproducibility of SRAM
SUVs. To compute the minimum P SN Mratio between two
SRAM PUF cell inverters that will reproduce the same SUV
(to be fully-skewed), we consider the Gaussian distribution
of Vth ; see Fig. 4(b). From the ﬁgure we need to extract the
NMOS Vth variation that corresponds to 25%. The Gaussian
distribution equation is:
2
2
1
√ e−(x−μ) /2σ
(3)
σ 2π
where σ is the standard deviation of Vth , x represents the
variation in Vth and μ is the mean of Vth . The Vth variation
a that corresponds to 25% of the cells is:
 μ+a
P (x) dx =⇒ a = 1.6%
(4)
25% =

P (x) =

μ−a

where μ = 1 and σ = 0.05 [27]; see Fig. 4(b). The minimum
P SN Mratio for which an SRAM PUF cell starts being fullyskewed is 1.005 if 1 skewed, or 0.995 if 0 skewed; see Fig.
5(b). This calculation is done by assuming the variation in
one MOSFET parameter at a time. Although this count may
vary when considering all sensitivity parameter variations, this
calculation indicates that the cell has a high probability of
being fully-skewed; hence, reproducible.
V. S ILICON RESULTS AND VALIDATION
To validate the developed model and have better feeling
about the reality, industrial experiments are performed on
TSMC and NXP SRAM devices, 20 each, produced in 65nm
node; all memory devices have a size of 65536 bits. Two
experiments are performed to analyze the impact of supply
voltage and temperature. In the rest of this section ﬁrst
the results of these experiments are presented and thereafter
compared with the simulation results to validate the proposed
model.
A. Supply voltage experiment
The SUVs of each of the above mentioned memory devices
are measured for ﬁve Vdd values (i.e., −10%Vdd , −5%Vdd ,
Vdd , +5%Vdd , and +10%Vdd ) at 20◦ C. Each device is
powered-up repeatedly ten times with intervals of one second;
after each power-up, the SRAM SUVs are read and stored in
a binary dump, which are then analyzed using MATLAB.
Fig. 7(a) shows the reproducibility analysis of the measurements performed on a single TSMC device at different Vdd .
The remaining devices follow the same trend. The metric used
to analyze the reproducibility is Fractional Hamming Distance
(FHD); FHD gives a percentage of the total number of SUVs
that have different values when compared to enrollment. Ideally, FHD should be zero. In our case, enrollment is performed
at nominal Vdd . Fig. 7(a) shows that Vdd has a negligible
impact on FHD.
The experiment was redone for NXP devices. The results
show similar trends as those obtained for TSMC devices, but
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Fig. 7: FHD for several enrollment conditions
with a FHD 1.5x higher. It can be concluded that the probability of reproducing the same SRAM SUVs is marginally
impacted by Vdd variations.
B. Temperature cycle experiment
In this experiment SUVs are measured for different temperatures: −40◦ C, 20◦ C, 80◦ C and 125◦ C with a Vdd of 1.2V.
Each device is powered-up repeatedly 100 times for −40◦ C
and 125◦ C, 250 times for 20◦ C and 200 times for 80◦ C with
intervals of one second; after each power-up, the SUVs of the
memories are read and stored in a binary dump.
Fig. 7(b) shows the FHD for a single TSMC device at
different T ; it reveals that FHD decreases for both higher and
lower T as compared with enrollment; e.g., at 125◦ C FHD
is 10% and −40◦ C is 7%. As it can be seen a variation of
165◦ C in T results only in 10% variation in FHD. A similar
experiment was performed on NXP devices and the results
shows similar trends, but with a FHD 1.2x higher.
C. Comparison of measurements with simulation results
Both P SN M metrics analysis are performed for a single
cell. FHD analysis is performed for 65536 cells (bits) per
SRAM device for 40 devices in total. P SN M metrics are
therefore a trend indicator of FHD. Next, simulation results
are compared with silicon measurements.
1) For supply voltage experiment: Both simulation results
and silicon measurements have shown that for 65nm technology node, a variation in the supply voltage Vdd has a
negligible impact on the SUV reproducibility. Therefore, as
silicon measurements follow the same trend as the simulation
results, the correctness of the simulation results with regard to
Vdd behavior can be concluded.
2) For temperature cycle experiment: Simulation results
predict a P SN Mnoise when normalized to enrollment of 6%
at −40◦ C and of 11% for 120◦ C. Silicon measurements have
shown the same trend but 2× less severe than the simulations
predictions. This might be due to the consideration of a single
parameter at a time during simulations. Note that the more
variation within the SRAM cell technology parameters, the
higher the P SN Mratio and hence the SRAM cell stability.
Note that the behavior of the silicon data matches with that
of the simulation results from the analytical model, with regard
to T .
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper an SRAM start-up behavior model based on
SNM is developed and the impact of both technology and nontechnology parameters on the reproducibility of such behavior

6

is analyzed. First, considering only variations on technology
parameters, our model reveals that NMOS Vth has the most
signiﬁcant impact. Second, it shows that the reproducibility
for combined variations in technology and non-technology
parameters around enrollment conditions is more sensitive
to Vdd . Furthermore, large T variations impact severely the
reproducibility. These results are validated by silicon data.
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Abstract²,Q WKLV SDSHU ZH HYDOXDWH DQG FRPSDUH WKH
UREXVWQHVV LH UHSHDWDELOLW\ DQG XQLTXHQHVV RI WZR 65$0 38)
GHVLJQV *HQHUDO 3XUSRVH *3 DQG /RZ3RZHU /3  E\ PHDQV
RI ERWK FLUFXLW VLPXODWLRQV DQG LQGXVWULDO PHDVXUHPHQWV &LUFXLW
VLPXODWLRQV DUH SHUIRUPHG RQ ERWK GHVLJQV ZKLOH FRQVLGHULQJ
WZR WHFKQRORJ\ QRGHV QP DQG QP  WKUHH WHPSHUDWXUHV
DQG WKUHH YROWDJH UDPSXS WLPHV ,QGXVWULDO PHDVXUHPHQWV DUH
SHUIRUPHG WR YDOLGDWH WKH VLPXODWLRQ UHVXOWV 7KH VLPXODWLRQ
UHVXOWV DV ZHOO DV LQGXVWULDO PHDVXUHPHQWV GHPRQVWUDWH WKDW *3
GHYLFHV SURYLGH EHWWHU UHSHDWDELOLW\ IRU DOO LQYHVWLJDWHG FDVHV XS
WR × EHWWHU ZKLOH WKH XQLTXHQHVV LV GHVLJQ LQGHSHQGHQW
.H\ZRUGV
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Physical Unclonable Functions 38)V DUH WKH HPERGLPHQW
RI UDQGRP DQG XQLTXH EXW UHSHDWDEOH PDSSLQJ RI FKDOOHQJHV
WR UHVSRQVHV LQ SK\VLFDO VWUXFWXUHV VXFK DV LQWHJUDWHG FLUFXLWV
,&V >@ 7KH uniqueness DQG repeatability RI WKLV PDSSLQJ
NQRZQ DV ¿ngerprint HQDEOHV XQDPELJXRXV LGHQWL¿FDWLRQ RI
,&V PDNLQJ 38)V HI¿FLHQW KDUGZDUH VHFXULW\ SULPLWLYHV 0RUH
RYHU 38)V DUH KDUG WR FORQH GXH WR WKHLU UDQGRP XQFRQ
WUROODEOH LQKHUHQW GHYLFHXQLTXH DQG GHHSVXEPLFURQ SURFHVV
YDULDWLRQV &RPELQHG ZLWK SURSHU SRVWSURFHVVLQJ D 38) LV
DEOH WR JHQHUDWH VHFUHW NH\V RI FU\SWRJUDSKLF VWUHQJWK DQG
UHOLDEO\ VWRUH WKHP LQ D KLJKO\ VHFXUH PDQQHU ZLWKRXW WKH
QHHG IRU FRQYHQWLRQDO RQFKLS non-volatile memory > @
+RZHYHU 38) ¿QJHUSULQWV KDYH WZR PDLQ GUDZEDFNV )LUVW
WKH\ DUH QRLV\ ZKHQ WKH VDPH FKDOOHQJH LV FRQVHFXWLYHO\
DSSOLHG WR WKH VDPH GHYLFH WKH PDSSHG UHVSRQVHV DUH VOLJKWO\
GLIIHUHQW HYHQ XQGHU WKH VDPH RSHUDWLQJ FRQGLWLRQV UHVXOWLQJ
LQ ORZHU UHSHDWDELOLW\ 6HFRQG WKH ¿QJHUSULQWV RI DQ\ WZR
UDQGRP GHYLFHV PLJKW EH VOLJKWO\ FRUUHODWHG UHVXOWLQJ LQ ORZHU
XQLTXHQHVV
7R WDFNOH 38) FKDOOHQJHV DQG WR JXDUDQWHH UREXVWQHVV LH
XQLTXHQHVV DQG UHSHDWDELOLW\ 38)EDVHG V\VWHPV XVH IX]]\ H[
WUDFWRUV IRU ERWK SULYDF\ DPSOL¿FDWLRQ WR LPSURYH XQLTXHQHVV
DQG HUURU FRUUHFWLRQ WR LPSURYH UHSHDWDELOLW\ >@ +RZHYHU
WKH XVDJH RI IX]]\ H[WUDFWRUV FRPHV DW D FRVW ZKLFK VFDOHV XS
ZLWK OHVV UREXVW EDUH 38) UHVSRQVHV UHGXFHG XQLTXHQHVV LV
FRPSHQVDWHG ZLWK ODUJHU 38) IRRWSULQWV DQG UHGXFHG UHSHDWD
ELOLW\ LV FRPSHQVDWHG ZLWK error-correcting code (&& KDYLQJ
ODUJHU HUURU FRUUHFWLRQ FDSDELOLW\ UHVXOWLQJ LQ DQ RYHUDOO ODUJHU
VLOLFRQ DUHD RYHUKHDG >@ 1XPHURXV 38) FRQVWUXFWLRQV KDYH
EHHQ SURSRVHG DQG LPSOHPHQWHG VHH >@ IRU DQ RYHUYLHZ 
KRZHYHU 65$0 38)V DUH RQH RI WKH PRVW SRSXODU DV WKH\
DUH VWDQGDUG ,& FRPSRQHQWV DQG &026 WHFKQRORJ\ FRPSDWLEOH
>±@ 2XU ZRUN IRFXVHV RQ WKH UREXVWQHVV DQDO\VLV RI WKLV 38)
W\SH
0XFK ZRUN KDV EHHQ SXEOLVKHG UHJDUGLQJ WKH UREXVWQHVV

RI 65$0 38) WHFKQRORJ\ >±@ ,Q >@ WKH DXWKRUV VWXGLHG
WKH PLVPDWFK URRWFDXVH LQ 65$0 FHOOV WKH ZRUN YDOLGDWHG
RQO\ 65$0 UHSHDWDELOLW\ IRU QP QRGH ORZSRZHU ,Q >@
WKH DXWKRUV WKHRUHWLFDOO\ DQDO\]HG WKH LPSDFW WKDW H[WHUQDO
IDFWRUV KDYH RQ WKH ¿QJHUSULQW XQLTXHQHVV DQG UHSHDWDELOLW\ ,Q
>@ >@ DQG >@ WKH DXWKRUV DGGUHVVHG WHFKQLTXHV WR LPSURYH
¿QJHUSULQWV¶ VWDWLVWLFDO FKDUDFWHULVWLFV VXFK DV IX]]\ H[WUDFWRUV
DQG KHOSHU GDWD DOJRULWKPV ,Q >@ WKH DXWKRUV SUHVHQWHG D
WHFKQLTXH FDOOHG VWDEOH38)PDUNLQJ WR LGHQWLI\ UREXVW 65$0
FHOOV WKH\ SURSRVHG WR XVH RQO\ WKHVH FHOOV IRU FU\SWRJUDSKLF
NH\ JHQHUDWLRQ DV DQ DOWHUQDWLYH IRU HUURU FRUUHFWLRQ FRGH
RI WKRVH ZKLFK DUH QRQUREXVW 7KH\ DVVXPHG WKDW WKH FHOOV
PLVPDWFK LV EDVHG RQ WKUHVKROG YROWDJH RQO\ 1R VLOLFRQ UHVXOWV
ZHUH SUHVHQWHG WR YDOLGDWH WKH ¿QGLQJV ,Q >@ WKH DXWKRUV
SUHVHQWHG D FRPSDULVRQ EHWZHHQ 65$0 38)V DQG )OLS)ORS
38)V UHSHDWDELOLW\ DQG XQLTXHQHVV EDVHG RQ QP VLOLFRQ
UHVXOWV 7KLV VWXG\ IRFXVHG RQ D VLQJOH WHFKQRORJ\ QRGH
7KH VWDWHRIWKHDUW FOHDUO\ VKRZV WKDW DOWKRXJK WKH UREXVW
QHVV RI 65$0 38) LV TXLWH DGGUHVVHG OLPLWHG VLOLFRQ UHVXOWV
ZHUH UHSRUWHG 0RUHRYHU UREXVWQHVV IRU GLIIHUHQW 65$0 38)
GHVLJQV LQ FU\SWRJUDSKLF V\VWHPV LV QRW LQYHVWLJDWHG \HW XQ
GHUVWDQGLQJ WKLV ZLOO DOORZ WKH LQWHJUDWLRQ RI WKH EHVW GHVLJQ
LQ FU\SWRJUDSKLF V\VWHPV UHVXOWLQJ LQ EHWWHU UREXVWQHVV DQG
RYHUDOO UHGXFHG FRVW
,Q WKLV SDSHU ZH HYDOXDWH DQG FRPSDUH WKH UREXVWQHVV
RI WZR GLIIHUHQW 65$0 38) GHVLJQV JHQHUDO SXUSRVH *3
DQG ORZSRZHU /3  IRU GLIIHUHQW WHFKQRORJ\ QRGHV DQG XQGHU
YDU\LQJ RSHUDWLRQ FRQGLWLRQV VXFK DV WHPSHUDWXUH DQG YROWDJH
UDPSXS WLPH 7KH SDSHU KDV WKH IROORZLQJ FRQWULEXWLRQV
•

5HSHDWDELOLW\ DQG XQLTXHQHVV HYDOXDWLRQ IRU WZR
65$0 38) GHVLJQ EDVHG RQ FLUFXLW VLPXODWLRQV WKH
DQDO\VLV LV SHUIRUPHG IRU WZR GLIIHUHQW WHFKQRORJ\
QRGHV QP DQG QP ZKLOH FRQVLGHULQJ WKUHH WHP
SHUDWXUHV DQG WKUHH YROWDJH UDPSXS WLPHV

•

5HSHDWDELOLW\ DQG XQLTXHQHVV PHDVXUHPHQWV SHU
IRUPHG RQ VLOLFRQ GHYLFHV ERWK *3 DQG /3  PDQXIDF
WXUHG XVLQJ GLIIHUHQW WHFKQRORJ\ QRGHV $OVR KHUH WKH
LPSDFW RI GLIIHUHQW VWUHVV FRQGLWLRQV LV LQYHVWLJDWHG

7KH UHVW RI WKLV SDSHU LV RUJDQL]HG DV IROORZV 6HFWLRQ ,,
SURYLGHV VRPH SUHOLPLQDULHV RQ 38)EDVHG V\VWHPV LQFOXGLQJ
WKH 65$0 FHOO WKH WZR GLIIHUHQW GHVLJQV XQGHU FRQVLGHUDWLRQ
DQG LQWURGXFHV WKH PHWULFV XVHG WR HYDOXDWH WKH 38) UREXVWQHVV
6HFWLRQ ,,, GLVFXVVHV WKH VLPXODWLRQ VHWXS WKH SHUIRUPHG
H[SHULPHQWV DQG WKH VLPXODWLRQ UHVXOWV 6HFWLRQ ,9 SURYLGHV
WKH LQGXVWULDO DQDO\VLV LQFOXGLQJ WKH FKDUDFWHULVWLFV RI WKH
GHYLFHV PHDVXUHG WKH SHUIRUPHG PHDVXUHPHQWV WKH UHVXOWV D
FRPSDULVRQ ZLWK VLPXODWLRQ UHVXOWV DQG D GLVFXVVLRQ )LQDOO\
6HFWLRQ 9 FRQFOXGHV WKLV SDSHU
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,Q WKLV VHFWLRQ ZH SURYLGH EDFNJURXQG LQIRUPDWLRQ RQ
38)EDVHG V\VWHPV )LUVW ZH GLVFXVV WKHLU PDLQ RSHUDWLRQV
6HFRQG ZH EULHÀ\ SURYLGH VRPH SUHOLPLQDULHV RQ WKH EDVLF
RSHUDWLRQ RI 65$0 38)V 7KLUG ZH VXPPDUL]H WKH PDLQ
GLIIHUHQFHV EHWZHHQ JHQHUDO SXUSRVH DQG ORZSRZHU GHYLFHV
)LQDOO\ ZH LQWURGXFH WKH UREXVWQHVV HYDOXDWLRQ PHWULFV
A. PUF-based Key Generation and Storage
)LJ  VKRZV WKH ÀRZ RI D 38)EDVHG NH\VWRUDJH V\V
WHP > @ LPSOHPHQWHG ZLWK D fuzzy extractor )( > @
ZKLFK W\SLFDOO\ FRQVLVWV RI WZR SKDVHV
(QUROOPHQW D NH\ LV JHQHUDWHG IURP D PUF Reference Response 355  )LUVW D 38) PHDVXUHPHQW SURGXFHV WKH 355
1H[W WKH 355 LV SURFHVVHG E\ WKH )( LQWR D FU\SWRJUDSKLFDOO\
VWURQJ Key DQG KHOSHU GDWD LV JHQHUDWHG DV D )( E\SURGXFW
)LQDOO\ WKH KHOSHU GDWD LV VWRUHG LQ DQ H[WHUQDO QRQYRODWLOH
PHPRU\ KHQFH EHFRPHV SXEOLF LQIRUPDWLRQ 
5HFRQVWUXFWLRQ WKH HDUOLHU HQUROOHG Key LV UHOLDEO\ UHFRYHUHG
IURP D QRLV\ PUF Response 35 DQG WKH VWRUHG KHOSHU GDWD
)LUVW D 38) PHDVXUHPHQW SURGXFHV WKH 35 6RPH ELWV RI 35
DUH GLIIHUHQW IURP RULJLQDO 355 KHQFH 35 LV D QRLV\ YHUVLRQ
RI 355 1H[W 35 LV SURFHVVHG E\ WKH )( LQ FRPELQDWLRQ
ZLWK WKH KHOSHU GDWD ZKLFK LV UHWULHYHG IURP WKH H[WHUQDO
PHPRU\ ,I WKH QRLV\ 35 LV FORVH HQRXJK WR WKH 355 REWDLQHG
GXULQJ HQUROOPHQW LH WKH 38) UHVSRQVH LV UHSHDWDEOH XS WR
D OLPLWHG DPRXQW RI QRLVH  WKHQ WKH )( VXFFHHGV LQ UHOLDEO\
UHFRQVWUXFWLQJ WKH HQUROOHG Key
B. SRAM PUF
)LJ  VKRZV WKH SRSXODU VL[WUDQVLVWRU 65$0 FHOO $Q
65$0 FHOO LV D ELVWDEOH FLUFXLW LH LW KDV WZR SRVVLEOH VWDWHV
GHQRWHG DV ORJLF ¶¶ DQG ¶¶ DQG LW FRPSULVHV WZR FURVVFRXSOHG
LQYHUWHUV DW LWV FRUH UHVSHFWLYHO\ IRUPHG E\ Q1 Q5 DQG
Q2 Q6  7KH SHULSKHUDO FLUFXLWU\ XVHG WR DFFHVV WKH FHOO LV
FRPSULVHG E\ WZR SDVV WUDQVLVWRUV Q3 DQG Q4  WKH ELWOLQH
BL  WKH FRPSOHPHQW ELWOLQH BLB DQG WKH ZRUGOLQH WL 
:KHQ SRZHUHGXS WKH FURVVFRXSOHG LQYHUWHUV VWDUW GULYLQJ
HOHFWULF FXUUHQW KHQFH LQFUHDVLQJ WKH YROWDJHV DW WKHLU JDWHV
Vin DQG Vout  7KH ¿UVW LQYHUWHU WKDW EXLOGV HQRXJK JDWH
YROWDJH WR GULYH LWV 1026 ZLOO SXOOGRZQ LWV RXWSXW IRUFLQJ
WKH RWKHU LQYHUWHU WR SXOOXS DQG FDXVLQJ WKH 65$0 FHOO WR
VHWWOH LQ RQH RI ERWK VWDEOH VWDWHV 6LQFH ERWK LQYHUWHUV DUH
GHVLJQHG WR EH QRPLQDOO\ LGHQWLFDO WKH RXWFRPH WKH VWDWHV LQ
ZKLFK D FHOO VHWWOHV LV HQWLUHO\ GHWHUPLQHG E\ WKH HIIHFW RI
UDQGRP SURFHVV YDULDWLRQV +HQFH DQ 65$0 SRZHUXS VWDWH
NQRZQ DV D start-up value 689  LV D 38) UHVSRQVH DQG WKLV
FRQVWUXFWLRQ LV FDOOHG DQ 65$0 38)

)LJ  7 &026 65$0 FHOO >@
C. SRAM Design
7KHUH DUH IRXU GHVLJQV WKDW DUH RSWLPL]HG IRU GLIIHUHQW
DSSOLFDWLRQ UHTXLUHPHQWV WKH\ DUH High-Performance +3 RS
WLPL]HG IRU VSHHG Low-Operating Dynamic Power DOVR NQRZQ
DV General Purpose *3 RSWLPL]HG IRU G\QDPLF GLVVLSDWLRQ
SRZHU Low-Standby Static Power DOVR NQRZQ DV Low-Power
/3 RSWLPL]HG IRU VWDWLF SRZHU GLVVLSDWLRQ DQG III-VGe RSWL
PL]HG IRU ERWK ORZ G\QDPLF SRZHU DQG KLJK VSHHG RSHUDWLRQ
,Q RXU ZRUN ZH IRFXV RQ *3 DQG /3 GHYLFHV ZKLFK DUH
WKH RQHV PDQXIDFWXUHG IRU PHDVXUHPHQWV 7KHVH GHVLJQV GLIIHU
RQ YDULRXV SDUDPHWHUV D QRQH[KDXVWLYH OLVW LV VXPPDUL]HG
LQ 7DEOH , >@ FRPSDULQJ *3 DQG /3 GHYLFHV 7KH WDEOH
KLJKOLJKWV WKH GLIIHUHQW FRQ¿JXUDWLRQV RI ERWK SK\VLFDO DQG
HOHFWULFDO SDUDPHWHUV IRU WKH VDPH WHFKQRORJ\ QRGH EXW GLIIHU
HQW GHVLJQV VDD LV WKH VXSSO\ YROWDJH Lef f LV WKH HIIHFWLYH
JDWH OHQJWK tox LV WKH WKLFNQHVV R[LGH Ion LV WKH OHDNDJH
FXUUHQW GXULQJ RSHUDWLRQ DQG Iof f LV WKH OHDNDJH FXUUHQW GXULQJ
LGOH &RPSDULQJ WKH WZR GHVLJQV UHYHDOV WKDW *3 KDV D ORZHU
VXSSO\ YROWDJH D VKRUWHU FKDQQHO OHQJWK DQG WKLFNQHVV R[LGH
KHQFH VPDOOHU WKUHVKROG YROWDJH  D VLPLODU RSHUDWLRQDO FXUUHQW
DQG WZR RUGHUV RI PDJQLWXGH KLJKHU OHDNDJH FXUUHQW 2XU JRDO
LV WR LQYHVWLJDWH WKH LPSDFW WKDW WKHVH GLIIHUHQFHV KDYH RQ
WKH UREXVWQHVV RI 65$0 38)V KHQFH RQ WKH RYHUDOO FRVW RI
65$0 38)EDVHG V\VWHPV
D. PUF robustness metrics
38) UREXVWQHVV LQ JHQHUDO DQG RI 65$0 38) LQ SDUWLFXODU
FDQ EH HYDOXDWHG E\ WKH UHSHDWDELOLW\ DQG E\ WKH XQLTXHQHVV
RI LWV ¿QJHUSULQW )LQJHUSULQW¶V UHSHDWDELOLW\ LV WKH DELOLW\ RI
D GHYLFH WR JHQHUDWH WKH VDPH ¿QJHUSULQW HYHU\ WLPH LW LV
SRZHUHGXS 7KH KLJKHU WKH QXPEHU RI ELWV WKDW DOZD\V KDYH
WKH VDPH 689 WKH KLJKHU WKH UHSHDWDELOLW\ RI WKDW GHYLFH
8QLTXHQHVV LV WKH DELOLW\ RI D ¿QJHUSULQW WR EH GLVWLQJXLVKHG
IURP RWKHU GHYLFHV ¿QJHUSULQW 7KH KLJKHU WKH ¿QJHUSULQW
UDQGRPQHVV WKH OHVV WKH FRUUHODWLRQ EHWZHHQ DQ\ WZR JLYHQ
GHYLFHV DVVXPLQJ VDPH ¿QJHUSULQW OHQJWKV 
7R HYDOXDWH RXU H[SHULPHQWV LPSDFW RQ ERWK UHSHDWDELOLW\
DQG XQLTXHQHVV ZH UHO\ RQ WZR ZLGHO\ XVHG PHWULFV WKH\
DUH Fractional Hamming Distance )+' DQG Fractional Hamming Weight )+: >@ $ EULHI H[SODQDWLRQ RI WKH PHWULFV
DQG KRZ WKHVH DUH XVHG WR HYDOXDWH WKH UREXVWQHVV SDUDPHWHUV
LV JLYHQ QH[W
)+' LV XVHG WR HYDOXDWH ERWK UHSHDWDELOLW\ DQG XQLTXHQHVV
)+' FDOFXODWHV WKH SHUFHQWDJH RI ELWV WKDW DUH GLIIHUHQW EH
WZHHQ WZR GLIIHUHQW 38) UHVSRQVHV HJ WKH )+' EHWZHHQ
¶¶ DQG ¶¶ LV  :KHQ )+' LV XVHG IRU UHSHDWDELOLW\
SHU GHYLFH HDFK RI WKH PHDVXUHG 38) UHVSRQVHV 35 LV
FRPSDUHG ZLWK WKH HQUROOPHQW 38) UHVSRQVH 355 DQG WKHQ
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7$%/( , 'LIIHUHQW FRQ¿JXUDWLRQV RI SK\VLFDO DQG HOHFWULFDO SDUDPHWHUV

*3
/3

VDD 9



Lef f QP



QP
tox QP
Ion μ$μP





Iof f Q$μP
(
(

QRUPDOL]HG WR WKH UHVSRQVH OHQJWK VHH )LJ  $Q )+' SHU
GHYLFH FORVH WR  LQGLFDWHV D KLJK UHSHDWDELOLW\ :KHQ )+'
LV XVHG IRU XQLTXHQHVV WKH PHDVXUHG HQUROOPHQW 38) UHVSRQVH
355 RI HDFK 38) GHYLFH LV FRPSDUHG ZLWK WKDW RI DOO RWKHU
38) GHYLFHV DQG WKHQ QRUPDOL]HG WR WKH UHVSRQVH OHQJWK
$Q )+' EHWZHHQ GHYLFHV FORVH WR  LV D JRRG LQGLFDWRU
RI XQLTXHQHVV 0RUHRYHU WKH PHWULF¶ VWDWLVWLFDO VLJQL¿FDQFH
LQFUHDVHV ZLWK WKH QXPEHU RI 35V FRQVLGHUHG WR FDOFXODWH )+'
SHU GHYLFH IRU UHSHDWDELOLW\ DQG ZLWK WKH QXPEHU GHYLFHV
FRQVLGHUHG SHU )+' EHWZHHQ GHYLFHV IRU XQLTXHQHVV 
)+: LV XVHG WR HYDOXDWH XQLTXHQHVV LW FRPSXWHV WKH SHUFHQW
DJH RI ELWV WKDW DUH not ]HUR HJ WKH )+: RI ¶¶ LV 
$Q )+: FORVH WR  LQGLFDWHV D EDODQFHG GLVWULEXWLRQ RI
]HURV DQG RQHV LQ WKH 38) UHVSRQVHV +RZHYHU WKLV PHWULF LV
EOLQG WR ORJLF YDOXHV FOXVWHULQJ
,,,

6 ,08/$7,21 %$6(' $1$/<6,6

7R DQDO\]H WKH UHSHDWDELOLW\ DQG XQLTXHQHVV RI 65$0
38)V ERWK IRU JHQHUDO SXUSRVH DQG ORZSRZHU D PHPRU\
V\VWHP FRPSULVLQJ D FHOO DQG SHULSKHUDO FLUFXLWU\ LV V\QWKH
VL]HG DQG VLPXODWHG XVLQJ +63,&( DQG 370 PRGHOV >@ ,Q
WKLV VHFWLRQ ¿UVW ZH SUHVHQW WKH 38) ¿QJHUSULQW JHQHUDWLRQ
7KHUHDIWHU ZH GHVFULEH WKH VLPXODWLRQ H[SHULPHQWV DQG UHVXOWV
A. SRAM PUF Response Setup
(DFK ELW RI DQ 65$0 38) UHVSRQVH LV JHQHUDWHG E\ DQ
LQGLYLGXDO 65$0 FHOO )LJ  VKRZV WKH 65$0 ¿QJHUSULQW
JHQHUDWLRQ VFKHPDWLF XVHG LQ RXU VLPXODWLRQV ,W KDV EHHQ
VKRZQ LQ > @ WKDW WKH WKUHVKROG YROWDJH Vth RI 1026
WUDQVLVWRUV LV WKH WHFKQRORJ\ SDUDPHWHU ZLWK WKH PRVW LPSDFW
RQ WKH VWDUWXS YDOXH RI DQ 65$0 FHOO +HQFH 0RQWH &DUOR
LV XVHG WR JHQHUDWH  UDQGRP YDOXHV RI Vth IRU Q1 VHH )LJ
 DFFRUGLQJ WR WKH GLVWULEXWLRQ SUHVHQWHG LQ >@ LH PHDQ
μ VWDQGDUG 1026 Vth DQG GHYLDWLRQ σ
% · μ 7KHVH
 65$0 FHOOV FRPELQHG FUHDWH DQ 65$0 FHOO DUUD\ WKDW
JHQHUDWHV D XQLTXH DQG UDQGRP ELW UHVSRQVH DIWHU SRZHU
XS

VDD 9



Lef f QP



QP
tox QP
Ion μ$μP





Iof f Q$μP
(
(

XQLTXHQHVV RI WKH GHYLFHV PLJKW EH YXOQHUDEOH GXH WR WKH KHOSHU
GDWD 7KHUHIRUH XQLTXHQHVV LV RQO\ HYDOXDWHG IRU HQUROOPHQW
FRQGLWLRQ
7R LQYHVWLJDWH WKH LPSDFW WKDW WHFKQRORJ\ VFDOLQJ WHP
SHUDWXUH Temp DQG YROWDJH UDPSXS WLPH tramp KDYH RQ WKH
UHSHDWDELOLW\ DQG XQLTXHQHVV ZH VLPXODWHG WKH SRZHUXS RI
WKH 65$0 FHOO DUUD\ IRU WZR H[SHULPHQW JURXSV UHSHDWDELOLW\
H[SHULPHQWV DQG XQLTXHQHVV H[SHULPHQWV
5HSHDWDELOLW\ H[SHULPHQWV IRU HDFK FRPELQDWLRQ RI GHVLJQ
WHFKQRORJ\ QRGH Temp DQG tramp  ZH VLPXODWHG WKH SRZHUXS
RI WKH 65$0 FHOO DUUD\  WLPHV DQG HYDOXDWHG LWV UHVSRQVH
7KH WUDQVLHQW QRLVH GXULQJ SRZHUXS LV UDQGRPO\ JHQHUDWHG E\
WKH VLPXODWLRQ WRRO KHQFH ¿YH YDULDEOH SDUDPHWHUV DUH XVHG
IRU WKH VLPXODWLRQ






'HVLJQ *3 /3
7HFKQRORJ\ QRGH QP QP
7HPSHUDWXUH Temp o & o & o &
9ROWDJH UDPSXS WLPH tramp μV μV μV
7UDQVLHQW QRLVH GLIIHUHQW IRU HDFK RI WKH  SRZHUXSV

+HQFH D WRWDO RI  VLPXODWLRQV DUH SHUIRUPHG  GHVLJQV
×  WHFKQRORJ\ QRGHV ×  Temp ×  tramp ×  WUDQVLHQW
QRLVH 
8QLTXHQHVV H[SHULPHQWV DW HQUROOPHQW FRQGLWLRQV Temp
o & DQG tramp μs IRU WKH FRQVLGHUHG GHVLJQV DQG
WHFKQRORJ\ QRGHV ZH DQDO\]HG D VXEVHW RI WKH SHUIRUPHG
VLPXODWLRQV UHVXOWV LQ WKH SUHYLRXV H[SHULPHQWV ZLWK IRFXV
RQ XQLTXHQHVV 7KUHH YDULDEOH SDUDPHWHUV DUH XVHG IRU WKH
DQDO\VLV
 'HVLJQ *3 /3
 7HFKQRORJ\ QRGH QP QP
 7UDQVLHQW QRLVH GLIIHUHQW IRU HDFK RI WKH  SRZHUXSV
1RWH WKDW WKH VLPXODWLRQV ZHUH FDUULHG RXW ZLWK WKH WHFK
QRORJ\ QRGHV PHQWLRQHG DERYH QP DQG QP DV WKH 370
PRGHOV DUH DYDLODEOH IRU ERWK FRQVLGHUHG GHVLJQV *3 DQG /3
DQG WHFKQRORJ\ QRGHV

B. Performed Experiments
38)EDVHG V\VWHPV DUH GHVLJQHG WR UHFRQVWUXFW WKH HQUROOHG
NH\ XQGHU H[WUHPH RSHUDWLRQ FRQGLWLRQV +HQFH LW LV FUXFLDO
WR WHVW WKH UHSHDWDELOLW\ IRU H[WUHPH WHPSHUDWXUHV DQG YROWDJH
UDPSXS WLPHV +RZHYHU LW LV RQO\ GXULQJ HQUROOPHQW WKDW WKH

  

 












 

)LJ  65$0 38) VLPXODWLRQ >@



C. Simulation Results
)LJ  DQG 7DEOH ,, VKRZ WKH VLPXODWLRQ UHVXOWV IRU UHSHDWD
ELOLW\ DQG XQLTXHQHVV UHVSHFWLYHO\
5HSHDWDELOLW\ )LJ  VKRZV WKH LPSDFW RQ )+' KHQFH
RQ 65$0 ¿QJHUSULQW UHSHDWDELOLW\ 7KH YHUWLFDO D[LV \ D[LV
UHSUHVHQWV WKH )+' RYHU WKH  PHDVXUHPHQWV WKH PHDQ YDOXH
LV SORWWHG LQ D JUD\ ER[ WKH PD[LPXP YDOXH PD[ RYHU WKH 
PHDVXUHPHQWV LQ D ZKLWH ER[ DQG WKH VWDQGDUG GHYLDWLRQ VWG
DV D EODFN OLQH LQ WKH FHQWHU RI WKH ER[HV ,Q WKH KRUL]RQWDO
D[LV [ D[LV  WKH LQIRUPDWLRQ LV JURXSHG ¿UVW SHU Temp DQG
WKHUHDIWHU SHU tramp  (DFK GHYLFH LV DVVLJQHG D OHWWHU D  QP
*3 E  QP *3 F  QP /3 DQG G  QP /3 0RUHRYHU WKH
HQUROOPHQW FRQGLWLRQV DUH KLJKOLJKWHG LQ \HOORZ OLJKW JUD\ LI
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7$%/( ,, 8QLTXHQHVV UHVXOWV  VLPXODWLRQV
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)LJ  5HSHDWDELOLW\ UHVXOWV  VLPXODWLRQV
SULQWHG LQ EODFN DQG ZKLWH  )URP WKH ¿JXUH ZH FDQ REVHUYH
WKDW *3 DQG /3 GHYLFHV DUH LPSDFWHG E\ Temp tramp DQG
WHFKQRORJ\ VFDOLQJ DV IROORZV
7HPSHUDWXUH LPSDFW DW FRQVWDQW tramp μV  5HJDUGOHVV
RI WKH GHVLJQ )+' QRLVH LV KLJKHU IRU H[WUHPH WHPSHUDWXUHV
HJ IRU QP *3 PHDQ )+' DW −40o & LV × KLJKHU WKDQ
WKDW RI 25o & DQG × WKDQ WKDW RI 85o & 0RUHRYHU o & KDV
WKH KLJKHVW PD[ DQG VWG )+'
9ROWDJH UDPSXS WLPH DW FRQVWDQW Temp o &  *3 GHYLFHV
DUH OHVV VHQVLWLYH WR tramp YDULDWLRQV WKDQ /3 GHYLFHV HJ
QP *3 )+' LQFUHDVHV PDUJLQDOO\ IRU DOO GLIIHUHQW tramp 
ZKLOH QP /3 PD[ )+' LQFUHDVHV × /RZ3RZHU GHYLFHV
YXOQHUDELOLW\ WR tramp YDULDWLRQV FDQ EH H[SODLQHG E\ WKH VORZ
UHVSRQVH RI WKHVH GHYLFHV WR IUHTXHQF\ YDULDWLRQ DV WKH\ KDYH
KLJKHU WKUHVKROG YROWDJH WR PLQLPL]H WKH OHDNDJH FXUUHQW
7HPSHUDWXUH DQG 9ROWDJH 5DPS8S 7LPH &RPELQHG 5H
JDUGOHVV RI WKH GHVLJQ IRU Temp ORZHU WKDQ HQUROOPHQW D
QRLVH UHGXFWLRQ LV REVHUYHG IRU tramp ORQJHU WKDQ HQUROOPHQW
KRZHYHU IRU Temp KLJKHU WKDQ HQUROOPHQW VKRUW tramp DUH
WKH OHDVW QRLV\ )RU H[DPSOH QP *3 DW o & )+' LV WKH
ORZHVW IRU μV EXW IRU o & )+' LV ORZHVW IRU μV 7KHVH
UHVXOWV UHYHDO D FRUUHODWLRQ EHWZHHQ Temp DQG tramp WKDW FDQ
EH XVHG WR GHFUHDVH QRLVH E\ DSSURSULDWH VHOHFWLRQ RI tramp WR
WKH Temp 7KHVH UHVXOWV DUH LQ OLQH ZLWK >@
7HFKQRORJ\ VFDOLQJ /3 GHYLFHV DUH PRUH VHQVLWLYH WR ERWK
Temp DQG tramp YDULDWLRQV 0RUHRYHU WHFKQRORJ\ VFDOLQJ
UHGXFHV QRLVH IRU *3 GHVLJQV ZKLOH LW LQFUHDVHV IRU /3 GHVLJQV
)RU H[DPSOH *3 )+' UHGXFHV E\ × ZLWK WHFKQRORJ\
VFDOLQJ ZKLOH /3 LQFUHDVHV E\ ×
8QLTXHQHVV 7DEOH ,, VKRZV WKH LPSDFW WKDW GHVLJQ W\SH
DQG WHFKQRORJ\ QRGH KDYH RQ WKH XQLTXHQHVV RI DQ 65$0
¿QJHUSULQW 1RWH WKDW XQLTXHQHVV LV HYDOXDWHG RQO\ DW HQUROO
PHQW FRQGLWLRQ 7KH WDEOH VKRZV WKH )+: DYHUDJH RYHU 
PHDVXUHPHQWV ZLWK LWV UHVSHFWLYH VWDQGDUG GHYLDWLRQ )+'
EHWZHHQ GHYLFHV LV QRW FDOFXODWHG DV RQO\ RQH GHYLFH SHU
FRPELQDWLRQ RI GHVLJQ DQG WHFKQRORJ\ QRGH LV VLPXODWHG 7KH
WDEOH UHYHDOV WKDW UHJDUGOHVV RI WKH WHFKQRORJ\ QRGH ERWK
GHVLJQV KDYH D EDODQFHG GLVWULEXWLRQ RI V DQG V LQGLFDWLQJ
JRRG XQLTXHQHVV HJ QP *3 KDV DQ )+: RI  ± 
,9

QP *3
 ± 

QP *3
 ± 

QP /3
 ± 

QP /3
 ± 

 % 





)+:

GHVLJQV PDQXIDFWXUHG LQ WZR WHFKQRORJ\ QRGHV 65$0 PRG
XOH SURYLGHUV QRW GLVFORVHG GXH WR ,3 FRQVWUDLQV  ,Q WKLV
VHFWLRQ ¿UVW ZH LQWURGXFH WKH GHYLFHV DQG WKHUHDIWHU WKH
PHDVXUHPHQWV FDUULHG RXW )LQDOO\ ZH SUHVHQW WKH UHSHDWDELOLW\
DQG XQLTXHQHVV UHVXOWV FRPSDUH WKHP ZLWK WKH VLPXODWLRQ
UHVXOWV DQG GLVFXVV WKH GLIIHUHQFHV EHWZHHQ WKH WZR GHVLJQV
A. Devices under consideration
7R VWXG\ WKH YDULDWLRQ RI UHSHDWDELOLW\ DQG XQLTXHQHVV RI
65$0 ¿QJHUSULQWV  65$0 GHYLFHV GLVWULEXWHG RYHU WZR
GHVLJQV QP *3 QP *3 QP /3 DQG QP /3  DUH
HYDOXDWHG 7KLV LQIRUPDWLRQ LV VXPPDUL]HG LQ 7DEOH ,,, 1RWH
WKDW WKH VLPXODWHG WHFKQRORJ\ QRGHV DQG PHDVXUHG RQHV DUH QRW
H[DFWO\ WKH VDPH WKLV EHFDXVH WKH DYDLODEOH VLPXODWLRQ PRGHOV
DUH OLPLWHG 1HYHUWKHOHVV WKH FRUUHODWLRQ DQG WUHQGV EHWZHHQ
VLPXODWLRQV DQG VLOLFRQ GDWD FDQ VWLOO EH GHULYHG IURP WKHP
B. Performed Measurements
6LPLODUO\ WR WKH VLPXODWLRQ H[SHULPHQWV ZH HYDOXDWH WKH
UHSHDWDELOLW\ DQG XQLTXHQHVV RI HDFK RI WKH 65$0 GHYLFHV
*3 DQG /3  FRQVLGHULQJ YDULRXV WHPSHUDWXUHV YROWDJH UDPS
XS WLPHV DQG WHPSHUDWXUH DQG YROWDJH UDPSXS FRPELQHG DV
IROORZV 1RWH WKDW ZH FRQVLGHU RQO\ WKH ¿UVW N ELWV RI HDFK
GHYLFH DV WKLV LV WKH W\SLFDO VL]H UHTXLUHG WR GHSOR\ D VHFXUH
Key >@
7HPSHUDWXUH ZH HYDOXDWH 65$0 38) UHSHDWDELOLW\ IRU D
ZLGH UDQJH RI Temp o & o & DQG o &  7KH GHYLFHV
DUH SODFHG LQ D FOLPDWH FKDPEHU DW o & 7KHQ Temp LV
GHFUHDVHG WR o & 1H[W Temp LV LQFUHDVHG WR o & DQG
o & )LQDOO\ Temp LV GHFUHDVHG WR o & 7KLV LV UHSHDWHG
WZLFH :KHQ WKH GHYLFHV UHDFK WKH WHPSHUDWXUHV RI LQWHUHVW 
PHDVXUHPHQWV DUH SHUIRUPHG SHU GHYLFH PDNLQJ D WRWDO RI 
PHDVXUHPHQWV SHU GHYLFH %HWZHHQ PHDVXUHPHQWV WKHUH LV D
SRZHURII WLPH RI  VHF WR PDNH VXUH WKDW DOO FDSDFLWDQFHV
DUH GLVFKDUJHG DQG KHQFH SUHYHQW WKH LPSDFW RQ WKH QHZ 38)
UHVSRQVH (YHU\ WHPSHUDWXUH LQFUHDVHGHFUHDVH LV SHUIRUPHG DW
7$%/( ,,, 65$0 GHYLFHV XQGHU WHVW FKDUDFWHULVWLFV
7HFKQRORJ\



*HRPHWU\

6L]H %\WHV
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QP /3
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7KH VLPXODWLRQ UHVXOWV DUH YDOLGDWHG XVLQJ VLOLFRQ GHYLFHV
)RU WKLV SXUSRVH ZH SHUIRUP PHDVXUHPHQWV RQ WZR 65$0

QP /3
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)LJ  5HSHDWDELOLW\ UHVXOWV  LQGXVWULDO H[SHULPHQWV
D VSHHG RI o &PLQ 7KH VHWWOLQJ WLPH RQ GHVLUHG WHPSHUDWXUH
LV  PLQV
9ROWDJH UDPSXS WLPH ZH HYDOXDWH 65$0 38) UHSHDWDELOLW\
IRU D ZLGH UDQJH RI tramp μs μs μs μs μs
PV PV PV PV PV  7KH GHYLFHV DUH SODFHG LQ
D WHVW VHWXS ZKLFK LV VXLWDEOH IRU YDU\LQJ UDPSXS WLPH RI WKH
,& FRUH YROWDJH $W HDFK tramp WKH GHYLFHV DUH SRZHUHGXS
UHDG SRZHUHGRII IRU  VHF DQG SRZHUHG RQ DJDLQ 7KHUH DUH
 PHDVXUHPHQWV WDNHQ SHU tramp 
7HPSHUDWXUH DQG YROWDJH UDPSXS WLPH FRPELQHG ZH
UHSHDW WKH YROWDJH UDPSXS WHVW IRU HDFK RI WKH FRQVLGHUHG
WHPSHUDWXUHV
$OO PHDVXUHPHQW UHVXOWV DUH VWRUHG LQ D ELQDU\ GXPS 7KHVH
ELQDU\ GXPS ¿OHV DUH DQDO\]HG XVLQJ 0$7/$%
C. Measurement Results
5HSHDWDELOLW\ )LJ  VKRZV WKH UHSHDWDELOLW\ UHVXOWV )URP
WKH ¿JXUH WKH IROORZLQJ REVHUYDWLRQV FDQ EH PDGH
7HPSHUDWXUH LPSDFW DW FRQVWDQW tramp μV  5HJDUGOHVV
RI WKH GHVLJQ )+' LV KLJKHU IRU H[WUHPH WHPSHUDWXUHV LQ
SDUWLFXODU IRU o & HJ )+' DW o & IRU QP *3 LV ×
KLJKHU WKDQ WKDW RI HQUROOPHQW DQG × KLJKHU WKDQ WKDW RI
o &
9ROWDJH UDPSXS LPSDFW DW FRQVWDQW Temp o &  *3
GHYLFHV DUH QHJOLJLEO\ LPSDFWHG E\ tramp  HJ QP *3



)+' PHDQ LQFUHDVHV E\ × ZKHQ tramp LV LQFUHDVLQJ IURP
μs WR PV +RZHYHU /3 GHYLFHV DUH PRUH VHQVLWLYH WR
tramp YDULDWLRQV HJ QP /3 )+' PHDQ LQFUHDVHV E\ ×
ZKHQ tramp LQFUHDVHV IURP μs WR PV +HQFH DOPRVW
× PRUH VHQVLWLYH 0RUHRYHU WKH VDPH WUHQG LV DOVR YDOLG IRU
WKH VWDQGDUG GHYLDWLRQ )LQDOO\ UHJDUGOHVV RI WKH GHVLJQ )+'
LQFUHDVHV ZLWK tramp XQWLO VDWXUDWLRQ
7HPSHUDWXUH DQG YROWDJH UDPSXS FRPELQHG 5HJDUGOHVV
RI WKH GHVLJQ )+' LV ORZHU DW o & IRU tramp ORQJHU WKDQ
WKH RQH XVHG IRU HQUROOPHQW ZKLOH DW o & )+' LV ORZHU LI
D VKRUW tramp LV XVHG )RU H[DPSOH DW o & WKH )+' PHDQ
IRU QP *3 LV WKH ORZHVW IRU μs ZKLOH DW o & WKH PHDQ
)+' LV WKH ORZHVW IRU μs
7HFKQRORJ\ VFDOLQJ )+' IRU *3 LPSURYHV ZLWK WHFKQRORJ\
VFDOLQJ ZKLOH LW GHWHULRUDWHV IRU /3 )RU H[DPSOH DW o & DQG
μs )+' UHGXFHV E\ × IRU *3 ZKLOH LW LQFUHDVHV E\
× IRU /3 7KH GLIIHUHQFH LV IXUWKHU HPSKDVL]HG ZLWK ORQJHU
tramp  HJ DW o & DQG PV +' UHGXFHV E\ × ZLWK *3
GHVLJQ ZKLOH LW LQFUHDVHV E\ × ZLWK /3 GHVLJQ
8QLTXHQHVV 7DEOH ,9 VKRZV WKH XQLTXHQHVV UHVXOWV )URP
WKH WDEOH WZR PDLQ REVHUYDWLRQV FDQ EH PDGH
 5HJDUGOHVV RI WKH GHVLJQ )+' EHWZHHQ GHYLFHV VKRZV
D JRRG GLVWDQFH EHWZHHQ ¿QJHUSULQWV DW HQUROOPHQW IRU DOO
GHYLFHV HJ QP *3 KDV DQ )+' RI  ±  EHWZHHQ
GHYLFHV
 %RWK GHVLJQV DQG WHFKQRORJ\ QRGH SUHVHQW D JRRG GLVWULEX
WLRQ RI ¶V DQG ¶V ZKLFK LV D JRRG XQLTXHQHVV LQGLFDWRU HJ
QP *3 KDV DQ )+: RI  ± 
D. Comparison: Simulation vs. Silicon
5HSHDWDELOLW\ VLPXODWLRQ UHVXOWV VKRZ WKDW *3 GHYLFHV DUH
OHVV VHQVLWLYH WR YDU\LQJ RSHUDWLRQ FRQGLWLRQV NHHSLQJ )+'
YLUWXDOO\ FRQVWDQW DQG WKDW WHFKQRORJ\ VFDOLQJ UHGXFHV LWV )+'
E\ × 6LOLFRQ PHDVXUHPHQWV VKRZ WKH VDPH WUHQG KRZHYHU
ZLWK HYHQ PRUH VHYHUH YDOXHV YDU\LQJ RSHUDWLRQ FRQGLWLRQV
LPSDFW )+' XS WR × ZKLOH WHFKQRORJ\ VFDOLQJ UHGXFHV )+'
E\ × 2YHUDOO *3 LV XS WR × EHWWHU WKDQ /3 HJ DW
o & IRU PV PD[ )+' LV × KLJKHU IRU QP /3 WKDQ
IRU QP *3
8QLTXHQHVV VLPXODWLRQ UHVXOWV LQGLFDWH D JRRG )+:
KRZHYHU WKH RWKHU PHWULFV ZHUH QRW FRQFOXVLYH GXH WR WKH
OLPLWHG DPRXQW RI VLPXODWHG 38) ELWV DQG QXPEHU RI GHYLFHV
VLPXODWHG 7KH LQGXVWULDO PHDVXUHPHQWV VKRZ JRRG XQLTXHQHVV
YDOXHV IRU IRU DOO LQYHVWLJDWHG GHYLFHV WKHUHIRUH UHYHDOLQJ WKDW
XQLTXHQHVV LV QRW LPSDFWHG E\ GHVLJQ *3 RU /3 
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7$%/( ,9 8QLTXHQHVV UHVXOWV  LQGXVWULDO H[SHULPHQWV
)+' EHWZHHQ GHYLFHV
)+: DW HQUROOPHQW

QP *3

QP *3

QP /3

QP /3

 ±  PLQ 
 ± 

 ±  PLQ 
 ± 

 ±  PLQ 
 ± 

 ±  PLQ 
 ± 

E. Discussion
7KH VXSHULRU SHUIRUPDQFH RI *3 GHYLFHV RYHU /3 GHYLFHV
IRU 38) SXUSRVH FDQ EH H[SODLQHG DV IROORZV *3 GHYLFHV KDYH
ORZHU WKUHVKROG YROWDJHV WR HQKDQFH VSHHG ZKHQ FRPSDUHG
ZLWK /3 GHYLFHV 7KLV ORZHU WKUHVKROG YROWDJH PDNHV WKHP
PRUH YXOQHUDEOH WR SURFHVV YDULDWLRQ :KLOH LQ PRVW DSSOLFD
WLRQV YXOQHUDELOLW\ WR SURFHVV YDULDWLRQ LV D FRQFHUQ LQ 38)
DSSOLFDWLRQV LW HQKDQFHV WKH DV\PPHWU\ RI WKH FURVVFRXSOHG
LQYHUWHUV RI WKH 65$0 FHOO KHQFH SXWWLQJ WKH 65$0 FHOO LQ
D UHSHDWDEOH VWDWH UDWKHU WKDQ LQ D UDQGRP VWDWH RQ SRZHUXS
7KHUHIRUH PDNLQJ WKH 65$0 38) FHOO PRUH UREXVW +RZ
HYHU ZLWK WHFKQRORJ\ VFDOLQJ GHVSLWH DW HQUROOPHQW FRQGLWLRQ
WKH SUHYLRXV VWDWHPHQW KROGLQJ WUXH IRU WKH UHPDLQLQJ VWUHVV
FRQGLWLRQV /3 GHYLFHV EHFRPH PRUH YXOQHUDEOH ,QFUHDVHG /3
YXOQHUDELOLW\ LV SDUWLFXODUO\ HYLGHQW ZLWK UHVSHFW WR tramp YDUL
DWLRQV DV /3 GHYLFHV UHVSRQG SRRUO\ WR IUHTXHQF\ YDULDWLRQV
7KH YDOLGLW\ RI RXU UHVXOWV KROGV DFURVV WKH LQYHVWLJDWHG
GHVLJQV GHVSLWH WKH GLVFUHWH QXPEHU RI GHYLFHV DYDLODEOH
+RZHYHU WKH DEVROXWH QRLVH YDOXHV PD\ YDU\ ZKHQ RWKHU
WHFKQRORJ\ QRGHV DQG PDQXIDFWXUH SURFHVV DUH FRQVLGHUHG
WKH WUHQGV DUH VROLG 7KLV LV GXH WR WKH YHU\ QDWXUH RI WKH
GHVLJQV *3 GHYLFHV ZKHQ FRPSDUHG ZLWK /3 GHYLFHV ZLOO
DOZD\V SHUIRUP EHWWHU ZLWK YDU\LQJ YROWDJH UDPSXS WLPHV GXH
WR WKHLU LQWULQVLF ORZHU Vth 
5HJDUGLQJ WKH FRVW RI HDFK GHVLJQ LQ WHUPV RI SRZHU
FRQVXPSWLRQ DQG DUHD RYHUKHDG $V 38)EDVHG V\VWHPV DUH
DFWLYH RQO\ GXULQJ WKH VWDUWXS RI D GHYLFH WR JHQHUDWH WKH
NH\ GHOD\ DQG SRZHU FRQVXPSWLRQ SOD\ YHU\ PLQRU UROHV
7KHUHIRUH ZH FRQVLGHU WKH DUHD RYHUKHDG WR EH WKH PDLQ
GHVLJQ FRQVWUDLQ :LWK WKLV UHVSHFW *3 GHYLFHV KDYH D ORZHU
IRRWSULQW ZKHQ FRPSDUHG ZLWK /3 GHYLFHV VHH 7DEOH , >@
0RUHRYHU WKH ORZHU WKH QRLVH LQ 38) UHVSRQVHV WKH VPDOOHU
WKH 38) VL]H UHTXLUHG WR GHVLJQ D UREXVW 38) V\VWHP >@
$V 65$0 38) *3 GHYLFHV DUH OHVV QRLV\ DQG PRUH UREXVW
ZKHQ FRPSDUHG ZLWK LWV /3 FRXQWHUSDUWV ZH FDQ SUHGLFW WKDW
38) V\VWHPV EDVHG RQ *3 65$0V ZLOO UHVXOW LQ D VLJQL¿FDQW
RYHUDOO VPDOOHU DUHD 0RUH VSHFL¿FDOO\ DFFRUGLQJ WR >@ ZKHQ
WKH V\VWHP LV GHVLJQHG WR FRUUHFW D PD[LPXP QRLVH RI 
65$0 FRUUHVSRQGV IURP % RU  RXW RI N JDWHV
XS WR N% RU  RXW RI N JDWHV RI WKH RYHUDOO DUHD
RYHUKHDG RI D 38)EDVHG V\VWHP GHSHQGLQJ RQ WKH (&& W\SH
:KHQ D KLJKHU HUURU FRUUHFWLRQ FDSDELOLW\ LV UHTXLUHG HJ
HUURU FRUUHFWLRQ XS WR  65$0 IRRWSULQW LQFUHDVHV IURP
% WR N% DQG IURP N% XS WR N% GHSHQGLQJ RQ WKH
(&& W\SH 7KLV VLPSOH DQDO\VLV VKRZ WKH SRWHQWLDO RI FKRRVLQJ
DSSURSULDWH PHPRU\ GHVLJQ HJ QP *3 RYHU QP /3 DV
LW UHGXFHV WKH IRRWSULQW RI WKH 38)EDVHG V\VWHP FLUFD ×
)URP D VHFXULW\ SRLQW RI YLHZ GXH WR KLJKHU HOHFWULFDO
FXUUHQWV *3 GHYLFHV PLJKW EH PRUH YXOQHUDEOH WR EHLQJ FORQHG
DFFRUGLQJ WR >@ +RZHYHU WKH FRPSOH[LW\ DQG UHTXLUHG WRROV
WR SHUIRUP WKH DWWDFN DUH QRW DFFHVVLEOH IRU WKH DYHUDJH DWWDFNHU
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& 21&/86,21

,Q WKLV SDSHU ZH GHPRQVWUDWHG WKH UREXVWQHVV RI 65$0
38) IRU ERWK JHQHUDO SXUSRVH DQG ORZSRZHU GHVLJQ E\
HYDOXDWLQJ WKHLU UHSHDWDELOLW\ DQG XQLTXHQHVV IRU D ZLGH UDQJH
RI WHPSHUDWXUHV DQG YROWDJH UDPSXS WLPHV XVLQJ FLUFXLW
VLPXODWLRQV DQG LQGXVWULDO PHDVXUHPHQWV 7KH UHVXOWV VKRZ WKDW
JHQHUDO SXUSRVH GHVLJQ DUH XS WR × OHVV VHQVLWLYH WR YDU\
LQJ RSHUDWLQJ FRQGLWLRQV 0RUHRYHU JHQHUDO SXUSRVH GHVLJQV
LPSURYH WKHLU UREXVWQHVV ZLWK WHFKQRORJ\ VFDOLQJ E\ ×
ZKLOH ORZSRZHU GHWHULRUDWHV E\ × 2YHUDOO XVLQJ JHQHUDO
SXUSRVH 65$0 38)V ZLOO UHVXOW LQ PRUH UREXVW DQG FKHDSHU
38)EDVHG V\VWHPV
$&.12:/('*0(176
7KH DXWKRUV ZRXOG OLNH WR WKDQN ,QWULQVLF,' %9 IRU
SURYLGLQJ WKH VLOLFRQ GDWD XVHG LQ WKLV ZRUN
5 ()(5(1&(6
>@ 5 3DSSX Physical One-Way Functions 3K' 7KHVLV 
>@ - *XDMDUGR HW DO FPGA Intrinsic PUFs and Their Use for IP Protection
&+(6 
>@ % 6NRULF 3 7X\OV DQG : 2SKH\ Robust Key Extraction from Physical
Unclonable Functions $SSOLHG &U\SWRJUDSK\ DQG 1HWZRUN 6HFXULW\

>@ < 'RGLV / 5H\]LQ DQG $ 6PLWK Fuzzy Extractors: How to Generate
Strong Keys from Biometrics and Other Noisy Data $GYDQFHV LQ
&U\SWRORJ\  (XURFU\SW 
>@ 5 0DHV DQG , 9HUEDXZKHGH Physically Unclonable Functions: A
Study on the State of the art and Future Research Directions 7RZDUGV
+DUGZDUH,QWULQVLF 6HFXULW\ ,QIRUPDWLRQ 6HFXULW\ DQG &U\SWRJUDSK\
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Unclonable Functions ')7 
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  QR  ±
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Adapting Voltage Ramp-up Time for Temperature
Noise Reduction on Memory-based PUFs
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Abstract—The efﬁciency and cost of silicon PUF-based applications, and in particular key generators, are heavily impacted
by the level of reproducibility of the bare PUF responses
under varying operational circumstances. Error-correcting codes
can be used to achieve near-perfect reliability, but come at a
high implementation cost especially when the underlying PUF
is very noisy. When designing a PUF-based key generator, a
more reliable PUF will result in a less complex ECC decoder
and a smaller PUF footprint, hence an overall more efﬁcient
implementation. This paper proposes a novel insight and resulting
technique for reducing noise on memory-based PUF responses,
based on adapting supply voltage ramp-up time to ambient
temperature. Circuit simulations on 45nm Low-Power CMOS,
as well as actual silicon measurements are presented to validate
the proposed methods. Our results demonstrate that choosing
an appropriate voltage ramp-up for enrollment and adapting it
according to the ambient temperature at key-reconstruction is
a powerful method which makes memory-based PUF response
noise up to three times smaller.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, silicon Physically Unclonable Functions
(PUFs) [1] have been well established as innovative hardware
security primitives. Numerous constructions have been proposed and implemented (see, e.g., [2] for an overview), and
their interesting properties are being extensively investigated
in large scale experiments [3–5]. A silicon PUF’s ability to
generate device-unique ﬁngerprints based on deep-submicron
silicon process variations makes it a highly practical tool for
device identiﬁcation. In addition, the intriguing and unparalleled property of physical unclonability is a strong foundation
for deploying a silicon PUF as a security primitive.
Combined with proper post-processing, a PUF is able to
generate secret keys of cryptographic strength [6,7], and reliably store them in a highly secure manner without the need for
conventional on-chip Non-Volatile Memory (NVM). The key
is derived from the device-intrinsic randomness which is evaluated by the silicon PUF. The main purpose of a PUF-based
key generator is twofold: i) increasing the reproducibility of a
typically noisy PUF evaluation to near-perfect reliability, and
ii) accumulating sufﬁcient unpredictability of possibly lowentropic PUF responses into a highly unpredictable cryptographic key. It is evident that the natural reproducibility and
unpredictability of a bare silicon PUF implementation have a
strong impact on the efﬁciency, and hence on the cost of a
PUF-based key generator as a whole. A PUF with less noisy
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and more random responses will result in a key generator
which requires less “PUF material”, and hence less silicon
area, to produce a reliable cryptographic key.
To produce a key with a practically acceptable reliability
level (e.g., failure rate ≤ 10−6 ), a PUF-based key generator
based on a fuzzy extractor [8,9] uses Error-Correcting Codes
(ECC) to correct noisy PUF responses.These ECC techniques
are very effective in boosting the reliability but tend to be
computationally intensive. Moreover, the helper data, which is
an unavoidable byproduct of the fuzzy extractor, will partially
disclose the unpredictability of the bare PUF responses. This
needs to be compensated for by using more PUF material and
hence a larger PUF. Both the complexity of the ECC decoder,
and the amount of randomness loss due to the helper data,
scale with the required error correction capability of the ECC,
i.e. less reliable PUF responses will result in a more complex
decoder and a larger silicon PUF footprint. Hence, there is a
strong incentive to use a PUF construction with an as high as
possible reproducibility of its bare responses. This objective
is seriously complicated by the reproducibility deterioration of
silicon PUFs when subjected to varying operating conditions,
like temperature and supply voltage variations.
Substantial research effort has been put into reliability
enhancement of PUF-based key generators. Careful selection
of the right ECC algorithms minimizes the helper data loss
and decoder implementation cost [10,11]. On a physical level,
construction improvements have been proposed to decrease
the noise level of the bare silicon PUF responses directly, by
modifying the PUF circuit [12,13] or the wafer mask set [14].
Analyzing a silicon PUF’s susceptibility to its operating conditions has been explored for reliability enhancement [15,16].
In this work, we take this one step further by considering
the combined effect of different operating parameters, in
particular temperature and supply voltage ramp-up time, and
their impact on the reproducibility of SRAM memory-based
PUF responses. It is well known that temperature impacts
the switching speed of electronic devices and contributes to
electronic noise [3], whereas the voltage ramp-up time (i.e.,
the time it takes to reach the operational supply voltage after
power-on) inﬂuences the power-up state of an SRAM [17,19].
This paper shows that intelligent matching of voltage rampup time to ambient temperature signiﬁcantly improves the
reproducibility of PUF responses at extreme temperatures,
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Fig. 1: SRAM Cell transistor level schematic.
with noise levels up to 3× smaller than without matching.
Moreover, this effective technique requires only a small number of additional building blocks and does not impose any
modiﬁcations to the actual standard memory cell circuit. These
effects are demonstrated, both in simulation and actual silicon
measurements for SRAM PUFs [6,17], and in silicon only for
other memory-based PUF types [20–23].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II provides a brief background on memory-based PUFs and
PUF-based key storage. Section III discuses the simulation
setup, including the noise metric, and the simulation results.
Section IV details the silicon measurement setup, including the
optimization algorithms used and the achieved improvements.
The obtained results are discussed in more detail in Section
V, and Section VI provides possible implementation options.
Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND : PUF S AND K EY G ENERATION
This section ﬁrst brieﬂy provide some preliminaries on the
basic operation of memory-based PUFs. Then, it shows how
PUFs are deployed in a key storage system, and thereafter it
gives the PUF’s main quality metrics.
A. Memory-based PUFs
Memory-based PUFs [6,20–23] comprise bistable circuits,
i.e., having two possible stable states denoted as logic ‘0’
and ‘1’. Fig. 1 shows a typical six-transistor SRAM cell
with at its core a basic bistable circuit consisting of two
cross-coupled inverters, respectively formed by (Q1 , Q3 ) and
(Q2 , Q4 ). The peripheral circuitry used to access the cell is
comprised by two pass transistors (Q5 and Q6 ), the bitline
(BL), the complement bitline (BLB) and the wordline (WL).
When powered-up, the cross-coupled inverters start driving
electric current, hence increasing the voltages at their gates
(Vin and Vout ). The ﬁrst inverter that builds enough gate voltage
to drive its NMOS will pull-down its output, forcing the other
inverter to pull-up and causing the SRAM cell to settle in
one of both stable states. Since both inverters are designed to
be nominally identical, the outcome (in which of both states
a cell settles) is entirely determined by the effect of random
process variations. Hence, an SRAM power-up state is a PUF
response, and this construction is called an SRAM PUF [6].
B. PUF-based Key Generation and Storage
Fig. 2 shows the basic ﬂow of a PUF-based key generation
and storage system [6,7] based on a fuzzy extractor [8,9],
which typically consists of two phases:
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Fig. 2: Operations of a PUF based Key Storage System.
(a) Enrollment: a key is generated from a PUF Reference
Response (PRR) as shown in Fig. 2(a). First, the PUF
is evaluated and produces the PRR. Next, the PRR is
processed by the fuzzy extractor into a cryptographically
strong key, and helper data is generated as a byproduct
of the fuzzy extractor’s internal ECC method. Finally,
the helper data is stored in an external NVM (and hence
becomes public information).
(b) Reconstruction: the earlier enrolled key is reliably recovered from a noisy PUF Response (PR) and the stored
helper data as shown in Fig. 2(b). First, the PUF is
evaluated again and produces the noisy PR. Next, PR is
processed by the fuzzy extractor in combination with the
helper data which is retrieved from the external NVM. If
the noisy PR is close enough to the PRR obtained during
enrollment (i.e. the PUF response is reproducible upto a
limited amount of noise), then the extractor succeeds in
reliably reconstructing the enrolled key.
C. PUF Properties
The two most basic quality measures of a PUF implementation are reproducibility: expressing how reliable a response can
be reproduced on a single device, and uniqueness: expressing
the difference between responses coming from distinct devices.
1) Reproducibility: A fuzzy extractor needs to be designed
to cope with the worst-case expected difference between PRR
at enrollment and PR at reconstruction in order to obtain a
reliable key generation. The noise on a PUF response is typically expressed as the relative number of bit ﬂips between the
enrollment PRR and the PR during reconstruction. The smaller
the expected noise, and hence the higher the reproducibility of
the PUF responses, the more efﬁcient the overall PUF-based
key generation system can be implemented.
2) Uniqueness: To generate a secure key, a fuzzy extractor
requires that a PUF response is unpredictable, even when other
responses on the same PUF or access to other PUFs are given.
This entails that:
•

•

The probability that two different PUFs have responses
close to each other should be negligible, i.e., PUF responses are highly unique and the expected amount of
differing bits is close to 50%.
The bits in a speciﬁc PUF response should be highly random and independent, i.e., each bit provides a negligible
amount of information about the remaining response bits,
and the relative entropy of each response is large.
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TABLE I: Description of devices used in validation.










 

Technology

# ICs

# PUF inst. / IC
BK

40nm LP
65nm LP
130nm LP

5
50
16

2
-

DFF
4
1

Total # PUF inst.

SRAM
3
4
1

BK

DFF

100
-

200
16

SRAM
15
200
16

Fig. 3: SRAM PUF simulation.
D. Simulation Results
III. S IMULATIONS
A memory system comprising a cell and peripheral circuitry
is synthesized and simulated using SPICE, to analyze the
reproducibility of memory-based PUFs by adapting the voltage
ramp-up time to the environmental temperature. In this section,
ﬁrst, the PUF ﬁngerprint generation is presented. Second, the
metric used to evaluate noise is discussed. Finally, simulation
experiments and results are described.
A. SRAM PUF Response Simulation
Each bit of an SRAM PUF response is generated by an
individual SRAM cell. Fig. 3 shows the SRAM ﬁngerprint
generation schematic used in our simulations. It has been
shown in [17,18] that the threshold voltage Vth of NMOS
transistors is the technology parameter with the most impact
on the start-up value of an SRAM cell. Hence, Monte Carlo
method is used to generate 1k random values of Vth for Q1
(see Fig. 1) according to the distribution presented in [24], i.e.,
mean μ = standard NMOS Vth and deviation σ = 9%·μ. These
1k SRAM cells combined create an SRAM cell array that
generates a unique and random 1k-bit response after powerup.
B. Noise Metric
To analyze the noise we read the PR of the simulated SRAM
cell array for different voltage ramp-up times (tramp ) and
different temperatures (Temp). Then, the Fractional Hamming
Distance (FHD) of each measured response compared to the
enrollment response (PRR) is calculated; this is the number of
differing bits normalized to the response length.
C. Simulation Experiments
To investigate the impact of the voltage ramp-up time tramp
on the noise at different temperatures Temp, we consider
a range of values for both tramp and Temp for 45nm Low
Power (LP) [25]. For each combination of Temp and tramp
we simulated the power-up of the SRAM cell array 20 times
and read its response. The transient noise during power-up
is randomly generated by the simulation tool, hence three
variable parameters are used for the simulation:
•
•
•

Voltage ramp-up time: 3×tramp (10μs, 50μs and 90μs),
Temperature: 3 × Temp (−40◦ C, +25◦ C, +85◦ C ) and,
Measurements: 20 × Meas (each with a random seed).

Hence, a total of (3 × tramp ) × (3 × Temp) × (20 × Meas) ×
(1000 × Vth ) = 180,000 simulations are performed.

Fig. 4 shows the results of maximum FHD (max FHD)
calculations per tramp and T emp considering enrollment performed at +25◦ C with tramp of (a) 10μs, (b) 50μs and (c)
90μs.
From Fig. 4(a) it can be seen that for Temp below the
enrollment (+25◦ C), max FHD is lower if tramp is longer
than the one used for enrollment. However, at Temp above
the enrollment, the opposite is true, e.g., at +85◦ C, keyreconstruction with 10μs generates the lowest max FHD while
at −40◦ C, that is true for 90μs.
Fig. 4(b) and (c) report similar results but now for other tramp
at enrollment (50μs and 90μs). Following the trend observed
previously, for Temp below enrollment (+25◦ C), max FHD is
lower if tramp is longer than the one used during enrollment;
e.g., considering Fig. 4(b), at +85◦ C, key-reconstruction with
10μs generates the lowest max FHD while at −40◦ C, that is
true for 90μs.
IV. S ILICON VALIDATION
The theoretical results from the simulations are validated in
an experiment using silicon devices. For this purpose, measurements are performed on three different types of memorybased PUFs: the SRAM PUF [6,17], the D ﬂip-ﬂop (DFF)
PUF [21] and the buskeeper (BK) PUF [22].
A. Test Set-up
The considered memory-based PUF types are manufactured
in three different LP technology nodes. Table I provides an
overview of all devices citing the technology node, the number
of available integrated circuits (ICs), the number of PUF
instances per IC in the given technology (if any), and the total
number of tested instances of each PUF type. Note that each
IC contains one or more PUF instances.
Measurements are performed at three different temperatures
(−40◦ C, +25◦ C and +85◦ C)1 and for ten different tramp
varying from 10μs to 500ms. In case of the 40nm SRAM,
the shortest possible tramp is 50μs due to speciﬁc capacitive
load. The measurements ﬂow is as follows:
1) The ICs are placed in a climate chamber and connected
to a programmable power supply.
2) Climate chamber is set to one of the test temperatures.
3) ICs are powered with a tramp from the test set.
4) Each PUF device response is read and stored in a ﬁle.
5) The ICs are powered down for 1 second.
1 Industrial standard for temperature testing of ICs ranges from −40◦ C to
+85◦ C, which are therefore part of the test as worst case temperatures in
comparison to the enrollment temperature of +25◦ C.
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Fig. 4: max FHD; enrollment performed at +25◦ C with tramp of (a) 10μs, (b) 50μs and (c) 90μs.
6) Steps 3 to 5 are repeated 9 times (i.e. 10 measurements
per PUF per temperature per tramp ).
7) Change tramp and repeat steps 3 to 6 (until all values of
tramp have been tested for this temperature).
8) Change temperature and repeat steps 3 to 7.
B. Evaluation Metrics
1) Reproducibility: For calculating FHD, ﬁrst an enrollment response of each PUF instance is measured. Thereafter,
each reconstruction measurement is compared to this enrollment by counting the number of ﬂipped bits and dividing it
by the response length. A key based on the PUF response (as
described in Section II) is reliable if the worst-case FHD under
any stress condition is below the error correction capability
of the ECC. Hence, the smaller FHD (noise), the lower the
required error correction.
2) Uniqueness: We evaluate the uniqueness of the different
PUF implementations by considering (a) the average betweenclass Hamming distance (μ-BCHD), and (b) the estimated
min-entropy (H∞ ) of the measured responses. Note that the
uniqueness is analyzed only at enrollment. In the key storage
use case (as described in Section II) only the uniqueness of the
enrollment PUF response is critical, as it is from this response
that the cryptographic key is derived.
μ-BCHD provides an indication of uniqueness. This value
is calculated as follows:
1) The enrollment response of each PUF is measured.
2) The Hamming distance between each pair of enrollment
responses coming from different PUF instances of the
same type is determined (e.g. between all pairs of enrollment responses of 65nm LP SRAM PUFs are computed).
3) The distribution of these between-class distances is determined and the obtained mean value, normalized to the
response length, is μ-BCHD.
Optimally, the obtained distribution should be approximately
Gaussian and μ-BCHD should be very close to 50% [17].
Min-entropy is used to evaluate the intrinsic unpredictability
of the PUF responses. Min-entropy is a pessimistic measure
of the unpredictability of a random variable [8]. We estimate
the min-entropy of the responses of a particular PUF type by
considering the following model: each PUF response bit is
independent of the other bits in the same response and has
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an individual probability p1 of being ‘1’ for a random PUF
instance. This model is particularly reasonable for memorybased PUFs, as each response bit originates from an individual memory cell. Under the assumption of this model,
the min-entropy of a single response bit is calculated as
H∞ = − log2 max{p1 , 1 − p1 }. The value for p1 of a bit
is estimated by counting the number of enrollment responses
for which this bit is ‘1’ and dividing by the total number of
enrollment responses. The min-entropy of the entire response
is simply the summation of the min-entropy of each bit. We
express H∞ as the average min-entropy per bit in a response
value, by dividing the total min-entropy of the response by its
length. Optimally, H∞ of a PUF response bit should be close
to 1. Note that, due the limited number of measured PUF
instances, the obtained estimations of H∞ could be smaller
than the actual min-entropy of these PUF responses.
C. Optimization Algorithms
The silicon test analyses have the objective to investigate the
use of tramp as a technique for increasing memory-based PUF
response reproducibility (noise reduction). As a side effect,
the impact on PUF uniqueness is also investigated. For this
purpose, two optimization algorithms are used:
1) Reproducibility optimization: This algorithm identiﬁes
for each value of tramp at enrollment the tramp conﬁguration
per temperature that leads to the highest reproducibility (lowest
maximum noise) at extreme temperatures.
2) Uniqueness optimization: This algorithm identiﬁes the
enrollment tramp that provides the highest H∞ . After this ﬁrst
step the values of tramp at other temperatures are determined,
which minimize the noise.
D. Measurement Results
In order to evaluate the performance of the optimization
algorithms, the original PUF measurements (without optimization) need to be analysed ﬁrst. Table II shows the
original measured maximum noise values for the considered
temperatures as well as uniqueness indicators. These values
are obtained using the shortest possible tramp for each PUF.
As stated before, the noise is determined using 10 response
measurements per PUF per temperature.
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TABLE II: Measurement results without optimization.

2

Technology PUF
40nm LP

SRAM

tramp
50μs

Maximum noise FHD
−40◦ C

+25◦ C

+85◦ C

23%

6%

20%

μ-BCHD H∞
0.50

TABLE III: Results after reproducibility optimization.
Technology PUF

SRAM
DFF
BK

10μs
10μs
10μs

8%
28%
10.5%

6%
8%
4.5%

8%
25%
20%

0.50
0.37
0.48

0.87
0.40
0.75

130nm LP

SRAM
DFF

10μs
10μs

13%
16.5%

6%
5%

12%
28%

0.47
0.43

0.66
0.61

μ-BCHD H∞

+85◦ C

−40◦ C

+25◦ C

+85◦ C

10ms

1ms

50μs

14%

4.5%

17%

0.49

0.71

65nm LP

SRAM
DFF
BK

50ms
50ms
500ms

250μs
500μs
1ms

10μs
25μs
25μs

7%
11.5%
6.5%

5.5%
5%
4%

7%
9%
6.5%

0.50
0.49
0.46

0.89
0.84
0.69

130nm LP

SRAM
DFF

500ms
500ms

10ms
10ms

1ms
500μs

5.5%
12.5%

2%
2.5%

5%
8.5%

0.37
0.45

0.42
0.67

TABLE IV: Results after uniqueness optimization.
Technology PUF

Table II reveals that overall the maximum noise measured
at −40◦ C is 28% (for the 65nm DFF PUF), at +25◦ C is 8%
(for the 65nm DFF PUF), and at +85◦ C is 28% (for the
130nm DFF PUF). Regarding uniqueness, although a truly
fair comparison is not possible due to the different number of
devices available per technology node and PUF type, the 65nm
DFF PUF has the lowest μ-BCHD = 0.37 and H∞ = 0.40.
1) Reproducibility optimization: Table III presents the results of the reproducibility optimization algorithm; it shows
the tramp conﬁguration that minimizes the noise (maximizes
the reproducibility) per temperature in comparison to the
enrollment. The results show that for all tested PUFs, adapting
tramp to the ambient temperature has a major impact on the
maximum noise. For low temperatures, noise reduction is
realized with longer tramp ; whereas for high temperatures,
this is realized with shorter tramp ; e.g., the maximum noise
for the 65nm LP DFF PUF at −40◦ C with tramp = 10μs
for both enrollment and reconstruction was originally 28%.
If the optimized tramp is used both at the enrollment (500μs
at +25◦ C) and at reconstruction (50ms at −40◦ C), then the
maximum noise is reduced to merely 11.5%. Note that all
results in Table III demonstrate the same trend as predicted
by the simulation results of Section III-D. Since this algorithm
does not optimize the uniqueness, μ-BCHD and H∞ decrease
for some PUFs (e.g. the 130nm SRAM PUF), while they
increase for others (e.g. the 65nm DFF PUF).
2) Uniqueness optimization: Table IV reports the results
of the uniqueness optimization algorithm; it shows (a) the
tramp at enrollment that maximizes uniqueness and (b) the
tramp for the other temperatures that results in the lowest
maximum noise (with respect to the tramp selected for enrollment). Uniqueness indicators μ-BCHD and H∞ are at least
as high as the originals for 40nm and 130nm SRAMs, and
for the remaining devices these indicators are higher than
the original indicators. The uniqueness optimization algorithm
clearly leads to signiﬁcant improvements in μ-BCHD and H∞
for the tested DFF and buskeeper PUFs. Improvements for the
SRAM PUFs from all tested nodes are negligible. Since this
algorithm does not select the enrollment tramp optimized for
reproducibility, it is natural that the noise resulting from this
algorithm is worse than that of reproducibility optimization
algorithm. In case of the 65nm SRAM PUF, the maximum
noise at −40◦ C is even worse than the measurements without
optimization. Reason for this is that the tramp at enrollment
(+25◦ C) is very long and the algorithm is unable to ﬁnd a

Maximum noise FHD

+25◦ C

SRAM

0.73

65nm LP

tramp
−40◦ C

40nm LP

tramp

Maximum noise FHD

−40◦ C

+25◦ C

+85◦ C

−40◦ C

μ-BCHD H∞

+25◦ C

+85◦ C

40nm LP

SRAM

1ms

100μs

50μs

16%

6%

19%

0.50

0.73

65nm LP

SRAM
DFF
BK

50ms
500ms
100ms

100ms
10ms
250μs

50μs
250μs
10μs

13%
18.5%
7%

2%
2.5%
5%

8%
8%
9%

0.50
0.50
0.50

0.89
0.90
0.88

130nm LP

SRAM
DFF

1ms
50ms

10μs
500μs

10μs
10μs

7.5%
10%

6%
4.5%

12%
9.5%

0.47
0.47

0.66
0.67

corresponding longer tramp at −40◦ C.
V. D ISCUSSION
SPICE simulations show that using long tramp at low temperatures and short tramp at high temperatures results in reduced
SRAM PUF response noise when compared to enrollment. The
observation is validated using silicon measurement, and regardless of the technology node and memory PUF type. Hence,
choosing appropriate tramp according to ambient temperature,
including enrollment, can be used as an efﬁcient scheme to
reduce noise and increase reproducibility.
Moreover, the silicon measurements have also indicated that
varying the voltage ramp-up time can have a signiﬁcant impact
on the uniqueness of memory-based PUFs. By choosing the
appropriate optimization algorithm according to the PUF type,
noise can be reduced while either maintaining or increasing
the uniqueness indicators. Inspecting the silicon results with
regard to reproducibility and uniqueness we conclude the
following:
• SRAM PUFs beneﬁt from applying the reproducibility
optimization algorithm, but the uniqueness optimization
algorithm is not very effective as there is very little
margin for improvement. Furthermore, the uniqueness
optimization algorithm does not minimize the noise well
for the tested SRAMs.
• Buskeeper and DFF PUFs beneﬁt from applying the
uniqueness optimization algorithm, since the original
silicon results show that there is a lot of room for improvement. Besides increasing the PUF response uniqueness, the proposed algorithm also decreases the noise at
extreme temperatures. Hence, this algorithm works very
well for these PUF types.
VI. I MPLEMENTATION C ONSIDERATIONS
The proposed scheme can be implemented by a simple
circuit consisting of a voltage regulator and a temperature
sensor. Fig. 5 shows an example of such a circuit, comprising
ﬁve blocks, an SRAM PUF, a voltage ramp-up regulator, an
embedded temperature sensor, an ADC and a controller.
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Fig. 5: Schematic of an extended SRAM PUF design.
The circuit performs ﬁve main steps. First, the temperature sensor senses the ambient temperature. Second, this
temperature is used as an input to the ADC that converts
the given temperature to the closest digital temperature Temp.
Third, according to Temp the Controller is calibrated and the
tramp that minimizes the FHD (noise) is produced. Fourth, the
voltage ramp-up regulator powers-up the SRAM PUF with the
assigned tramp , generating ﬁnally a PUF response.
One of the main advantages of the proposed optimization
technique, besides its evident effectiveness, is that its implementation demands no adaptations of the memory-based PUF
circuit itself. In fact, the basic PUF comprises only standard
library memory cells, but needs to be placed in its own power
domain and extended with an embedded temperature sensor
and a voltage ramp-up regulator. A small controller regulates
the optimal ramp-up time of the memory-based PUF to the
sensed temperature, based on a prior calibration. The general
design of these extensions is schematically shown for an
SRAM PUF in Fig. 5. Since the concerned building blocks are
all rather standard, the implementation effort of the proposed
optimization technique is considered minimal, in particular in
relation to the large obtained gain in PUF reproducibility as
demonstrated in Section IV.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a method based on adapting
the voltage ramp-up time to the ambient temperature for
enhancing the reproducibility of memory-based PUFs. The
combined effect on PUF reproducibility has been evaluated
using both circuit simulation (in 45nm LP CMOS) and actual
silicon measurements (in 45nm, 65nm and 130nm LP CMOS).
The results are highly effective, showing a major decrease in
worst-case PUF noise (up to 3× lower for particular PUFs) at
extreme temperatures. A signiﬁcant advantage of the proposed
noise-reduction technique is that it can be implemented without altering existing memory-based PUF circuits, but merely
by extending them with standard building blocks. The application of the proposed techniques will result in a signiﬁcantly
reduced complexity and a smaller footprint of a PUF-based
key generator. The reproducibility enhancement is achieved
while either maintaining or increasing the uniqueness.
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Intelligent Voltage Ramp-Up Time Adaptation
for Temperature Noise Reduction on
Memory-Based PUF Systems
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Vincent van der Leest, Roel Maes, and Geert-Jan Schrijen

Abstract—The efﬁciency and cost of silicon physically unclonable function (PUF)-based applications, and in particular key
generators, are heavily impacted by the level of reproducibility of the bare PUF responses (PRs) under varying operational
circumstances. Error-correcting codes (ECCs) can be used to
achieve near-perfect reliability, but come at a high implementation cost especially when the underlying PUF is very noisy.
When designing a PUF-based key generator, a more reliable
PUF will result in a less complex ECC decoder and a smaller
PUF footprint, and hence, an overall more efﬁcient implementation. This paper proposes novel insight and resulting method
for reducing noise on memory-based PRs, based on adapting
supply voltage ramp-up time to ambient temperature. Circuit
simulations on 45 nm low-power CMOS, as well as silicon measurements are presented to validate the proposed method. Our
results demonstrate that choosing an appropriate voltage rampup for enrollment and adapting it according to the ambient
temperature at key-reconstruction is a powerful method which
makes memory-based PR noise up to 3× smaller. In addition, this
paper investigates the competitiveness of integrating the proposed
method in a commercial product; the investigation is done in two
phases. First by determining the saved area, and second by implementing a circuit that maps the ambient temperature into an
appropriate voltage ramp-up. The results show that the new system costs up to 82.1% less area while it delivers up to 3× higher
reproducibility.
Index Terms—Adapter circuit, memory-based physically unclonable function (PUF), noise reduction, voltage ramp-up time.

I. I NTRODUCTION
N RECENT years, silicon physically unclonable functions (PUFs) [1] have been well established as innovative
hardware security primitives. Numerous constructions have
been proposed and implemented (see [2] for an overview),
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and their interesting properties are being extensively investigated in large scale experiments [3]–[5]. A silicon PUFs
ability to generate device-unique ﬁngerprints based on
deep-submicron silicon process variations makes it a highly
practical tool for device identiﬁcation. In addition, the intriguing and unparalleled property of physical unclonability is a
strong foundation for deploying a silicon PUF as a security
primitive.
Combined with proper post-processing, a PUF is able to
generate secret keys of cryptographic strength [6], [7], and
reliably store them in a highly secure manner without the need
for conventional on-chip nonvolatile memory (NVM). The key
is derived from the device-intrinsic randomness which is evaluated by the silicon PUF. The main purpose of a PUF-based
key generator is twofold: 1) increasing the reproducibility
of a typically noisy PUF evaluation to near-perfect reliability and 2) accumulating sufﬁcient unpredictability of possibly
low-entropic PUF responses (PRs) into a highly unpredictable
cryptographic key. It is evident that the natural reproducibility and unpredictability of a bare silicon PUF implementation
have a strong impact on the efﬁciency, and hence on the cost
of a PUF-based key generator as a whole. A PUF with less
noisy and more random responses will result in a key generator which requires less “PUF material,” and hence less silicon
area, to produce a reliable cryptographic key.
To produce a key with a practically acceptable reliability
level (e.g., failure rate ≤ 10−6 ), a PUF-based key generator
based on a fuzzy extractor (FE) [8], [9] uses error-correcting
codes (ECC) to correct noisy PRs. These ECC techniques are
very effective in boosting the reliability but tend to be computationally intensive. Moreover, the helper data, which is an
unavoidable FE byproduct, will partially disclose the unpredictability of the bare PRs. This needs to be compensated for
by using more PUF material and hence, a larger PUF. Both
complexity of the ECC decoder and the amount of randomness loss due to the helper data scale with the required error
correction capability (ECCap) of the ECC; i.e., less reliable
PRs will result in a more complex decoder and a larger silicon
PUF footprint. Hence, there is a strong incentive to use a PUF
construction with an as high as possible reproducibility of its
bare responses. This objective is seriously complicated by the
reproducibility deterioration of silicon PUFs when subjected to
varying operating conditions, such as temperature and supply
voltage variations.
Substantial research effort has been put into reliability
enhancement of PUF-based key generators. Careful selection
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of the right ECC algorithms to minimize the helper
data loss and decoder implementation cost have been
reported [10], [11]. On a physical level, construction improvements to directly decrease the bare silicon PRs noise level have
been proposed, either by modifying the PUF circuit [12], [13],
or the wafer mask set [14]. Analyzing a silicon PUFs susceptibility to its operating conditions has been explored for
reliability enhancement [15], [16].
In this paper, an extension of this paper presented in [26],
we take this one step further by considering the combined
effect of different operating parameters, in particular temperature and supply voltage ramp-up time, and their impact on
the reproducibility of memory-based PRs. It is well known
that temperature impacts the switching speed of electronic
devices and contributes to electronic noise [3], whereas the
voltage ramp-up time (i.e., the time it takes to reach the operational supply voltage after power-on) inﬂuences the power-up
state of an static random-access memory (SRAM) [17]–[19].
This paper shows that intelligent matching of voltage ramp-up
time to ambient temperature signiﬁcantly improves the reproducibility of PRs at extreme temperatures, with noise levels up
to 3× smaller than without matching. Moreover, this effective
technique requires only a small number of additional building
blocks and does not impose any modiﬁcations to the actual
standard memory cell circuit. These effects are demonstrated,
both using circuit simulation and actual silicon measurements
for SRAM PUFs, and only silicon measurements for other
memory-based PUF types such as [20]–[23].
In addition, we investigate the competitiveness of integrating the proposed technique in a commercial product. The
competitiveness is evaluated ﬁrst, by investigating the relation
between memory-based PUF noise and area overhead, determining the saved area for various technology nodes for various
PUF-technologies. Second, by proposing and implementing a
circuit that maps the ambient temperature into an adequate
voltage ramp-up that minimizes the noise. Comparing the
saved area against the area of the circuit that enables the noise
reduction, we demonstrate that adapting the voltage rampup time to the ambient temperature is a very powerful and
industrially attractive technique for memory-based PUFs.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II provides a brief background on memory-based
PUFs and PUF-based key storage. Section III discusses the
simulation setup, including the noise metric and the simulation results. Section IV details the silicon measurement
setup, including the optimization algorithms used, the achieved
improvements and their discussion. Section V reviews the
various FE constructions, makes the link between area overhead and noise, describes the setup to analyze the impact
of noise reduction on the area overhead and presents the
results. Section VI provides the requirements, the implementation details, and the results of the circuit that maps the
temperature to the voltage ramp-up time. Section VII evaluates the proposed system competitiveness by combining and
discussing the previous sections results. Finally, Section VIII
concludes this paper.
II. BACKGROUND : PUF S AND K EY G ENERATION
This section ﬁrst brieﬂy provides some preliminaries on the
basic operation of memory-based PUFs. Then, it shows how
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Fig. 1.

SRAM cell transistor level schematic.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Operations of a PUF-based key storage system. (a) Enrollment.
(b) Reconstruction.

PUFs are deployed in a key storage system, and thereafter it
gives the PUFs main quality metrics.
A. Memory-Based PUFs
Memory-based PUFs [6], [20]–[23] comprise bistable circuits, i.e., having two possible stable states denoted as logic
“0” and “1.” Fig. 1 shows a typical six-transistor SRAM
cell with at its core a basic bistable circuit consisting of
two cross-coupled inverters, respectively, formed by (Q1 , Q3 )
and (Q2 , Q4 ). The peripheral circuitry used to access the cell
is comprised by two pass transistors (Q5 and Q6 ), the bitline, complement bitline, and wordline. When powered-up,
the cross-coupled inverters start driving electric current, hence,
increasing the voltages at their gates (Vin and Vout ). The ﬁrst
inverter that builds enough gate voltage to drive its nMOS will
pull-down its output, forcing the other inverter to pull-up and
causing the SRAM cell to settle in one of both stable states.
Since both inverters are designed to be nominally identical,
the outcome (in which of both states a cell settles) is entirely
determined by the effect of random process variations. Hence,
an SRAM power-up state is a PR, and this construction is
called an SRAM PUF [6].
B. PUF-Based Key Generation and Storage
Fig. 2 shows the basic ﬂow of a PUF-based key generation
and storage system [6], [7] based on an FE [8], [9], which
typically consists of two phases.
1) Enrollment: A cryptographic key is generated from
a PUF. First, a PUF measurement is taken and used
as PUF reference response (PRR). Next, PRR and an
external Random Seed are processed by the FE into a
cryptographically strong cryptographic key, and helper
data is generated as an FE byproduct. Finally, the helper
data is stored in an external NVM; hence, it becomes
public information.
2) Reconstruction: The earlier enrolled cryptographic key
is reliably recovered. First, a PUF measurement is taken
and used as PR. Typically, some bits of PR are different
from the original PRR; hence, PR is a noisy version
of PRR. Next, FE processes PR in combination with the
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deviation σ = 9% · μ. These 1K SRAM cells combined create an SRAM cell array that generates a unique and random
1K-bit response after power-up.

2
Fig. 3.

SRAM PUF simulation.

helper data (retrieved from the external NVM). If PR is
close enough to PRR (i.e., PRR is reproducible up to a
limited noise amount), then the FE succeeds in reliably
reconstructing the enrolled cryptographic key.
C. PUF Properties
The two most basic PUF implementation quality measures
are reproducibility (expressing how reliably a response can be
reproduced on a single device), and uniqueness (expressing the
difference between responses coming from distinct devices).
1) Reproducibility: A FE needs to be designed to cope with
the worst-case expected difference between enrollment PRR
and reconstruction PR, to reliably generate a key. PR noise is
typically expressed as the relative number of bit-ﬂips between
the enrollment PRR and the reconstruction PR. The smaller the
expected noise, and hence, the higher the reproducibility of the
PRs, the more efﬁcient the overall PUF-based key generation
system can be implemented.
2) Uniqueness: To generate a secure key, an FE requires
PR unpredictability, even if other responses on the same PUF
or access to other PUFs are given. This entails the following.
a) The probability that two different PUFs have responses
close to each other should be negligible, i.e., PRs are
highly unique and the expected amount of differing bits
is close to 50%.
b) The bits in a speciﬁc PR should be highly random and
independent, i.e., each bit provides a negligible amount
of information about the remaining response bits, and
the relative entropy of each response is large.
III. S IMULATIONS
To analyze the reproducibility of memory-based PUFs when
adapting the voltage ramp-up time to the environmental temperature, a memory system comprising a cell and peripheral
circuitry is synthesized and simulated using SPICE. In this section, ﬁrst, the PUF ﬁngerprint generation is presented. Second,
the metric used to evaluate noise is discussed. Third, simulation experiments are described. Finally, results are presented
and discussed.
A. SRAM PUF Response
Each bit of an SRAM PR is generated by an individual
SRAM cell. Fig. 3 shows the SRAM ﬁngerprint generation
schematic used in our simulations. Holcomb et al. [17] and
Cortez et al. [18] showed that the threshold voltage Vth of
nMOS transistors is the technology parameter with the most
impact on the start-up value of an SRAM cell. Hence, the
Monte Carlo method is used to generate 1K random values of Vth for Q1 (see Fig. 1) according to the distribution
presented in [24], i.e., mean μ = standard nMOS Vth and

B. Noise Metric
To analyze the noise we read the PR of the simulated SRAM
cell array for different voltage ramp-up times (tramp ) and different temperatures (Temp). Then, the fractional Hamming
distance (FHD) [17] of each measured response compared to
the enrollment response (PRR) is calculated; this is the number
of differing bits normalized to the response length.
C. Simulation Experiments
To investigate the impact of the voltage ramp-up time tramp
on the noise at different temperatures Temp, we consider a
range of values for both tramp and Temp for 45 nm low
power (LP) [25]. For each combination of Temp and tramp we
simulate the power-up of the SRAM cell array 20 times and
read its response. The transient noise during power-up is randomly generated by the simulation tool, hence, three variable
parameters are used for the simulation.
1) Voltage Ramp-Up Time: 4 × tramp (10, 50, 90, and
130 μs).
2) Temperature: 3 × Temp (−40, 25, and 85 ◦ C).
3) Measurements: 20 × Meas (each with a random seed).
Hence, a total of (4 × tramp ) × (3 × Temp) × (20 × Meas) ×
(1000 × Vth ) = 240 000 simulations are performed.
D. Simulation Results and Analysis
Fig. 4 shows the results of maximum FHD (max FHD) calculations per tramp and Temp. PUF-based systems are designed
to correct up to the worse reconstruction conditions. For this
reason, we present the worse (highest) FHD out of the 20
measurements for each of the evaluated conditions. Note that,
enrollment is performed at 25 ◦ C with tramp of Fig. 4(a)–(d)
is 10, 50, 90, and 130 μs, respectively; the enrollment conditions are given between “[]” in the ﬁgure. From Fig. 4(a),
it can be seen that for Temp below the enrollment, max FHD
is lower if tramp is longer than the one used for enrollment.
However, at Temp above the enrollment, the opposite is true,
e.g., at 85 ◦ C, key-reconstruction with 10 μs generates the
lowest max FHD while at −40 ◦ C, that is true for 90 μs.
Fig. 4(b)–(d) report similar results but now for enrollment
at 50, 90, and 130 μs. Following the trend observed previously, for Temp below enrollment, max FHD is lower if tramp
is longer than the one used during enrollment; e.g., Fig. 4(b)
shows that the lowest max FHD at 85 ◦ C is achieved with
10 μs while at −40 ◦ C this is realized with 90 μs.
The simulation results revealed a negative correlation
between the temperature and the voltage ramp-up time with
respect to noise during key reconstruction on memory-PUF
ﬁngerprints. The main components of memory-PUFs are
MOSFETs; these are vulnerable to three main types of noise:
1) thermal noise (ThN); 2) ﬂicker noise (FN); and 3) shot
noise (SN) [34], [35]. During the enrollment phase, we are in
fact establishing a noise level reference, that is
TN = ThN + FN + SN

(1)

where TN is the total noise. First, ThN is related to the scattering of carrier charges in thermal motion, and is directly
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(a)
Fig. 4.

(b)

(c)

(d)

max FHD; enrollment performed at 25 ◦ C with tramp of (a) 10 μs, (b) 50 μs, (c) 90 μs, and (d) 130 μs.

proportional to the temperature, i.e., the higher the temperature, the higher the noise. In addition, in short-channel devices,
ThN increases with increase in gate-to-source and drain-tosource voltages [34], [35]. Second, FN, also known as 1/f
noise, is related to trapping and releasing charges near the
Si–SiO2 interface (silicon–silicon dioxide), and is inversely
proportional to the frequency. For short-channel devices, a special case of FN occurs—the random telegraph noise (RTN). In
fact, FN is the sum of a large amount of RTN [34], [35]. The
ﬁngerprints of memory-based PUFs are determined during one
single power-up with a certain tramp ; such tramp can be seen as
a part of a periodic signal (e.g., sawtooth signal), and therefore
different tramp corresponds to different signal frequencies inﬂuencing FN in different ways. Finally, SN is related to charges
overcoming potential barriers, such as moving from the source
to the channel; this type of noise is directly proportional to the
electrical current [34], [35]. It is worth noting that ThN and
FN have much larger impact than SN in the frequency range
considered [36]. At higher temperatures, the PUF suffers from
higher ThN as compared with enrollment done at lower temperature. To compensate for such noise and get the overall
noise close to that of the enrollment, we can reduce the FN at
higher temperature reducing the tramp . At lower temperature,
the impact is opposite.
IV. S ILICON VALIDATION
To validate the simulation results, we performed silicon
measurements on three different types of memory-based PUFs:
the SRAM PUF [6], [17], the D ﬂip-ﬂop (DFF) PUF [21], and
the buskeeper (BK) PUF [22].
A. Test Setup
The considered memory-based PUF types are manufactured in three different technology nodes. Table I provides
an overview of all devices, including the technology node, the
number of available integrated circuits (ICs), the number of
PUF instances per IC in the given technology (if any), and
the total number of tested instances of each PUF type. Note
that, each IC contains one or more PUF instances.
Measurements are performed at three different temperatures
(−40, 25, and 85 ◦ C) and for ten different tramp varying from
10 μs up to 500 ms. In case of 40 nm SRAM, the shortest
possible tramp is 50 μs due to speciﬁc capacitive load. The
measurements ﬂow is as follows.
1) The ICs are placed in a climate chamber and connected
to a programmable power supply.
2) Climate chamber is set to one of the test temperatures.

TABLE I
D ESCRIPTION OF D EVICES U SED IN VALIDATION

3)
4)
5)
6)

ICs are powered with a tramp from the test set.
Each PUF device response is read and stored in a ﬁle.
The ICs are powered down for 1 s.
Steps 3–5 are repeated nine times (i.e., ten measurements
per PUF per temperature per tramp ).
7) Change tramp and repeat steps 3–6 (until all values of
tramp have been tested for this temperature).
8) Change temperature and repeat steps 3–7.

B. Evaluation Metrics
1) Reproducibility: To calculate FHD, ﬁrst an enrollment
response of each PUF instance is measured. Thereafter, each
reconstruction measurement is compared to this enrollment
by counting the number of ﬂipped bits and dividing it by
the response length. A key based on the PR (as described in
Section II) is reliable if the worst-case FHD under any stress
condition is below the ECCap of the ECC. Hence, the smaller
FHD, the lower the required error correction.
2) Uniqueness: We evaluate the uniqueness at enrollment
of the different PUF implementations by using: 1) the average between-class Hamming distance (μ-BCHD) [17] and
2) the estimated min-entropy (H∞ ) [17] of the measured
responses. Note that, for key storage application (as described
in Section II) only the uniqueness of the enrollment PR is critical, as it is from this response that the cryptographic key is
derived. μ-BCHD is calculated as follows.
1) The enrollment response of each PUF is measured.
2) The Hamming distance between each pair of enrollment responses (i.e., between-class) coming from different PUF instances of the same type is determined
(e.g., between all pairs of enrollment responses of 65 nm
LP SRAM PUFs are computed).
3) The distribution of these between-class distances is
determined and the obtained mean value, normalized to
the response length, is μ-BCHD.
Optimally, the obtained distribution should be approximately Gaussian and μ-BCHD should be very close to
50% [17].
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Fig. 5. max FHD for various tramp enrollment (green line) and key reconstruction. (a) 40 nm, (b) 65 nm, and (e) 130 nm SRAM PUF. (c) 65 nm and (f) 130
nm DFF PUF. (d) 65 nm BK PUF.

H∞ is used to evaluate the intrinsic unpredictability of PRs.
H∞ is a pessimistic measure of a random variable unpredictability [8]. We estimate H∞ of the responses of a particular
PUF type by considering the following model: each PR bit
is assumed to be independent of the other bits in the same
response, and that it has an individual probability p1 of being 1
for a random PUF instance. This model is particularly reasonable for memory-based PUFs, as each response bit originates
from an individual memory cell. Under the assumption of this
model, H∞ = − log2 max{p1 , 1 − p1 } for a single response
bit [6]. The value for p1 of a bit is estimated by counting
the number of enrollment responses for which this bit is 1
and dividing by the total number of enrollment responses.
The entire response H∞ is simply the summation of H∞ of
each bit. We express H∞ as the average H∞ per bit in a
response value, by dividing the total H∞ of the response by
its length. Optimally, H∞ of a PR bit should be close to 1. Note
that, due to the limited number of measured PUF instances,
the obtained estimations of H∞ could be lower than the actual
PRs H∞ .
C. Optimization Algorithms
The silicon measurements have the objective to investigate
the use of tramp as a technique for increasing memory-based PR
reproducibility (noise reduction). As a side effect, the impact
on PUF uniqueness is also investigated. For this purpose, two
optimization algorithms are used.

1) Reproducibility Optimization: This algorithm identiﬁes
the enrollment tramp that leads to the highest reproducibility
(lowest maximum noise).
2) Uniqueness Optimization: This algorithm identiﬁes the
enrollment tramp that provides the highest H∞ . After this ﬁrst
step the values of tramp at other temperatures are determined,
which minimize the noise.
D. Measurement Results
In order to evaluate the performance of the optimization
algorithms, ﬁrst we analyzed the max FHD for all tramp enrollment key reconstruction combinations. Fig. 5 shows the
results; the tramp used for enrollment (at 25 ◦ C, also highlighted by a green line) and key reconstruction (at −40, 25,
and 85 ◦ C) are represented on the y- and x-axis, respectively,
whereas the max FHD is represented by color. These values are
obtained using tramp from 10 μs, which is the shortest feasible
tramp for each PUF, except for 40 nm LP SRAM PUF where
the shortest feasible tramp is 50 μs, up to 500 ms. The max
FHD (noise) is determined using ten response measurements
per PUF per temperature per tramp .
Fig. 5(a) reveals a clear convergence pattern toward a local
minimum max FHD for each temperature/tramp enrollment
combination. The local minimum max FHD is achieved for
tramp longer than that of enrollment for −40 ◦ C, the same
as that of enrollment for 25 ◦ C and shorter than that of
enrollment for 85 ◦ C. For example, considering enrollment
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Fig. 6. Mean FHD for various tramp enrollment (green line) and key reconstruction. (a) 40 nm, (b) 65 nm, and (e) 130 nm SRAM PUF. (c) 65 nm and
(f) 130 nm DFF PUF. (d) 65 nm BK PUF.
TABLE II
M EASUREMENT R ESULTS W ITHOUT O PTIMIZATION

TABLE III
R ESULTS A FTER R EPRODUCIBILITY O PTIMIZATION

3 (i.e., tramp at 50 μs), for −40 ◦ C max FHD decreases until
tramp 5, increasing thereafter, while for both 25 and 85 ◦ C max
FHD increases with tramp increase. Similar trends are observed
for the other PUF types and technology nodes.
Table II summarizes the information of Fig. 5 for the shortest enrollment tramp per PUF type; i.e., it shows the original
measured maximum noise values for the considered temperatures. Moreover, it shows the uniqueness indicators. Table II
is used as reference to compare the results of the proposed
optimization algorithms against, as the enrollment conditions
are the standard ones.
Table II reveals that, overall, the maximum noise measured
is 28% at −40 ◦ C (for the 65 nm DFF PUF), 8% at 25 ◦ C (for
the 65 nm DFF PUF), and 28% at 85 ◦ C (for the 130 nm DFF
PUF). Regarding uniqueness, although a truly fair comparison

is not possible due to limited available devices per technology node and PUF type, the 65 nm DFF PUF has the lowest
μ-BCHD = 0.37 and H∞ = 0.40.
In addition, to investigate whether the observed convergence
toward a local minimum holds for the mean FHD, we perform
a similar analysis as for max FHD. Fig. 6 shows the results.
The mean FHD (noise) is determined using ten response measurements per PUF per temperature per tramp . Fig. 6 reveals
the same convergence trend observed in Fig. 5.
1) Reproducibility Optimization: Table III presents the
reproducibility optimization algorithm results; it shows the
tramp conﬁguration that minimizes the noise (maximizes
reproducibility) per temperature in comparison to enrollment.
The results reveal that for all tested PUFs, adapting tramp to
the ambient temperature has a major impact on the maximum
noise. For low temperatures, noise reduction is realized with

2
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TABLE IV
R ESULTS A FTER U NIQUENESS O PTIMIZATION

longer tramp ; whereas for high temperatures this is realized
with shorter tramp . For example, the maximum noise for
65 nm LP DFF PUF at −40 ◦ C with tramp = 10 μs for both
enrollment and reconstruction is originally 28%. However,
if the optimized tramp is used both at enrollment (500 μs
at 25 ◦ C) and at reconstruction (50 ms at −40 ◦ C), then the
maximum noise is reduced to merely 11.5%. Note that, all
results of Table III follow the same trend, as predicted by
the simulation results of Section III-D. Since this algorithm
does not optimize uniqueness, μ-BCHD and H∞ are deteriorated for some PUFs (e.g., 130 nm SRAM PUF),
while they are signiﬁcantly improved for others
(e.g., 65 nm DFF PUF).
2) Uniqueness Optimization: Table IV reports the uniqueness optimization algorithm results; it shows: 1) the tramp at
enrollment that maximizes uniqueness and 2) the tramp for the
other temperatures that results in the lowest maximum noise
(with respect to the tramp selected for enrollment). Uniqueness
indicators μ-BCHD and H∞ are at least as high as the originals for 40 and 130 nm SRAMs, and for the remaining devices
these indicators are higher than the original indicators. The
uniqueness optimization algorithm clearly leads to signiﬁcant
improvements in μ-BCHD and H∞ for DFF and BK PUFs.
However, this improvement is negligible for the SRAM PUFs
for all tested nodes. Since this algorithm does not select the
enrollment tramp optimized for reproducibility, it is natural that
the noise resulting from this algorithm is worse than that of
reproducibility optimization algorithm. In case of the 65 nm
SRAM PUF, the maximum noise at −40 ◦ C is even worse than
the measurements without optimization. Reason for this is that
tramp at enrollment (25 ◦ C) is very long and the algorithm is
unable to ﬁnd a corresponding longer tramp at −40 ◦ C.
E. Discussion
SPICE simulations show that using long tramp at low temperatures and short tramp at high temperatures results in reduced
SRAM PR noise when compared to enrollment. The observation is validated using silicon measurements, and holds for all
technology nodes and memory PUF type investigated. Hence,
choosing appropriate tramp according to ambient temperature,
including enrollment, can be used as an efﬁcient scheme to
reduce noise and increase reproducibility.
Moreover, the silicon measurements have also indicated that
varying tramp can have a signiﬁcant impact on the uniqueness of memory-based PUFs. We can conclude from our
measurements that tramp can slightly bias the ﬁngerprints of
memory-based PUFs. The bias is visible by the uniqueness
metrics, as these represent the correlation between ﬁngerprints during enrollment. When selecting a certain tramp we

are either enhancing this bias behavior (for reliability optimization) or neutralizing it (for uniqueness optimization); e.g.,
a PUF device that would generate a response of only 1s would
be 100% reliable (FHD = 0), however, it would not be unique.
By choosing the proper optimization algorithm according
to the PUF type, noise can be reduced when compared to
the original results in Table II while either maintaining or
increasing the uniqueness indicators. Inspecting the silicon
results with respect to reproducibility and uniqueness reveals
the following.
1) The 40 and 65 nm SRAM PUFs beneﬁt from applying the reproducibility optimization algorithm, but the
uniqueness optimization algorithm is not very effective as there is very little margin for improvement.
Furthermore, the uniqueness optimization algorithm
does not signiﬁcantly minimize the noise for the tested
SRAMs.
2) The 130 nm SRAM PUFs beneﬁt from applying the
uniqueness optimization algorithm, as the noise is
reduced while the uniqueness is maintained.
3) BK and DFF PUFs beneﬁt from applying the uniqueness optimization algorithm, since the original silicon
results show that there is a lot of room for improvement.
Besides increasing the PR uniqueness, the proposed
algorithm also decreases the noise at −40 and 85 ◦ C
temperatures. Hence, this algorithm works very well for
these PUF types.
V. N OISE R EDUCTION I MPACT ON A REA OVERHEAD
In this section, we investigate the noise reduction impact
on the area overhead of memory-based PUFs by means of
adapting the voltage ramp-up time to the temperature. First, we
brieﬂy describe the FE and its possible conﬁgurations. Then,
we relate noise with area overhead. Thereafter, we deﬁne a set
of experiments to investigate the impact noise reduction has
on the area overhead. And ﬁnally, we show and discuss the
results of the experiments.
A. Types of Fuzzy Extractor Constructions
An FE is a fundamental component of a PUF-based key
storage system (see Fig. 2); it has two main functions.
1) Information Reconciliation: It uses the helper data to
correct errors on the measured PR.
2) Privacy Ampliﬁcation: Considering that the helper data
contains information on the PRR, privacy ampliﬁcation
is needed to make sure that the helper data does not
reveal any information on the derived cryptographic key.
The FE compresses the resulting data into a cryptographic key with maximum entropy making it impossible
for an attacker to guess the key [8], [9]; it also removes
any biasing (unequal distribution of zeros and ones) in the
error-corrected PR.
Information reconciliation is enabled by error correction
blocks, while privacy ampliﬁcation is enabled by hash function, see Fig. 7. The number and type of error correction blocks
depends on both noise and application of each PUF-based system. Encoder blocks are used to add redundancy to the original
data during the enrollment phase, while decoder blocks aim
at recovering the original data during the key reconstruction
phase. The hash function concludes this phase.
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Fig. 7.

FE.
Fig. 8.

There are several popular constructions with respect to the
type of error correction blocks and their parameters. Error
correction blocks can be classiﬁed into block codes and convolutional codes. Block codes are memoryless, i.e., the encoder’s
output at any given time depends only on the input at that time.
They are easy to implement, efﬁcient with small data, and have
low area overhead. However, they suffer from lower ECCap
when compared to the convolutional codes. On the other hand,
convolutional codes have memory, i.e., the encoder’s outputs at
any given time (t) depends not only on the inputs at that time
unit but also on some of previous inputs. They have higher
ECC capabilities. However, convolutional codes require long
data streams to work efﬁciently, are complex to implement
and have higher area overhead. For these reasons, block codes
are the most used in FE for PUF-based systems.
There are various types of FE constructions using linear
block codes for error correction; typical constructions comprise repetition code followed by either Golay code or Reed–
Muller code [27]. The aforementioned FE constructions owe
their popularity to their area overhead efﬁciency when compared with their Bose Chaudhuri Hocquenghem counterparts,
while delivering the same error correction efﬁciency [27], [28].
For this reason this paper focus on these FE constructions.
Fig. 7 depicts a generic FE; it comprises a repetition code and
a generic X code representing either a Golay [24, 12, 8] code,
or a Reed–Muller16 [16, 5, 8] code, or a Reed–Muller8 [8, 4,
4] (note that, the used codes have n length, k secret bits, and
d minimum Hamming distance, resulting in [n, k, d]).
B. Linking Noise Reduction to Area Overhead
A high quality PUF-based system is the one which: 1) efﬁciently reconstructs a valid cryptographic key from a true PUF
device (the one used for enrollment) under various conditions and 2) does not reconstruct a valid cryptographic key
from a false PUF device (any device different than the one
of enrollment being illegally used to reconstruct the key of
the true device). Common quality metrics used for PUF-based
systems are false rejection rate (FRR) and false acceptance
rate (FAR) [28]. FRR is the probability that the noise of a PR
of true device A is above the error correction capabilities of the
PUF-system and therefore, the authentication of true device A
is rejected. FAR is the probability that the noise of a PR of
device B is such that it is mistakenly corrected to the PRR of
device A and therefore, device B is falsely authenticated as A.
FRR and FAR are exempliﬁed in Fig. 8 [27]; the ﬁgure shows
two FHD histograms: the intra-FHD (i.e., noise) on the left
side and the inter-FHD (i.e., the FHD among different devices)
on the right side. When designing a PUF-based system, ideally all intra-FHD would be corrected and at the same time
each device would be perfectly distinguishable from others.

FRR and FAR [27].

However, in reality the two histograms overlap, resulting into
two different areas FRR and FAR. The optimal identiﬁcation
threshold is when FRR = FAR.
To investigate the impact of PUF noise reduction on the
area of PUF system, we need to estimate the quality metrics as a function of the raw PR and ECCap. Let us consider
the system shown in Fig. 7. During key reconstruction, an
FE is able to successfully reconstruct the cryptographic key
only when the output of the X decoder is correct for all decoding iterations (note that, the successful reconstruction tolerates
errors at the output of the repetition decoder, as long as these
errors are corrected by the X decoder); i.e., when the number
of errors are within error correction capabilities of the PUFsystem. Assume that the hash function needs an input key
with a length “l” to produce the required cryptographic key;
the key is generated by multiple iterations of the decoding
path (i.e., repetition decoder combined with X decoder). In
addition, assume that the number of secret bits per decoding
iteration is k [28]; these bits reﬂect the original information
coming from the PUF and the random seed (see Fig. 7), and
not the redundant bits introduced by the encoding and decoding. To generate key with a length l, we need l/k decoding
iterations. The probability that a true key is not reconstructed
can be expressed as [28]
FRR = 1 − (1 − PEXcode )iterations

(2)

where PEXcode is the probability that one or more errors occur
above the error correction capabilities of X decoder. Note that,
(1 − PEXcode )iterations denotes the probability that all errors
are corrected for all the decoding iterations. PEXcode can be
expressed as [28]
s  

s
PEXcode =
PEirep (1 − PErep )s−i
i
i=t+1
t  

s
= 1−
(3)
PEirep (1 − PErep )s−i
i
i=0

where t and s are X decoder ECCap and code length, respectively, and PErep is the probability that one or more errors
occur above the error correction capabilities of repetition
decoder (see Fig. 7). PErep can be estimated as [28]
 
n

n i
 (1 − )n−i
PErep =
i
i=n/2

= 1−

n/2

i=0

 
n i
 (1 − )n−i
i

(4)
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2

Fig. 9.
PUF size (bars) and repetition code length (line) versus error
probability ().
Fig. 10.

Absolute PUF size reduction.

Fig. 11.

Relative PUF size reduction.

where n is the repetition decoder code length and  is the PUFresponse error probability, see Fig. 7. Note that, the repetition
encoder is not used during Key Reconstruction. Using the previous equations, one can easily determine n as a function of
 for a given FRR and s; say n = f ().
The size of the required PUF data can be estimated [28]
PUFbits = (code length X decoder)
× (code length repetition decoder)
× (number iterations)
= s × n × iterations
= s × iterations × f ().

(5)

C. Simulation Setup
To estimate the noise reduction impact on PUF-based systems area for several FE construction types, we use the
equations introduced in the previous section with the following
set of values.
1) FRR = 10−6 [28].
2) The key (input of hash function) has a length l = 171
bits; here, we assume that we want to generate a key of
128 bits of entropy and we consider a secrecy rate (minimal amount of compression that needs to be applied to
a PUF ﬁngerprint by the hash function) of 0.75 [6], [27],
hence, 128/0.75 = 171 bits are required [27].
In addition, we perform the simulation for the following
scenarios.
1) Fifty-one different ; we sweep  from 5% up to 30%
with a step of 0.5%.
2) Three different combinations of s and k; these reﬂect
three FE constructions: a) Golay-based with {s, k} =
{24, 12}; b) RM16-based with {s, k} = {16, 5}; and c)
RM8-based {s, k} = {8, 4}.
D. Results and Analysis
Fig. 9 shows the results for each of the three FE constructions investigated; the left y-axis (bars) depicts the required
memory (in bytes), the right y-axis (line) the required repetition code length, and the x-axis the PR error probability .
From the ﬁgure we can make the following conclusions.
1) Reduction in noise  signiﬁcantly reduces the required
PUF size and n. Regardless of the FE construction, the
lower , the lower the PUF size and the lower the repetition code length. For example, when  = 15%, a
RM16-based PUF system requires 910 PUF bits and a
repetition code of length n = 13, while when  = 5%

only 350 PUF bits and n = 5 are required to realize
the same quality (FRR); hence, a noise reduction of 3×
causes a 2.6× reduction in both PUF size and n.
2) Golay-based and RM16-based PUF systems are the ones
beneﬁting the most from our technique; their PUF size
and n reduces by 2.6× when  reduces from 15% to 5%.
However, this is only 2.3× for RM8-based. Moreover,
overall, Golay-based PUF system is the one with smaller
PUF size and n for any given .
Now that we have determined the PUF size as a function
of the noise, we can estimate the saved PUF size based on
our method by ﬁrst estimating the PUF size of the PUFs
shown in Table II (without voltage ramp-up optimization) and
thereafter for those shown in Table III (with voltage ramp-up
optimization). This will be done as follows.
1) For each of the PUFs in Table II, select the maximum
noise FHD (=), and use Fig. 9 to calculate the required
PUF size.
2) For each of the PUFs in Table III, select the maximum
noise FHD, and use Fig. 9 to calculate the required
PUF size.
3) Determine the savings in PUF size by subtracting the
PUF size values found in 2) from those found in 1).
The results are plotted in Figs. 10 and 11. Fig. 10 shows
the absolute PUF size reduction while Fig. 11 shows the
relative PUF size reduction. The results show that the area
savings are strongly PUF type and FE construction dependent.
DFF PUFs are the ones beneﬁting the most; e.g., 130 nm
DFF RM16-based requires 2.24K bytes less of PUF material, i.e., a reduction of 82.1%. On the other hand SRAM
PUFs are the ones beneﬁting the least; although that for
40 and 130 nm a quite saving is achieved for all FE constructions, almost no saving is realized for 65 nm irrespective
of the FE construction. This is due to the small improvement that the optimization algorithm has on this PUF type,
see Tables II and III.
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Fig. 12.

Schematic of an extended memory-based PUF design.

VI. A DAPTER -C IRCUIT I MPLEMENTATION
The proposed noise reduction scheme can be implemented
by a simple circuit consisting of a temperature sensor, a
controller and a voltage regulator. In this section, ﬁrst we
deﬁne the requirements of such a circuit. Then, we propose
and implement our solution. Finally, we extract the circuit
characteristics and discuss them.
A. Requirements
We divide the requirements into design requirements and
functional requirements. From design perspective the proposed
noise reduction scheme has an added value only if the area of
the circuit (which enables various tramp according to the sensed
temperature) is less than the area of the memory it saves. As
seen in the previous section, the saved area varies with technology node, memory-PUF type, and FE construction. Due to
this, we have different area budgets for the different scenarios,
ranging from virtually 0 GE (for 65 nm SRAM PUF) up to
20 kGE (for the 65 nm DFF PUF); gate equivalent (GE) is a
technology node independent metric of area that denotes the
area of NAND2 with standard drive strengths. Note that, 1 GE
is considered as a reasonable estimate of a single SRAM, DFF
or BK cell for any of the investigated technologies according
to [29]–[31].
In addition, as PUF-based systems are active only during
the start-up of a device to generate the key, delay, and power
consumption play very minor roles. Therefore, we consider
the area overhead to be our main design requirement.
With respect to functional requirements, a set of targets is
deﬁned. Table III shows that the optimal tramp per sensed temperature varies with technology node and memory-PUF type.
Hence, as there are several possible conﬁgurations, we decided
to target the extreme values of tramp ; i.e., tramp 10 μs at 85 ◦ C,
1 ms at 25 ◦ C, and 500 ms at −40 ◦ C.
In short, the requirements are as follows.
1) Low area overhead (up to budget).
2) Output tramp = 10 μs at 85 ◦ C, tramp = 1 ms at 25 ◦ C,
and tramp = 500 ms at −40 ◦ C.
B. Adapter-Circuit
Fig. 12 shows the block diagram of a memory-based PUF
extended with the adapter circuit. This system comprises four

Fig. 13. Adapter circuit schematic. (a) Temperature sensor. (b) Controller.
(c) Voltage ramp-up regulator.

blocks: a memory-based PUF, an embedded temperature sensor, a controller, and a voltage ramp-up regulator. It performs
ﬁve main steps. First, the temperature sensor senses the ambient temperature and outputs Vtemp . Second, Vtemp is used as
the input to the controller, which accordingly, generates a calibration voltage Vcontrol . Third, Vcontrol is used as an input to
the voltage ramp-up regulator, which outputs a tramp that minimizes the FHD (noise). Finally, the memory-based PUF is
powered-up with the assigned tramp , generating a PR.
One of the main advantages of the proposed optimization
technique, besides its evident effectiveness, is that its implementation demands no adaptations of the memory-based PUF
circuit itself. In fact, the basic PUF comprises only standard
library memory cells, but needs to be placed in its own power
domain and extended with an embedded temperature sensor, a voltage ramp-up regulator and controller. The general
design of these extensions is schematically shown in Fig. 12.
Since the concerned building blocks are all rather standard, the
implementation effort of the proposed optimization technique
is considered minimal.

C. Implementation
Fig. 13 shows the schematic of the circuit; where Fig. 13(a)
depicts the embedded temperature sensor, Fig. 13(b) the controller, and Fig. 13(c) the voltage ramp-up regulator. The
circuit is implemented in 0.35 μm, due to lack of availability of smaller technologies, and with AMS technology. We
implement a temperature sensor comprising two MOSFETs
(MP0 and M0). The sensor outputs a voltage (Vtemp ) that is
proportional to the sensed temperature.
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The controller, Fig. 13(b), is an intermediary circuitry that
maps its input voltage Vtemp to its output voltage Vcontol . Each
one of the three pMOS (one pMOS per voltage ramp-up time)
has at its drain the speciﬁc voltage that is required for the voltage ramp-up regulator to deliver the speciﬁc tramp ; MP1 for
85 ◦ C, MP2 for −40 ◦ C and MP3 for 25 ◦ C. When a certain
temperature is sensed, only the pMOS transistor that represents the closest temperature should drive. The selection of
the driving transistor is done via the operational ampliﬁers,
which are used as comparators in this conﬁguration. The voltage outputted by the temperature sensor is compared against
the reference values for each temperature. For the extreme
temperatures (i.e., −40 and 85 ◦ C) only one comparison is
required as we only need to make sure that the Vtemp is either
above (for 85 ◦ C) or below (for −40 ◦ C) the reference voltage
of the respective temperature. For intermediary temperatures
(i.e., 25 ◦ C) two comparisons are required (hence, two operational ampliﬁers) as we need to make sure that the received
Vtemp is above a reference and below another. The output of the
comparisons for the extreme temperatures needs to be inverted
(INV0 and INV1) as pMOS are active for low-voltage at their
gates. With the output of the two comparisons of the intermediary temperature we perform an AND (AND0) operation as
MP3 should be driven only when both comparisons are true.
Finally, two networks of voltage dividers (one comprised by
R1, R2, R3, and R4, and the second comprised by R5, R6,
and R7) are used to deﬁne the reference voltages at the drain
of the pMOS and at the inputs of the operational ampliﬁers,
respectively.
The voltage ramp-up regulator, Fig. 13(c), is a basic RC
circuit, where the resistor has been replaced by an MOSFET.
By varying the voltage at the gate of the MOSFET MP4 we
can tune its resistance such that the time constant of the circuit
is the one of our speciﬁcations (i.e., 10 μs at 85 ◦ C, 1 ms at
25 ◦ C, and 500 ms at −40 ◦ C).
It is worth emphasizing that the proposed circuit generates more than just the three speciﬁed voltage ramp-up times
for enrollment and extreme temperature corners. The voltage
ramp-up time decreases monotonically from 500 ms down
to 10 μs, as the temperature increases from −40 ◦ C up to
+85 ◦ C; from the continuous range of voltage ramp-up times,
we ﬁx the values for the enrollment and extreme corners.
The voltage ramp-up times for the remaining temperatures are
intrinsically generated by the change in the resistance of the
MOSFET MP4 of the voltage ramp-up regulator. This feature
is a big plus of the design as it provides larger voltage rampup time granularity while not increasing the area overhead of
the circuit.
D. Results
The results show that the circuit successfully maps the
ambient temperature into the required voltage ramp-up time.
Fig. 14 shows the results for the voltage ramp-up regulator
circuit; the circuit outputs at −40 ◦ C a tramp of 500 ms, at
25 ◦ C a tramp of 1 ms, and at 85 ◦ C a tramp of 10 μs, as
required. Moreover, as predicted, the voltage ramp-up time
decreases continuous and monotonically from 500 ms down
to 10 μs, as the temperature increases from −40 ◦ C up to
85 ◦ C; e.g., at −30 ◦ C the circuit outputs a tramp of 358 ms,
while at 75 ◦ C it outputs a tramp of 12.6 μs. These results

Fig. 14.

Voltage ramp-up time versus temperature.

reveal the extra resolution of the circuit, which is realized for
free (i.e., with no extra area overhead). The voltage rampup regulator has an area of 563.36 μm2 (22.4 × 25.15 μm)
which is ﬁxed regardless of the resolution of the system and
it is easily implementable in other technology nodes.
The controller, as designed, outputs one of the three
reference voltages (Vm40 = 2.65 V, V25 = 2.53 V or
V85 = 2.38 V). It has an area of 0.014 mm2 (71.5 ×
204.5 μm), which 90% corresponds to the area of the
operational ampliﬁers (area of one operational ampliﬁer
0.0034 mm2 ). The controller is easily implementable in other
technology nodes.
The temperature sensor outputs a voltage with a linear relation with the temperature; Vtemp is 1.32 V at −40 ◦ C, 1.47 V
at 25 ◦ C, and 1.61 V at 85 ◦ C, which results in a resolution of 2.5 mV/◦ C. The temperature sensor has an area of
169.035 μm2 (8.85 × 19.1 μm). Moreover, the sensor has a
ﬁxed area regardless of the resolution of the system and it is
easily implementable in other technology nodes.
Overall, the circuit has an area overhead of 0.015 mm2
(70.9 × 214.75 μm).
VII. D ISCUSSION AND C OMPARISON
In this section, ﬁrst we discuss the impact of our scheme
on area overhead, second that of on the delay and ﬁnally we
discuss the procedure for investigating the temperature/voltage
ramp-up time for other PUFs.
A. Impact on Area Overhead
To evaluate the attractiveness of integrating the adaptive circuit when compared with the classic approach, we need to
determine the overall area before and after the optimization
and compare them. As the adaptive circuit and the investigated memory-PUFs are implemented in different technology
nodes, we cannot directly compare the areas; we need a
fair comparison metric. Therefore, we convert the area of
2
the adaptive circuit to GE according to [33]; 0.015
 mm
corresponds to 275 GE (= 0.015 mm2 /54.6 μm2 , where
54.6 μm2 corresponds to the area of NAND2 cell in 0.35
nm [33]). We can determine the overall reduction in area overhead as follows. Add the 275 GE of the adaptive circuit to
that of the PUF-system after the optimization and compare it
with the PUF-system before the optimization. The results are
depicted in Figs. 15 and 16. Fig. 15 shows the area overhead,
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Fig. 16.

Fig. 15.

Absolute area overhead without (O) and with (R) noise reduction.

before (Original) and after (Reduction) the noise reduction,
for the different PUF-systems constructions investigated. The
area overhead values of encoders, repetition and decoders, for
the various constructions, were extracted from [28]. Fig. 16
shows the relative area overhead reduction in percentage. From
Fig. 15, we can conclude the following. First, for all memoryPUF system constructions, the block that impacts the most
the area overhead is the memory (PUF data size). Therefore,
methods targeting noise reduction (resulting in memory reduction), such as the one proposed in this paper, are good allies to
reduce the overall cost of the system. Second, the area overhead of Golay, RM16 or RM8 is not impacted by the noise
reduction; the implementation of these blocks is independent
from PUF noise () as these encode/decode a standard number
of bits per iteration.
Note that, in the ﬁgure we assumed the area overhead of the
repetition code as constant. This is a conservative assumption,
as in truth, the area overhead of this block is reduced as the
noise decreases. As seen in [32], the repetition code hardware
implementation comprises a counter, which counts up to n
(length of the repetition code). The higher the n the higher
the area overhead of the counter, hence, the higher the area
overhead of the repetition code. We have seen in Fig. 9 that
n decreases with noise, and so decreases the area overhead
of the repetition code. Therefore, the overall area reduction is
slightly greater than the one presented.
Considering both ﬁgures reveals that, overall, integrating the
adapter circuit in a memory-based PUF system is an attractive solution. Five out of the six investigated PUF memories
have their area overhead reduced, ranging from a minimum
of 31.6% (40 nm SRAM) up to a maximum of 82.1%
(130 nm DFF). The memory-PUF beneﬁting the most from
this technique is the 130 nm DFF-PUF; not only its area
overhead reduction ranges from a minimum of 78% up to
82.1% (depending on the FE construction) but also its noise
reduces from 28% down to 9%, its μ-BCHD increases from
0.43 up to 0.46 and its H∞ increases from 0.61 up to 0.63,
see Tables II and III. Similar improvements are obtained for
both 65 nm DFF-PUF and 65 nm BK-PUF. Applying the noise
reduction method for SRAM-based PUF systems reduces its
area overhead ranging from a minimum of 31.6% up to 35.2%
for 40 nm, while this range is 34.9% up to 43.1% for 130 nm.
For 65 nm SRAM there is an increase in area ranging from
of 5.2% up to 6.9%; however, both noise and min entropy are
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Relative area overhead reduction.

improved. The results show that the proposed noise reduction
solution is attractive for all memory-based PUFs, particularly
DFF and BK PUFs.
Regarding the cost of adding extra speciﬁc temperature/voltage ramp-up pairs, we estimate the following. Each
new speciﬁc temperature/voltage ramp-up pair impacts only
the controller design. Per new pair, a similar set of components as those used for 25 ◦ C are required; i.e., one pMOS,
one NAND, and two operational ampliﬁers. The areas of the
pMOS and the NAND are very small when compared with
that of the operational ampliﬁers. Therefore, we can estimate
that the cost of adding a new speciﬁc temperature/voltage
ramp-up pair is roughly thearea overhead of two operational

ampliﬁers; i.e., 125 GE = (2 × 0.0034 mm2 )/(54.6 μm2 ) ,
see Section VI-D. To have a better feeling of the number of
extra temperature/voltage ramp-up pairs that make the noise
optimized solution achieve the same area overhead of the
nonoptimized, we carry out the following steps. First, from
Fig. 15, we identify the PUF-system construction that has the
least absolute area overhead reduction, i.e., 130 nm SRAM
Golay-based, and calculate this value. Second, we divide the
value from the ﬁrst step by the GE of the extra components,
i.e., 125 GE. We estimate that up to 12 new pairs can be added
to the least reduced PUF system (in absolute terms), i.e., a total
of 15 (12 plus the three pairs implemented in the previous section) ﬁxed temperature/voltage ramp-up pairs. Therefore, we
conclude that the proposed noise reduction solution is advantageous for a wide range of ﬁxed temperature/voltage ramp-up
pairs.
Finally, we would like to mention that any PUF size variation is mirrored by the helper data; helper data and PUF have
the same size, see Fig. 7, hence, any increase or decrease in
the PUF size due to noise reduction is intrinsically followed
by the helper data. However, in this paper, we consider the
helper data as being stored off-chip, and therefore, our results
do not reﬂect its area reduction with PUF noise optimization.
B. Impact on Delay
In this type of industry we can easily tradeoff delay over
higher reproducibility and higher uniqueness. Nonetheless, a
delay analysis reveals the following. The total computational
time, from power-up up to key reconstruction can be expressed
by TotalDelay = DelaySensors + Delaytramp + DelayDecoding . The
delay introduced by the sensors is negligible. The delay introduced by the tramp when compared to the original construction
can be signiﬁcant (depending on the temperature at which the
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reconstruction is performed). However, with less noise, less
PUF data is required. Therefore, the delay of the decoding
is reduced. The number of iterations is constant for any given
temperature and/ or ramp-up combination. The outcome of the
tradeoff between the increase in tramp and decrease in decoding time is highly dependent on the frequency applied (as the
tramp is ﬁxed). However, as the key reconstruction phase is
typically performed during power-up only, the overall impact
of the method on the overall delay of the circuit is negligible.
In other words, the area savings compensate for an eventual
and discrete delay increase.
C. Generic Procedure
To investigate the noise reduction we performed measurements on ten voltage ramp-up times widely distributed
(10 μs, 25 μs, 50 μs, 100 μs, 250 μs, 500 μs, 1 ms, 10 ms,
50 ms, and 500 ms). For any new technology node, type
or architecture, new measurements would need to be performed (as an analytical model is too complex and unfeasible;
among other issues, one would need to accurately describe the
asymmetry between each memory cell). Obviously, a wider
range of values with even more granularity would present
more accurate results, however, it is more time consuming. Once the measurements are taken, they are analyzed by
one of the proposed algorithms, hence, determining which
temperature/voltage ramp-up time is optimal.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a method for enhancing the
reproducibility of memory-based PUFs based on adapting
the voltage ramp-up time to the ambient temperature. The
combined effect on PUF reproducibility has been evaluated
using both circuit simulation and actual silicon measurements. The results are highly effective, showing a major
decrease in worst-case PUF noise (up to 3× lower for particular PUFs) at extreme temperatures. The reproducibility
enhancement is achieved while either maintaining or increasing the uniqueness. Furthermore, we investigated the relation
between PUF noise and area overhead both for several types
of memory-based PUFs and several memory-based PUF systems constructions. Our results show that when the PUF
noise is reduced, the PUF size decreases up to 3× and that
the footprint of the error correction system is also slightly
reduced. Finally, we implemented a small and scalable circuit
that adapts the voltage ramp-up time to the sensed ambient temperature. Overall, the implementation of the proposed
method will result in a PUF-based key generator signiﬁcantly
smaller. The proposed solution is particularly attractive for less
robust memory-PUFs, such as DFF and BK, boosting their
competitiveness.
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Abstract—Design for test is an integral part of any VLSI
chip. However, for secure systems extra precautions have to
be taken to prevent that the test circuitry could reveal secret
information. This paper addresses secure test for Physical
Unclonable Function based systems. In particular it provides
the testability analysis and a secure Built-In Self-Test (BIST)
solution for Fuzzy Extractor (FE) which is the main component
of PUF-based systems. The scheme targets high stuck-at-fault
(SAF) coverage by performing scan-chain free functional testing,
to prevent scan-chain abuse for attacks. The scheme reuses
existing FE sub-blocks (for pattern generation and compression)
to minimize the area overhead. The scheme is integrated in
FE design and simulated; the results show that a SAF fault
coverage of 95.1% can be realized with no more than 50k clock
cycles at the cost of a negligible area overhead of only 2.2%.
Higher fault coverage is possible to realize at extra cost.
Keywords: PUF-based systems,
Testing, Scan-chain free test

Fuzzy

Extractor,

Secure

I. I NTRODUCTION
Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs) based systems are
becoming popular solutions for secure key storage against
physical attacks; they use the unique, random, uncontrollable
and intrinsic physical properties of Integrated Circuits (ICs)
to derive a cryptographic key. The robustness of such a
system is evaluated by means of its reproducibility, i.e.,
ability of the system to recover the cryptographic key from
the same IC, and its uniqueness; i.e., the ability of the system
to generate a unique cryptographic key for each IC [1,2].
A Fuzzy Extractor (FE) is one of the main components
of a PUF-based system; its responsibility is to assure the
system’s reproducibility and uniqueness [3,4]. Hence, FE
ﬂawless operation is essential for the robustness of PUF-based
systems. Testing a PUF-based system, and FE in particular,
is a challenge. Testability demands excellent accessibility and
observability, while security demands poor/no accessibility
and observability to the chip, especially during the operation
mode where an attacker could easily retrieve partial or
complete cryptographic key. The trade-off between testability
and security is the main challenge.
Design-for-Test and testability of secure devices have
recently gained a lot of attention [5–11]. Overall, the
published schemes can be classiﬁed into two classes:
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enhanced scan-chains [5–8] and functional based Built-In Self
Test (BIST) [10,11].
Enhanced scan-chains target the protection of chains from
being misused by attackers. In [5], B. Yang et al. developed
a test solution for crypto cores based on a type of register
that cannot be scanned out during test mode until being reset.
In [6], A. Das et al. developed a test wrapper for secure
test that authenticates legitimate testers. In [7], D. Hely et
al. introduced spy ﬂip-ﬂops in the scan-chain that detect
malicious shifts. In [8], J. Lee et al. applied a technique
that makes the scan-chain operate unpredictably for untrusted
users. However, the industry strongly believes that enhanced
scan-chains cannot provide 100% secure IC and therefore
they are reluctant to include them in designs targeting secure
applications [9].
On the other hand, functional test based BIST targets the
enhancement of security, although reaching a very high fault
coverage with these schemes is a major challenge. In [10], M.
Doulcier et al. presented a technique to reuse an Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) for self-testing. The work showed
that AES cores have enough randomness to be used as test
pattern generators and used this property to seft-test the AES
core in a loop fashion. In [11], di Natale et al. proposed
a generic self-test scheme for crypto cores. The work is an
extension of the work presented in [10]; it performs the same
analysis but for a Data Encryption Standard (DES). However,
both [10] and [11] are not suited for testing PUF-based systems
for two main reasons. First, AES/DES crypto cores are not
available in all PUF-based systems and second, PUF-based
systems comprise, on top of the crypto cores, error correction
blocks which make it more challenging to test functionally.
Although the research in hardware security including test
is getting more attention due to the importance of the ﬁeld,
there is almost nothing published on testing PUF-based systems. This topic is addressed in this paper. In particular, it
targets testing and testability analysis of Fuzzy Extractors
(FEs), which are the main blocks of such systems; FEs are
challenging to test as they comprise not only a crypto core,
but also error correction blocks, which are typically hard to test
functionally. The paper proposes an efﬁcient scan-chains free
secure test scheme that realizes a high test quality based on
pattern generation for stuck-at-faults by performing functional
testing. The proposed solution reuses FE existing sub-blocks
(for pattern generation and compression) to minimize the area
overhead.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
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brieﬂy reviews the background on PUF based-systems. Section
III analyzes the testability of FE sub-blocks. Section IV deﬁnes
the test requirements, proposes a secure test method, presents
and discusses the results and provides a generic list of stepby-step instructions on FE secure testing. Finally, Section V
concludes the paper.
II. PUF- BASED S ECURE S YSTEMS
In this section, we ﬁrst brieﬂy show how PUFs are deployed
in a key storage system. Thereafter, we brieﬂy describe the
Fuzzy Extractor, which is the main block of such a system
and the primary focus of this work.
A. Key-storage based on PUFs
Fig. 1 shows the ﬂow of a PUF-based key storage system [1,2] implemented with a Fuzzy Extractor (FE) [3,4],
which typically consists of two phases:
(a) Enrollment: a cryptographic key is generated from a PUF.
First, a PUF measurement is taken and used as PUF
Reference Response (PRR). Next, PRR and Random Seed
are processed by the FE into a cryptographically strong
Cryptographic Key, and helper data is generated as a FE
byproduct. Finally, the helper data is stored in an external
Non-Volatile Memory (NVM); hence, it becomes public
information.
(b) Reconstruction: the earlier enrolled Cryptographic Key
is reliably recovered. First, a PUF measurement is taken
and used as PUF Response (PR). Typically, some bits of
PR are different from the original PRR; hence, PR is a
noisy version of PRR. Next, PR is processed by the FE in
combination with the helper data which is retrieved from
the external NVM. If the noisy PR is close enough to the
PRR measured during enrollment (i.e., the PUF response
is reproducible up to a limited amount of noise), then
the FE succeeds in reliably reconstructing the enrolled
Cryptographic Key.
B. Fuzzy Extractor
A Fuzzy Extractor (FE) is the fundamental component of
a PUF-based key storage system; it has two main functions.
(a) Error correction: it uses the helper data to correct errors
on the measured PUF response; and (b) Privacy ampliﬁcation:
considering that the helper data contains information on the

PRR, privacy ampliﬁcation is needed to make sure that the
helper data does not reveal any information on the derived
cryptographic key; the FE compresses the resulting data into
a cryptographic key with maximum entropy making it hard
for the attacker to retrieve the key [3,4]; it also removes any
biasing (unequal distribution of zeros and ones) in the errorcorrected PUF response.
III. F UZZY E XTRACTOR AND ITS TESTABILITY ANALYSIS
Fig. 3 shows the six main blocks of a Fuzzy Extractor; this
implementation is based on the one used for the UNIQUE
project [17]. The Peripheral Circuitry has two main functions;
it selects between both functional modes and it performs an
XOR function between either the PUF and the output of the
Repetition Encoder (RE O) generating the Helper Data, if
during enrollment or, between the stored Helper Data and
PUF generating the input of the Repetition Decoder (RD I),
if during reconstruction. The other ﬁve blocks are mostly
computation intensive and are responsible for enrollment and
reconstruction. Each of the ﬁve blocks is explained next.
1) Golay Encoder: ﬁrst block of the enrollment phase. Its
responsibility is to prepare the data for the error correction.
This block maps the input Random Seed (12 bits) to GE O (24
bits) by appending twelve parity bits used for error correction.
This makes it feasible for the Golay Decoder in Reconstruction
phase to correct up to three bits [14,15]. The main core of this
block comprises a loop that generates the Golay space (space
of perfect code words). Our implementation of the Golay
Encoder has a latency of two clock cycles and it comprises
6.5% of the total number of FE gates.
2) Repetition Encoder: second block of the enrollment
phase. It adds extra robustness to the error capabilities of the
Golay Encoder. The block replicates each of the GE O 24 bits
11 times resulting in 264 bits serial output RE O; it enables
error correction up to ﬁve bits for the Repetition Decoder in
reconstruction phase. The enrollment phase completes after 86
rounds, i.e., the computations described above are performed
86 times. At each time, the 12 bits of the 1032 bit Random
Seed are used with a 264 bits fraction of the PUF to generate
Helper Data. The total size of both PUF and Helper Data
equals 2.8kB (264×86). The main part of the block comprises
two counters. The ﬁrst counter loops over the 24 bits of GE O,
while the second counter replicates each bit of GE O 11 times.
Our implementation of the Repetition Encoder has a latency
of 267 clock cycles and it comprises 7.3% of FE gates.
The reconstruction phase starts with performing a new measurement of the PUF and XORing it with the Helper Data.
The result of this operation is the serial input of the Repetition
Decoder block.
3) Repetition Decoder: ﬁrst block of the reconstruction
phase. It is also the ﬁrst stage of error correction. The block
performs majority voting on each of the 24 groups (each of 11
bits) scanned serially via RD I, and produce 24 bits at the output GD I. This sub-block performs the inverse operation of the
Repetition Encoder and its main core comprises three counters:
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Fig. 2: Golay Decoder state-machine

one counter, repetition counter and destination counter. The
one counter counts the number of ones in a chunk of input
RD I (see Fig. 3) and its value is reset after the repetition
counter processed n=11 input bits. Next, a single output bit is
written on the index provided by the destination counter which
is subsequently incremented. The written output bit presents
the majority voting result of the processed input chunk derived
from the one counter. Our implementation of the Repetition
Decoder has a latency of 290 clock cycles and comprises 6.5%
of FE gates.
4) Golay Decoder: second block of the reconstruction
phase responsible for error correction. The block recovers Random Seed, i.e., HF I (12 bits), as long as the provided input
GD I is within the error capabilities of the error correction
system. Also during the reconstruction phase, the Repetition
Decoder and the Golay Decoder repeat their operations 86
times; each time, they serially process 264 bits generated based
on PUF and Helper Data. The results of each iteration is a
12 bits buffered inside the Hash Function block. The Golay
Decoder is the most complex block in the circuit. It contains
a Finite State-Machine (FSM), with nine states for vector
decoding. As stated previously, a Golay Decoder can correct
up to three errors. Its input GD I comprises 12 message bits
and 12 parity bits (as the outcome of the Golay Encoder).
Fig. 2 shows the states dedicated to error correction; these are
selected depending on the location and number of errors in
GD I. Error wise, ﬁve different cases are possible, denoted in
Fig. 2 as case (i) till (v).
(i) GD I is error-free; thus, the four states where the error
correction takes place, i.e., case (ii) to case (v), are
skipped.
(ii) there are three or less errors in the message bits of GD I
and none in the parity bits.

(iii) there are one or two errors in the message bits of GD I
and exactly one in the parity bits.
(iv) there is exactly one error in the message bits of GD I
and two or less in the parity bits.
(v) there are no errors in the message bits of GD I and three
or less in the parity bits.
The Golay Decoder has a variable latency depending on its
input, with a maximum of 10 clock cycles and it comprises
61.5% of FE gates.
5) Hash Function: last block of the reconstruction phase.
It performs privacy ampliﬁcation. This block concatenates the
1032 bits (12×86 iterations) received from the Golay Decoder
and applies the hash function on it to calculate the 128 bit
Cryptographic Key.
Our Hash Function comprises three main components: an
input buffer, a Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) and an
accumulator register. First, the input HF I is copied to the
input buffer. The input buffer is then analyzed bit per bit: if a
bit is one, the current LFSR output (which updates itself each
cycle based on its polynomial function) is added (XORed) with
the accumulator; however, if the bit is zero, the accumulator
keeps its value. When all input bits are analyzed the value of
the accumulator register is propagated to the output. The Hash
Function has a latency of 32 clock cycles and it comprises
18.2% of FE gates.
It is worth noting that the Fuzzy Extractor presented here is
a generic and simpliﬁed construction of an industrial implementation [17]; therefore, any test method developed for this
circuit can be applied also to any other implementation.
IV. E XPERIMENTS R ESULTS
In this section, ﬁrst, we deﬁne test and security requirements
considered for the development of our test solution. Then, we
present our test method and the experiments. Thereafter, we
present the results. Finally, we provide a list of recommendations for secure testing of FE.
A. Test versus Security Requirements
Efﬁcient test solutions for FE must prevent compromising
the system security. The following requirements and assumptions apply:
(a) The signals PUF, Random Seed and HF I (see Fig. 3)
shall not be revealed at any time, partially nor fully.
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An attacker learning this information might derive the
Cryptographic Key, breaking the systems security.
(b) Helper data is assumed to be public knowledge and does
not have to be secured.
(c) Reverse engineering the Fuzzy Extractor is not an issue.
The Fuzzy Extractor uses algorithms that are standardized
and publicly known.
(d) The PUF circuitry has its own internal test method,
therefore it is outside the scope of this work.
B. Daisy-chain secure test method
Next, we propose and discuss a test method for FE, a daisychain based test method. The method is scan-chain free, which
is a requirement in our case.
In this method, we propose to reuse the Linear Feedback
Shift Register (LFSR) of the Hash Function block to create
a random generator and test the FE in a loop-chain fashion,
i.e., the outputs of each block are directly provided as inputs
to next block as depicted in Fig. 4(a). This approach results
in a negligible area overhead. However, a high fault coverage
for the Golay Decoder cannot be guaranteed. This is because
the Golay Decoder receives always error free input messages
as provided by the Golay Encoder, which prevents the correct
checking of all the decoder’ states. Hence, reusing LFSR of
hash function with daisy-chain approach alone will not provide
the required test quality for Golay Decoder. To solve this
problem, the randomness of the patterns provided at the Golay
Decoder inputs (generated by the Golay Encoder) have to be
improved, in order to trigger all states of the Golay Decoder
FSM. This can be done by inserting a Multiple-Input-ShiftRegister (MISR) at the input of the Golay Decoder as seen
in Fig. 4(b). However, as the blocks are connected in a loop,
the desired effect of randomness improvement can also be
achieved by placing a MISR in any location between the Golay
Encoder output and the Golay Decoder input (such as at the
output of Golay Encoder in Fig. 4(c)), or a Single-Input-Shift-

Register (SISR) in case the location is just a serial line; see
Fig. 4(d). Moreover, a combination of MISR and SISR can be
also used as shown in Fig. 4(e) and Fig. 4(f).
Comparing the cost (area overhead) and randomness of the
several scenarios presented in Fig. 4 reveals that:
1) Scenario (d) results in the smallest area overhead.
2) Scenarios (b) and (c) as well as (e) and (f) are equivalent,
reducing the number of scenarios to four.
3) Scenarios (e) and (f) could lead to higher fault coverage,
as the combination of using SISR and MISR could
improve the randomness.
C. Experiments performed
We synthesize a Fuzzy Extractor described in VHDL in
0.35μm technology node with Synopsys Design Compiler. The
design compiler outputs a verilog netlist that is used to extract
a fault list with the Automated Test Pattern Generation (ATPG)
tool Synopsys TetraMAX. We use LIFTING fault simulator
optimized for functional BIST to analyze the fault coverage
[25]. The results are analyzed with MATLAB.
To evaluate the quality of the proposed solutions in Fig.
4 in terms of fault coverage and test time, we perform the
following experiments, as described next.
(i) Default: in this experiment, we simulate the circuit as in
Fig. 4(a) for 15 × 104 clock cycles and analyze the fault
coverage. This number of clock cycles is assumed to be
our test time budget for all remaining experiments.
(ii) MISR: in this experiment, we simulate the circuit as in
Fig. 4(b) (equivalent to Fig. 4(c)).
(iii) SISR: in this experiment, we simulate the circuit as in
Fig. 4(d).
(iv) SISR + MISR: in this experiment, we simulate the
circuit combining SISR and MISR as in Fig. 4(e) (equivalent to Fig. 4(f)).
(v) Default + SISR: in this experiment, we simulate the
circuit in two stages. First, as in Fig. 4(a), we simulate
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Fig. 5: Fault coverage of Fuzzy Extractor Daisy-chain test method versus clock cycles

the FE using the default loop-chain for 25% of the test
time budget. Second, as in Fig. 4(d), we include the SISR
on the chain ﬂow (between the Repetition Encoder and
Repetition Decoder blocks) and analyze its fault coverage
over the remaining 75% of the time. The goal of this
experiment is to analyze the impact of combining the
default scenario in Fig. 4(a) with the SISR in Fig. 4(d)
on the fault coverage.
(vi) Default + MISR: in this experiment, we repeat the
procedure of (v), but replacing the SISR with a MISR.
D. Results
Fig. 5 shows the fault coverage (y-axis) versus number
of clock cycles (x-axis) of the experiments. Part (a) of the
ﬁgure shows four ﬁrst experiments, while part (b) shows the
remainder experiments that include the default stage.
From Fig. 5 (a) we can observe the following.
1) During the default stage the Fuzzy Extractor realizes
a fault coverage of only 36%. This fault coverage is
realized quickly in the ﬁrst 2k clock cycles. The ﬁgure
clearly shows that the fault coverage remains stable at
36% during the remaining clock cycles.
2) For the remaining schemes, after 5 × 104 clock cycles the
fault coverage reaches 95.1%. The remaining 10 × 104
clock cycles lead to an increment of only 1.2% (from
95.1% up to 96.2%) fault coverage.
3) There is no major difference in fault coverage between
SISR, MISR and their combination. All the techniques
realize the same fault coverage in similar test time, i.e.,
95.1% is achieved at 5 × 104 (50k) clock cycles.
From Fig. 5 (b) we can observe the following.
1) Switching to SISR/MISR after the default stage strongly
increases the fault coverage, i.e, the fault coverage increases from 36% up to 95.1% in 6.4 × 104 clock cycles.
2) After switching to SISR/MISR, it takes 5.8 × 104 clock
cycles to reach a fault coverage of 95.1%. Extending the
test time to 15×104 increases the fault coverage to 96.3%.
3) The impact of combining the default stage with either a
SISR or MISR on the fault coverage is negligible.

The area overhead is measured in 0.35μm technology with
the following results: 2.2% for SISR, 6.80% for MISR and
8.0% for SISR and MISR combined.
Analyzing the results, we can see that (i) it is critical to
randomize the output of the Golay Encoder block. (ii) the
ﬁnal obtained fault coverage in both ﬁgures is similar. From
this we conclude that the default stage is superﬂuous. (iii) in
terms of fault coverage and test time, there is no difference
between a SISR, MISR and a combination of both. (iv) in
addition, if we consider the area overhead, the most efﬁcient
solution is to use the SISR only.
The fault coverage of our method is in line with the
fault coverage reported in other self-test methods [10] and
[11]. However, due to the nature of the extra FE components
were required (such as SISR/MISR) to increase the fault
coverage. The area overhead of the proposed method is
negligible, which is intrinsic to methods that reuse hardware.
E. Recommendations
We provide a generic step-by-step procedure for secure
testing of FE based on our ﬁndings. These steps are:
• The ﬁrst step is to identify each block and to deeply understand its functionality (which is critical for successful
functional testing).
• Second, the characteristics of each block need to be
assessed (e.g., its area overhead, if the block comprises
a state-machine or not, state-machine complexity, etc).
• Third, perform testability analysis of each block by
considering a random input source. Identify eventual
challenges by testing a certain block with this method.
• Fourth, identify if there is need of extra components in
order to increase the fault coverage, such as a SISR. If
so, analyze the trade-off of such components in terms of
its possible locations and of its impact on security, fault
coverage, test time and area overhead.
• Fifth, optimize the test solution; e.g., by using a SISR or
MISR to activate uncovered paths in a state-machine.
• Sixth, analyzed the FC test time and area overhead of
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the test method separately and when combined with
complementary schemes.
• Finally, determine and select the best test method combined with complementary schemes (such as SISR/MISR)
to meet the design requirements.
Following these steps will enable a secure test scheme with
low area overhead and high test quality for any construction
of Fuzzy Extractor.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we demonstrated a secure test method for
a Fuzzy Extractor, scan-chain free to make sure that secret
information stays inside the module and cannot be read out.
The secure test method is based on daisy-chains; it reuses
Fuzzy Extractor blocks for test pattern generation and output
compression. The results show that the method has an inherent
low area overhead 2.2%, while it realizes a fault coverage
of 95.1% using only 50k clock cycles. Finally, we provided
a generic step-by-step procedure to test any given Fuzzy
Extractor based on our ﬁndings.
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Abstract Design for test is an integral part of any VLSI
chip. However, for secure systems extra precautions have
to be taken to prevent that the test circuitry could reveal
secret information. This paper addresses secure test for
Physical Unclonable Function based systems. It investigates
two secure Built-In Self-Test (BIST) solutions for Fuzzy
Extractor (FE) which is the main component of PUF-based
systems. The schemes target high stuck-at-fault (SAF) coverage by performing scan-chain free functional testing,
to prevent scan-chain abuse for attacks. The first scheme
reuses existing FE blocks (for pattern generation and compression) to minimize the area overhead, while the second
scheme tests all the FE blocks simultaneously to minimize
the test time. The schemes are integrated in FE design and
simulated; the results show that for the first test scheme, a
SAF fault coverage of 95 % can be realized with no more
than 47.1k clock cycles at the cost of a negligible area overhead of only 2.2 %; while for the second test scheme a
SAF fault coverage of 95 % can be realized with 3.5k clock
cycles at the cost of 18.6 % area overhead. Higher fault coverages are possible to realize at extra cost (i.e., either by
extending the test time, or by adding extra hardware, or a
combination of both).
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1 Introduction
Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs) based systems are
becoming popular solutions for secure key storage against
physical attacks [12, 13, 25]; they use the unique, random, uncontrollable and intrinsic physical properties of
Integrated Circuits (ICs) to derive a cryptographic key.
The robustness of a such system is evaluated by means
of its reproducibility (i.e., ability of the system to recover
the cryptographic key from the same IC) and its uniqueness (i.e., the ability of the system to generate a unique
cryptographic key for each IC) [12, 25]. A Fuzzy Extractor (FE) is one of the main components of a PUF-based
system; its responsibility is to assure the system’s reproducibility and uniqueness [10, 21]. Hence, FE flawless
operation is critical for the robustness of PUF-based systems. Testing a PUF-based system, and FE in particular, is
a challenge. Testability demands excellent accessibility and
observability, while security demands poor/no accessibility
and observability to the chip, especially during the operation
mode where an attacker could easily retrieve partial or complete cryptographic key. The trade-off between testability
and security is a major challenge.
Design-for-Test and testability of secure devices have
recently gained a lot of attention [8, 9, 11, 15, 19, 29]. Overall, the published schemes can be classified into two classes:
enhanced scan-chains [6, 8, 15, 19, 29] and functional based
Built-In Self Test (BIST) [9, 11].
Enhanced scan-chains target the protection of chains
from being misused by attackers. In [29], B. Yang et al.
developed a test solution for crypto cores based on a type
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of register that cannot be scanned out during test mode until
being reset. In [8], A. Das et al. developed a test wrapper for
secure test that authenticates legitimate testers. In [15], D.
Hely et al. introduced spy flip-flops in the scan-chain that
detect malicious shifts. In [19], J. Lee et al. applied a technique that makes the scan-chain operate unpredictably for
untrusted users. In [6], J. Da Rolt et al. designed a smart
test controller that automatically discerns scan shift operations and blocks any scan-out leakage. However, industry
strongly believes that enhanced scan-chains cannot provide
100 % secure IC, as many researches have showed that
scan-based DFTs can be hacked [2, 4, 7, 23]. Therefore,
industry is reluctant to include them in designs targeting
secure applications.
On the other hand, functional test based BIST targets
the enhancement of security, although reaching a very high
fault coverage with these schemes is a major challenge. In
[11], M. Doulcier et al. presented a technique to reuse an
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) for self-testing; the
work shows that AES cores have enough randomness to
be used as test pattern generators and built on this property to seft-test the AES core in a loop fashion. In [9], Di
Natale et al. proposed a generic self-test scheme for crypto
cores; the work is an extension of the work presented in
[11]. It performs the same analysis but for Data Encryption
Standard (DES). However, both [11] and [9] are not suited
for testing PUF-based systems for two main reasons. First,
AES/DES crypto cores are not available in all PUF-based
systems and second, PUF-based systems comprise, on top
of the crypto cores, error correction blocks which make it
more challenging to test functionally.
Although the research in hardware security including test
is getting more attention due to the importance of the field,
there is almost nothing published on testing PUF-based systems. This topic is addressed in this paper. In particular,
this work targets testing of FEs, which are the main blocks
of such systems; FEs are challenging to test as they comprise not only a crypto core, but also error correction blocks,
being typically hard to test functionally.
This paper is an extension of our previous work presented
in [5]; it proposes two efficient scan-chains free secure test
schemes that realize high test quality based on pattern generation for stuck-at-faults using functional testing. The first
proposed solution reuses FE existing blocks (for pattern
generation and compression) to minimize the area overhead
[5], while the second solution tests all comprising FE blocks
simultaneously to minimize the test time. In addition, optimization techniques to even further reduce the test time and
increase fault coverage are proposed. In addition to the main
contribution of [5], i.e.,
•

a low area overhead secure test method with its inherent
concept, methodology, results and discussion,

this paper has the following contributions
•
•

•

fast and secure test method with its inherent concept,
methodology, results and discussion;
in depth discussion of the results, including comparison
between secure test methods, comparison with state-ofthe-art, security analysis and list of recommendations
on how to securely test FE;
and classification of methods to improve test quality
and implementation of one of these methods.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
briefly reviews the background on PUF based-systems and
analyzes FE in detail. Section 3 defines the test requirements, proposes the two secure test methods and gives
means to further improve the quality of proposed methods. Section 4 defines the experiments and presents the
results. Section 5 discusses them, compares both test methods, analysis the methods security and provides a generic
list of step-by-step instructions to securely test FE. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 PUF-Based Secure Systems
We first briefly show how PUFs are deployed in a key storage system. Thereafter, we describe the Fuzzy Extractor in
detail; it is the main block of such a system and the primary
focus of this work.
2.1 Key-Storage based on PUFs
Figure 1 shows the flow of a PUF-based key-storage system
[12, 25] implemented with a Fuzzy Extractor (FE) [10, 21],
which typically consists of two phases:
(a) Enrollment : a cryptographic key is generated from
a PUF. First, a PUF measurement is taken and used
as PUF Reference Response (PRR). Next, PRR and
Random Seed (provided externally) are processed by
the FE into a cryptographically strong Cryptographic
Key, and helper data is generated as an FE byproduct.

Fig. 1 PUF based Key Storage System
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Finally, the helper data is stored in an external NonVolatile Memory (NVM); hence, it becomes public
information.
(b) Reconstruction : the earlier enrolled Cryptographic
Key is reliably recovered. First, a PUF measurement is
taken and used as PUF Response (PR). Typically, some
bits of PR are different from the original PRR; hence,
PR is a noisy version of PRR. Next, PR is processed
by the FE in combination with the helper data which
is retrieved from the external NVM. If the noisy PR is
close enough to the PRR measured during enrollment
(i.e., the PUF response is reproducible up to a limited amount of noise), then the FE succeeds to reliably
reconstruct the enrolled Cryptographic Key.
2.2 Fuzzy Extractor
A Fuzzy Extractor (FE) is the fundamental component of
a PUF-based key storage system; it has two main functions. (a) Error correction: it uses the helper data combined
with error correction to correct errors in the measured PUF
response; and (b) Privacy amplification: considering that the
helper data contains information on the PRR, privacy amplification is needed to make sure that the helper data does
not reveal any information on the derived cryptographic
key; the FE compresses the resulting data into a cryptographic key with maximum entropy making it hard for the
attacker to retrieve the key [10, 21]. It also removes any
biasing (unequal distribution of zeros and ones) in the errorcorrected PUF response. Privacy amplification is realized
with Hash Function.
Figure 2 shows the six main blocks of a Fuzzy Extractor; this implementation is based on the one used for the
UNIQUE project [27]. The Peripheral Circuitry has two
main functions: (a) it selects between both functional modes
(enrollment versus reconstruction), and (b) it performs XOR
function either between the PUF response and the output of
the Repetition Encoder (RE O) to generate the Helper Data
during the enrollment or, between the stored Helper Data

Fig. 2 Example of a Fuzzy Extractor
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and PUF response to generate the input of the Repetition
Decoder (RD I) during the reconstruction. The other five
blocks are mostly computation intensive and are responsible
for the enrollment and the reconstruction. Each of the five
blocks is explained next.
1) Golay Encoder: first block of the enrollment phase.
Its responsibility is to prepare the data for the error
correction. This block maps the input Random Seed
(12 bits per iteration × 86 iterations) to GE O (24
bits per iteration) by appending twelve parity bits
used for error correction. This makes it feasible for
the Golay Decoder in Reconstruction phase to correct up to three bits [16, 24]. The main core of this
block comprises a loop that generates the Golay space
(space of perfect code words). Our implementation
of the Golay Encoder has a latency of two clock
cycles and it comprises 6.5 % of the total number
of FE gates.
Repetition Encoder second block of the enrollment
phase. It adds extra robustness to the error capabilities of the Golay Encoder. The block replicates each of
the GE O 24 bits 11 times resulting in 264 bits serial
output RE O; this enables the error correction up to
five bits for the Repetition Decoder in the reconstruction phase. The enrollment phase completes after 86
iterations, i.e., the computations described above are
performed 86 times. At each time, the 12 bits fraction
of the 1032 bit Random Seed are processed with a 264
bits fraction of the PUF response to generate Helper
Data. The total size of both PUF and Helper Data are
each 2.8kB (264×86). The main part of the block comprises two counters. The first counter loops over the 24
bits of GE O, while the second counter replicates each
bit of GE O 11 times. Our implementation of the Repetition Encoder has a latency of 267 clock cycles and it
comprises 7.3 % of FE gates.
Repetition Decoder first block of the reconstruction
phase and also the first stage of error correction. The
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reconstruction phase starts with performing a new measurement of the PUF and XORing it with the Helper
Data. The result of this operation is the serial input
of the Repetition Decoder block. The block performs
majority voting on each of the 24 groups (each of 11
bits) scanned serially via RD I, and produce 24 bits at
the output GD I. This block performs the inverse operation of the Repetition Encoder and its main core comprises three counters: one counter, repetition counter
and destination counter. The one counter counts the
number of ones in a chunk of input RD I (see Fig. 2)
and its value is reset after the repetition counter processed n=11 input bits. Next, a single output bit is
written on the index provided by the destination counter
which is subsequently incremented. The written output
bit presents the majority voting result of the processed
input chunk derived from the one counter. Our implementation of the Repetition Decoder has a latency of
290 clock cycles and comprises 6.5 % of FE gates.
Golay Decoder second block of the reconstruction
phase responsible for error correction. The block recovers Random Seed, i.e., HF I (12 bits), as long as the
provided input GD I is within the error capabilities
of the error correction system. Also during the reconstruction phase, the Repetition Decoder and the Golay
Decoder repeat their operations 86 times; each time,
they serially process 264 bits generated based on PUF
and Helper Data. The results of each iteration is a
12 bits buffered inside the Hash Function block. The
Golay Decoder is the most complex block of the FE;
it contains a Finite State-Machine (FSM) with nine
states for vector decoding. As stated previously, a Golay
Decoder can correct up to three errors. Its input GD I
comprises 24 bits (12 message bits combined with 12
parity bits). Figure 3 shows the states dedicated to
error correction; these are selected depending on the
location and number of errors in GD I. Error wise,
five different cases are possible, denoted in Fig. 3 as
case (i) till (v).
(i) GD I is error-free; thus, the four states where the
error correction takes place are skipped.
(ii) there are three or less errors in the message bits
of GD I and none in the parity bits.
(iii) there are one or two errors in the message bits of
GD I and exactly one in the parity bits.
(iv) there is exactly one error in the message bits of
GD I and two or less in the parity bits.
(v) there are no errors in the message bits of GD I
and three or less in the parity bits.
The Golay Decoder has a variable latency depending
on its input, with a maximum of 10 clock cycles and it
comprises 61.5 % of FE gates.

3

Fig. 3 Golay Decoder state-machine

2.2.1 Hash Function
last block of the reconstruction phase. It performs
privacy amplification. This block concatenates the
1032 bits (12×86 iterations) received from the Golay
Decoder and applies the hash function on it to calculate the 128 bit Cryptographic Key. Our Hash Function
implementation comprises three main components: an
input buffer, a Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR)
and an accumulator register. First, the input HF I is
copied to the input buffer, which is then analyzed bit
per bit. If the bit is one, the current LFSR output (which
updates itself each cycle based on its polynomial function) is added (XORed) with the accumulator. However,
if the bit is zero, the accumulator keeps its value. When
all input bits are analyzed the value of the accumulator
register is propagated to the output. The Hash Function
has a latency of 32 clock cycles and it comprises 18.2 %
of FE gates.
It is worth noting that the Fuzzy Extractor presented
here is a generic construction of industrial implementations [27]; therefore, any test method developed for this
circuit can be applied also to any other implementation.

3 Test Methods
First we define test and security requirements considered for
the development of our test solutions. Then, we present our
test methods and thereafter give means that can be used to
further improve the quality of the proposed methods.
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3.1 Test versus Security Requirements
Efficient test solutions for FE must prevent compromising the system security. The following requirements and
assumptions apply:

3

(a) The signals of PUF measurement, Random Seed and
HF I (see Fig. 2) shall not be revealed at any time,
partially nor fully. An attacker learning this information might derive the Cryptographic Key, breaking the
systems security.
(b) Helper data is assumed to be public knowledge and
does not have to be secured.
(c) Reverse engineering the Fuzzy Extractor is not an
issue. The Fuzzy Extractor uses algorithms that are
standard and publicly known.
(d) The PUF circuitry has its own internal test method,
therefore it is outside the scope of this work.
(e) Minimum fault coverage of 95 %. Extended test times
combined with methods to increase fault coverage are
supposed to compensate for the remaining 5 %.
3.2 Secure Test Methods for FE
Next, we propose two secure test methods for FE: daisychain based and parallel test based methods. Both of them
are scan-chain free, which is a security requirement. The
two proposed methods will enable a good profiling of the
maximum and minimum test time and area overhead. In
an industrial application, a hybrid solution between these
methods might be preferential.
3.2.1 Daisy-Chain Secure Test Method
We propose to (a) reuse the Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) of the Hash Function block to create a random

Fig. 4 Daisy-chain for a Fuzzy Extractor - different constructions
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generator and, (b) test the FE in a loop-chain fashion, i.e.,
the outputs of each block are directly provided as inputs to
next (connected) block as depicted in Fig. 4a. This approach
results in a negligible area overhead. However, a high fault
coverage for the Golay Decoder cannot be guaranteed. This
is because the Golay Decoder receives error free input messages as provided by the Golay Encoder, which prevents the
correct checking of all the decoder’ states (see Fig. 3); e.g.,
in case the input vector of the Golay Decoder is error free as
in case (i) of Fig. 3, the remaining four cases will be skipped.
Hence, reusing LFSR of hash function with daisy-chain
approach alone will not provide the required test quality for
Golay Decoder. To solve this problem, the randomness of
the patterns provided at the Golay Decoder inputs have to be
improved in order to trigger all states of the Golay Decoder
FSM. This can be done by inserting a Multiple-Input-ShiftRegister (MISR) at the input of the Golay Decoder as shown
in Fig. 4b. However, as the blocks are connected in a loop,
the desired effect of randomness improvement can also be
achieved by placing a MISR in any location between the
Golay Encoder output and the Golay Decoder input (such
as at the output of Golay Encoder in Fig. 4c), or a SingleInput-Shift-Register (SISR) if the location is just a serial
line as it is the case in Fig. 4d). Moreover, a combination of MISR and SISR could be also used as shown in
Fig. 4e and Fig. 4f. Comparing the area overhead and randomness of the several constructions presented in Fig. 4
reveals that:
1 Construction (d) results in the smallest area overhead.
2 Constructions (e) and (f) could lead to higher fault coverage, as the combination of using SISR and MISR
could improve the randomness.
3 Constructions (b) and (c) as well as (e) and (f) are
equivalent, reducing the number of constructions to
four.
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3.2.2 Parallel Secure Test Method
One way that can be used to reduce the overall test time
and potentially increase the fault coverage of each FE block
is to add a Random Test Pattern Generator (RTPG) at the
input of each FE block. Increasing the randomness of the
input patterns of each block will potentially increase the
fault coverage as well. We will explore this approach while
testing all FE blocks simultaneously (parallel test); the total
test time is then the test time required by the largest block
(in this case the Golay Decoder). In addition, a SISR/MISR
is inserted at the output of each block for test data compression; see Fig. 5a. Starting with the first block, Golay
Encoder, an LFSR is added at its input for random pattern
generation and a MISR is added at its output for output test
compression. The second block, Repetition Encoder, can
reuse the MISR for pattern generation, reducing area overhead; a SISR is used for output compression as the output
of the Repetition Encoder is a serial line. The same idea is
applied for the remaining blocks. An LFSR is used as RTPG
for the Repetition Decoder and a MISR is used to compress
its test response. This MISR is reused as pattern generator
for the Golay Decoder; a new MISR is added at the output
of the Golay Decoder for output compression and reused for
test pattern generation for the Hash Function. Finally, a last
MISR is added at the output of the Hash Function for output
compression.
Figure 5b shows the scheme implementation details for
the Golay Encoder block; the remaining blocks have similar
implementations. First, a MUX selects between the functional mode and the test mode by forwarding either the
functional input (i.e., Random Seed) or the output of the

Fig. 5 Parallel secure test method for a Fuzzy Extractor
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RTPG (i.e., LFSR) to the input of block under test (i.e.,
Golay Encoder). In the functional mode, the output of the
Golay Encoder is forwarded to the Repetition Encoder,
while in the test mode the output of the Golay Encoder
(test response) is compressed (MISR) and at the same time
being sent as input test stimuli for the next block (Repetition Encoder). Once the test is concluded, the results are
compared against a hardwired golden reference by means
of XOR gates. The result of this comparison is a pass/fail
signal. This approach results in a small test time, as the
maximum test time is the test time of the most time consuming block to be tested. However, when compared with the
daisy-chain approach, it has a larger area overhead.
Considering a golden reference with defects, one of two
cases may happen: either (a) a faulty device is not detected
or (b) a good device is rejected. While both cases are costly,
case (a) is more damaging but also very improbable. For a
faulty device to pass the test, the faulty circuit would need
to generate a MISR signature such that would match perfectly the also faulty golden reference. Moreover, the faulty
MISR signature would serve as input to other blocks, which
would cause the fault to be detected. However, if we want
to increase the robustness of the golden references, some
options are; e.g., comparing the test signatures against not
one but two golden references (costly in area) or including a
parity bit comparison of the test signature (cheaper as only
1 bit per golden reference is required).
3.3 Test Quality Improvement Using RTPG
Random-pattern-resistant faults might increase the test time;
due to the specificity of the input test vector that detects such
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faults, random test pattern generators might take a large
number of clock cycles to generate the required test vector.
In literature many methods targeting the reduction of the test
time by means of reconfiguration of the random test pattern
generator parameters can be found. We identify three main
classes of reconfigurable parameters that affect random test
pattern generation: output, state and structure. Moreover,
these methods can be combined. They are explained next.
•

•

•

•

Output reconfigurability: are methods where one or
more original generated random test patterns being not
able to detect any fault are mapped into other test
vectors that detect one or more faults. Known examples of this method are bit-flipping/fixing [28][26] and
reconfigurable network [22].
State reconfigurability: are methods where one or
more states (seed) of the random test pattern generator LFSR are changed to skip a sequence of random
patterns that do not detect additional faults. Known
examples of this method are full reseeding, partial
reseeding [18] and encoded reseeding [3].
Structure reconfigurability: are methods where one or
more random test pattern generator feedback networks
are dynamically reconfigured; hence, the generated random test pattern sequence is also changed. A known
example of this method is multi-polynomial [14].
Combined reconfigurability: to even optimize further the results, some of the previous methods can be
combined together; e.g., in [14] the authors combined
state (reseeding) and structural (multi-polynomial)
reconfigurabilities.

Note that optimizing the Daisy-chain secure test method
using the above scheme is not allowed as the circuitry of
the random test pattern generator (i.e., the circuitry of the
hash function) cannot be manipulated; this is because otherwise an attacker could use this feature to gain access to the
cryptographic key during operation mode.

4 Experiments Results
We first define the experiments. Thereafter, we present and
discuss the results. Finally, we investigate the impact of
reconfigurable RTPG on test quality improvement.
4.1 Experiments Performed
We synthesized the Fuzzy Extractor, described in VHDL,
using 0.35μm technology node and Synopsys Design
Compiler. The design compiler outputs a verilog netlist
that is used to extract a fault list with Synopsys Automated Test Pattern Generation (ATPG) tool TetraMAX.
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We used LIFTING fault simulator optimized for functional BIST to analyze the fault coverage [17]. The results
are analyzed thereafter with MATLAB. The experiments
performed to evaluate each of the proposed schemes
are described next.
Daisy-chain secure test method: To evaluate the quality of
the proposed solutions in Fig. 4 in terms of fault coverage (FC), test time and area overhead, we performed the
following six experiments:
1) Default: we simulated the circuit as in Fig. 4a for 15 ×
104 clock cycles and analyzed the FC. This number of
clock cycles is assumed to be our test time budget for
all remaining experiments.
2) MISR: we simulated the circuit as in Fig. 4b (equivalent to Fig. 4c).
3) SISR: we simulated the circuit as in Fig. 4d.
4) SISR + MISR: we simulated the circuit combining
SISR and MISR as in Fig. 4e (equivalent to Fig. 4f).
5) Default + SISR: we simulated the circuit in two stages.
First, as in Fig. 4a, we simulated the FE using the
default loop-chain for 25 % of the test time budget. Second, as in Fig. 4d, we included the SISR in the chain
flow (between the Repetition Encoder and Repetition
Decoder blocks) and analyzed the FC over the remaining 75 % of the test time. The goal of this experiment is
to analyze the impact of combining the default scenario
as in Fig. 4a with that of SISR in Fig. 4d.
6) Default + MISR: in this experiment, we repeated the
procedure (5), but replacing the SISR with a MISR.
Parallel secure test method: To determine the impact that
the state (seed) and the structure (polynomial) reconfigurability have on the FC and test time, we performed
nine experiments per FE block; each FE is tested using
three polynomials, each combined with three seeds. Each
of the three used seeds and polynomials are described
next. Note that conceptually, output reconfigurability and
state reconfigurability are very similar; hence, the influence of the output reconfigurability can be easily derived
from the results of the experiments carried out for the state
reconfigurability.
(1) State reconfigurability: we tested each FE block with
a random test pattern generator (primitive polynomial)
using three different initial seeds; these are:
(i) Seed 0: all bits are zero except the last bit, which
is a one (e.g., ‘0...00001’).
(ii) Seed 1: a randomly chosen starting state (e.g.,
‘10...0110’).
(iii) Seed 2: a string of alternating zeros and ones
(e.g., ‘01...10101’).
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(2) Structure reconfigurability: we tested each FE block
with a random test pattern generator using three different polynomials; one primitive (’Poly 0’) and two
non-primitive polynomials (’Poly 1’ and ’Poly 2’).
The size of the polynomials depends of the number of
input bits of the block being tested. The polynomials
used for Golay Encoder, Repetition Decoder and Hash
Function are:

of 1.29 % for SISR, 1.34 % for MISR and 1.43 % for
SISR+MISR.
3) Using SISR+MISR is relatively the best method in
terms of FC and test time; however, it has the largest
area overhead.

(i) Poly 0: x 16 + x 14 + x 13 + x 11 + 1.
(ii) Poly 1: x 16 + x 14 + x 12 + x 11 + x 10 + x 7 + x 6 +
x 5 + 1.
(iii) Poly 2: x 16 + x 13 + x 12 + x 8 + x 4 + x 3 + 1.

1) During the first stage of Experiment 5 (’Default +
SISR’) and Experiment 6 (’Default + MISR’), a FC
of 35.07 % respectively 34.16 % is realized. This is
a little less than the FC achieved with Experiment 1
(’Default’) due to the insertion of the extra hardware
(SISR/MISR).
2) In the second stage, the FC is significantly increased;
Experiment 5 realizes the targeted 95 % FC after
8.57 × 104 clock cycles, while Experiment 6 does
this after 9.80 × 104 clock cycles (first stage
included).
3) Making use of the entire test time budget of 15 × 104
results in a FC of 96.24 % for ’Default + SISR’ and
95.77 % for ’Default + MISR’.

while those used for Repetition Encoder and Golay
Decoder are:
(i) Poly 3: x 24 + x 23 + x 22 + x 17 + 1.
(ii) Poly 4: x 24 + x 22 + x 17 + x 16 + x 15 + x 14 + x 10 +
x 6 + x 5 + x 1 + 1.
(iii) Poly 5: x 24 + x 22 + x 21 + x 19 + x 17 + x 14 + x 12 +
x 11 + x 10 + x 9 + x 8 + x 7 + x 6 + x 4 + x 3 + x 2 +1.
All polynomials were used with ’Seed 0’.
4.2 Results for Daisy-Chain Secure Test Method
Figure 6 shows the FC (y-axis) versus the number of clock
cycles (x-axis) of the experiments; part (a) gives the results
for the first four experiments, and part (b) for the remaining two experiments. From Fig. 6a we can observe the
following.
1) Default experiment realizes a FC of only 35.26 %. This
FC is quickly realized in the first 2.3k clock cycles
(ccs). The figure clearly shows that the FC remains
constant for the remaining clock cycles.
2) For the remaining three schemes, the targeted FC of
95.00 % is achieved after 4.71 × 104 ccs for SISR, after
4.56 × 104 ccs for MISR and after 4.33 × 104 ccs for
SISR+MISR. The remaining clock cycles until the end
of the experiment lead to an additional FC increment

From Fig. 6b we can observe the following.

Obviously the inserted blocks required additional area
overhead; this is 2.2 % w.r.t. the FE for SISR, 6.80 % w.r.t.
the FE for MISR and 9.0 % w.r.t. the FE for SISR combined
with MISR.
Inspecting the obtained simulation results clearly reveals
that testing FE in a loop chain fashion (Fig. 6a) will never
realize the required product quality; the FC realized in
our case study does not exceed 35 %. Additional DFT to
increase the randomness of the test patterns is essential.
E.g., introducing a SISR in the loop can increase the FC
up to 96.29 % at the cost of 2.2 % area overhead for the
predefined test budget.
4.3 Results for Parallel Secure Test Method
The target of this method is to optimize the test time
while realizing the targeted FC. The test time will be then

Fig. 6 Fault coverage of Fuzzy Extractor Daisy-chain secure test method versus clock cycles
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defined by the Golay Decoder which comprises 61.5 % of
the FE. The simulation results show that the test time is
3.5k ccs. Moreover, the realized FC by can be obtained by
combining the weighted FC of each block. In our case,
the FC can be calculated as follows. F Ct ot al = 4.5 % ×
F CGolayEncoder + 5.2 % × F CRepet it ionEncoder + 5.2 % ×
F CRepet it ionDecoder +53.1 %×F CGolayDecoder +32.0 %×
F CH ashF unct ion.

or more of the other blocks, as long as still below the
test time budget.
In our case, we chose to extend the FC of
the Golay Encoder to 99.8 %, which is realized
in 27 ccs when using ’Poly 3’ combined with
’Seed 1’.

4.3.1 Golay Encoder

Figure 9 shows the simulation results. The figure reveals
that all experiments realize the targeted FC in no
more than 600 ccs. Also here varying the polynomial
and/or the seed has a clear impact. ’Poly 2’ combined
with ’Seed 0’ is the most efficient pair realizing the
targeted FC.

Figure 7 shows the FC versus the number of clock
cycles for the nine experiments. Part (a) of the figure
shows the results of ’Poly 0’ for the three different seeds
and part (b) and (c) present similar results but then
for ’Poly 1’ and ’Poly 2’, respectively. The figure
clearly reveals that all experiments realize the targeted
FC (F CGolayEncoder ). Nevertheless, the impact of varying the polynomial and/or the seed on both test time
and FC cannot be ignored; e.g., after only six ccs ’Poly
0’ with ’Seed 2’ reaches FC of 82.30 %, while with
’Seed 0’ or with ’Seed 1’ this does not exceed 57.67 %
and 53.27 %, respectively. Note that ’Poly 1’ with ’Seed
1’ is the most efficient combination in realizing the
targeted FC.
4.3.2 Repetition Encoder
Figure 8 shows that all the nine experiments result in a constant FC of maximum 90.7 % after circa 540 ccs. The impact
of the polynomials and the seeds is significant. ’Poly 4’ with
’Seed 0’ is the best combination realizing FC of 90.7% after
542 ccs.
To reach the targeted F Ct ot al with no increase in the
test time there are two options. First, investigate and apply
the specific test vectors that detect the remaining faults.
Second, increase the FC of the other blocks, such that
it compensates for the lower FC of Repetition Encoder.
The first option is very expensive, as it requires storing
the extra vectors on the die. However, the second option
is cost-free; simply by extending the test time of one

4.3.3 Repetition Decoder

4.3.4 Golay Decoder
Figure 10 shows the simulation results. All the
nine experiments realize the targeted FC. ’Poly
4’ combined with ’Seed 2’ is the most efficient
combination.
4.3.5 Hash Function
Figure 11 shows the simulation results for all the nine experiments. The impact of varying the polynomial and or seed is
marginal. After circa 700 ccs, the FC (F CH ashF unct ion) for
all cases is 95 %.
The results clearly reveal that an appropriate selection
of polynomial and or seed significantly increases the FC
and/or decreases the test time per FE block, except for
the Hash Function. This is due to the specificity of the
remaining test patterns required to detect the last remaining faults. Additionally, the results reveal that the required
test time per FE block varies significantly (from 14 ccs
up to 3.5k ccs) as well as the realized FC. Finally, the
results also show that the remaining test time budget
is a useful resource to further increase the targeted FC.
The additional area overhead of this method is 18.6 %
w.r.t. the FE.

Fig. 7 FC of Golay Encoder with different polynomials and different seeds
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Fig. 8 Fault coverage of Repetition Encoder with different polynomials and different seeds

4.4 Impact of Reconfigurable LFSR/RTPG Parameters
To demonstrate the potential of reconfiguring RTPG parameters in improving FC and reducing the test time, we use
the Golay Encoder as a case study. The idea is to skip
test patterns without additional FC. For example, Figure
7a shows that during clock cycles 9 and 10 no faults are
detected. We skip all the clock cycles that do not contribute to FC but that do consume test time by reseeding,
i.e., by changing the seed of the registers of the RTPG.
We stop the test when the 95 % FC target is realized.
Figure 12a shows the number of faults that each test vector detects (obtained using LIFTING tool [17]), while Fig.
12b shows the impact of skipping the test vectors that do
not contribute to FC such that the overall test time is minimized. Figure 12b shows that a speedup of 1.5× can be
realized by reseeding three times (speedup from 16 ccs
to 11 ccs).
On the downside, the area overhead required for the
implementation of the method is very large when compared
to the test without reseeding. Each seed requires 12 bits,
hence, a total of 36 bits (12 bits×3 seeds) has to be stored
on the die. Due to the small size of the Golay Encoder,
the extra area overhead that would be needed makes the
optimization methods prohibitively expensive for our case
study circuit. Moreover, depending on the implementation,
extra test time to load the seeds might be required; however, in [18] the authors present a reseeding solution that
does not increase the total test time. However, the goal is

to find trends to apply in larger circuits. When considering applying one of the test quality improvement methods,
the test designer must take into consideration the following
parameters: (i) the number of test vectors to anticipate, (ii)
the number of bits that need to be flipped from the original RTPG to generate test vectors that detect faults and
(iii) the number of times that this operation needs to be
performed.

5 Discussion
First we compare both the efficiency of both secure test
methods. Second we compare our results with the prior
work. Thereafter we make a security analysis of the proposed secure test methods. Finally we provide a list of
recommendations to secure test an FE.
5.1 Comparison Between the Secure Test Methods
Table 1 summarizes the main features of the two secure
test methods previously proposed. Testing the FE using
the parallel secure test method with dedicated RTPGs per
block for test pattern generation and for result compression has an area overhead of 18.6 % w.r.t the FE while
the area overhead of the daisy-chain secure test method is
of only 2.2 % w.r.t. the FE, i.e., the parallel secure test
method has 8.5× larger area overhead. Note that the additional area overhead represents a small value, as a typical

Fig. 9 Fault coverage of Repetition Decoder with different polynomials and different seeds
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Fig. 10 Fault coverage of Golay Decoder with different polynomials and different seeds

FE has a overall area of 1.4kGE, where GE (Gate Equivalent) is a measure of area in any given technology; 1 GE
is the area of a NAND gate [20]. However, it realizes the
same fault coverage in 3.5k clock cycles, i.e., 13.46× faster
when compared with the 47.1k clock cycles of the daisychain secure test method. In addition, having a dedicated
RTPG per block enables optimizing methods to achieve
higher FC in shorter test time, but again at the expense
of area overhead. Optimizing the daisy-chain secure test
solution is not feasible because the circuitry of the random test pattern generator (i.e., the circuitry of the hash
function) cannot be manipulated as an attacker could use
this feature to gain access to the cryptographic key during
operation mode.
5.2 Comparison with Prior Work
No prior work focus on the same problem addressed by
this paper; hence, a quantitative comparison with prior work
is not possible. However, we compare the work qualitatively of the Daisy-chain secure test method to [11] and [9].
The fault coverage of the method is in line with the FC
reported in other self-test methods [11] and [9]. The area
overhead of the proposed method is negligible, which is
intrinsic to methods that reuse hardware. The parallel secure
test method can be seen as a test time optimization of the
daisy-chain method; realizing the same fault coverage but
in 14.3× less time at the cost of 8.5× more area, which is a
common trade-off.

5.3 Security Analysis
Ideally, the design of a secure device begins with identifying
which class(es) of attacks it should prevent. Several countermeasure methods must be combined to deliver the required
level of security. In other words, no method alone is secure.
In this work we aim at the prevention of side-channel attacks
by means of the test infrastructure. Our BIST methods do
not allow data to be scanned-in nor do they leak information
on the test results (only pass/fail).
We make a brief analysis of the security of the
methods proposed considering the following vulnerabilities. We consider that an attacker a) might use Hardware Trojan to gain access to the switch between functional and test modes to get knowledge on the full or
partial value of either PUF or key and b) might try
to attack the stored seeds to, e.g., decrease the fault
coverage.
With respect to attack a), during test mode, regardless if
activated by a legitimate source or by a Hardware Trojan, all
registers are reset. Therefore, any traces sensitive information are destroyed. However, considering that the inserted
Hardware Trojan can circumvent this protection measure,
we would need to combine/enhance our methods with one
or several countermeasures proposed in the literature; e.g.,
[1].
Considering an attack on the stored seeds. Attacks aiming
the stored seeds would need to be invasive attacks. Typically, invasive attacks require the depackaging of the device

Fig. 11 Fault coverage of Hash with different polynomials and different seeds
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Fig. 12 Reseeding results for Golay Encoder

under attack and other destructive measures. Destroying a
device to change its test seeds to lower its fault coverage it is
not profitable. Therefore, stored seeds do not seem vulnerable to this type of attack, as no information could be gained
from it.

7) Analyze the FC, test time and area overhead of all test
methods separately and when combined with complementary schemes.
8) Determine and select the best test method and
complementary schemes to meet the design
requirements.

5.4 Recommendations
We provide a generic step-by-step procedure for secure
testing of FE based on our findings. These steps are:
1) Identify each block and deeply understand its functionality (which is critical for successful functional
testing).
2) Assess the characteristics of each block (e.g., its area
overhead, if the block comprises a state-machine or not
and state-machine complexity).
3) Identify possible challenges by testing a certain block
with a random input source.
4) Implement parallel secure test method for the shortest
test time and implement Daisy-chain secure test method
for lowest area overhead.
5) Identify if extra components are needed in order to
increase the fault coverage, such as a SISR. If so, analyze the trade-off of such components in terms of their
possible locations and of its impact on security, fault
coverage, test time and area overhead.
6) Explore further the two secure test methods; optimize
parallel secure test method by choosing an optimal
polynomial and seed or optimize Daisy-chain secure
test method by using a SISR to activate uncovered paths
in the state-machine.

6 Conclusion
We demonstrated two secure test methods for a Fuzzy
Extractor, both are scan-chain free. The first secure test
method is based on daisy-chains; it reuses Fuzzy Extractor blocks for test pattern generation and output compression. The second method tests all the Fuzzy Extractor blocks simultaneously by adding dedicated test pattern generation blocks. The results show that the first
method has an inherent low area overhead 2.2 %, while
it realizes a fault coverage of 95 % using only 47.1k
clock cycles. The second method realizes a similar fault
coverage with 8.5× more area overhead but 13.46×
faster, when compared with the first method. In addition, we identified and analyzed techniques to optimize
the previous methods, and provided a generic step-bystep procedure to test any given Fuzzy Extractor based on
our findings.
This case study considers a small FE. Nonetheless, the
proposed approaches are still valid for any FE construction. Moreover, the two proposed methods provide upper
and lower bounds for both test time and area overhead. A
real system would benefit from a hybrid solution between
the two proposed methods.

Table 1 Test methods’ results
Test Method

Area overhead

Test time

FC

Daisy-chain (+ SISR)
Parallel (+ DFT)

2.2%
18.6 %

47.1k clock cycles
3.5k clock cycles

95 %
95 %
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Abstract—Scan-chains are the most commonly used Designfor-Testability (DFT) infrastructure to enhance testability and
test pattern generation for digital ICs. However, scan-chains
introduce security vulnerabilities, offering a back door for
scan-based attacks. This paper introduces the Multi-Segment
Secure Scan (MSSS) test scheme to prevent the success of
scan-based attacks. MSSS has three main advantages: it is
generic (not standard speciﬁc), it integrates a number of features
to prevent leaking attack progress information and it provides
tunable (ﬂexible) security levels. This ﬂexibility is important
as it allows for the optimization of secure DFT solutions
depending on the target application. To illustrate the scheme,
MSSS is implemented on a crypto core with three security
levels. The results show that MSSS does not only go beyond
the state-of-the-art by being ﬂexible, but also by having an
inherently very low area overhead and no impact on the circuit
performance. Moreover, Intellectual Property (IP) suppliers can
use MSSS to provide their customers with restricted access to
different parts of a core; hence, enhancing the conﬁdentiality of
their IPs.
Keywords: Hardware Security, Secure Testing, Enhanced
Scan-Chains, IP Protection

I. I NTRODUCTION
Testing digital Integrated Circuits (ICs) is essential to identify
faulty devices. Design-for-Testability (DFT) structures are
added to enhance testability and respective diagnosis. The
most common DFT technique is the insertion of scan-chains,
which allows shifting-in test vectors and shifting-out test
responses to and from storage elements. These structures
increase the observability and controllability of IC internal
nodes, by facilitating accessibility to internal states; making
test vector generation easier. However, scan-chains open a
back door that malicious users can exploit to gain access to
sensitive information; these attacks are known as scan-based
attacks [1–7]. Scan-based attacks typically aim at retrieving
the secret encryption key of secure devices by using the scanchains to shift out the information stored in the ﬂip-ﬂops (FF).
Several countermeasures against scan-based attacks have
been proposed in literature [7–21]. These countermeasures
can be divided into scan control methods [7–10], unauthorized
scan-shift detection methods [7,9,11–16] and data confusion
methods [17–21]. Scan control methods involve power-off
or reset of scan FF when switching from mission to test
mode; unauthorized scan-shift methods involve reset scan
FF when an unauthorized shift is detected, and they include
scan pattern watermarking [7,9,11–13], scan-enable tree
monitoring [14] and spy FF [15–17]; while data confusion
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methods scramble the stream shifted out of the scan-chain by
shufﬂing the output according to a speciﬁc function. However,
a common main weakness of prior solutions is that they leak
information to the attacker, at least on the test procedure and
thus, on possible attack progress.
In this work we introduce the Multi-Segment Secure Scan
(MSSS) test scheme against scan-based attacks targeting secure applications; within this context the following contributions apply:
•
•
•
•

generic solution that can be integrated in any circuit,
no leakage information on attack progress,
tunable (ﬂexible) security segments, allowing secure DFT
solution optimization depending on the targeted application,
no performance penalty in functional mode.

Segmentation of the serial test access mechanism was
proposed in [22] to isolate the instrument during the test
procedure of a IEEE 1687 compliant circuit. It is important to
emphasize that our work, though compatible with, has three
main distinguishable characteristics from work presented in
[22]: (i) in [22] the proposed architecture and implementation
of the security features are dedicated to the Segment Insertion
Bits (SIBs) of the IEEE 1687 network (iJTAG), while the
work developed in this paper is dedicated to scan-chains in
general. (ii) Preventing Power Analysis is beyond the scope
of [22]. Conversely, our generic secure DFT includes prevents
the disclosure of the test mechanism through power analysis.
(iii) Finally, the methodology in [22] proposes a SIB chain
that varies its length according to the key guess. A variation
in the SIB chain leaks information that an attacker may use
to retrieve the system’s key. Moreover, this construction relies
on the assumption that an attacker does not have knowledge
on the design of the SIB chain. To prevent the leakage of
information to an attacker, in this work, we keep the length
on the scan-chain constant and accessible all the time.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
introduces MSSS architecture. Section III discusses the implementation details. Section IV show how to apply MSSS
on a crypto core with three security segments and reports the
results. Section V compares the proposed method with the
state-of-the-art, discusses the pros and cons of the solution
and investigates how to further increase the security of the
system. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
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Fig. 1: Multi-Segment Secure Scan
TABLE I: Different attack scenarios

II. M ULTIPLE S EGMENT S ECURE S CAN A RCHITECTURE
First, we brieﬂy deﬁne the requirements for the development
of secure scan-chains. Second, we present MSSS test concept
including a discussion of its strengths and weaknesses.
A. Goals and Assumptions
Our goal is to design a secure test method being able to
protect scan-chains. The solution needs to satisfy the following
requirements:
• Generic; i.e., integrable in any circuit.
• Secure; i.e., exponentially increase the invested amount of
resources required to successfully hack the device.
• High fault coverage.
• Short test time.
• Minimum impact on the circuit performance.
• Flexible; i.e, tunable number of secure segments according
to targeted application.

Number of
Key Bits

Location of Key Bits
KNOWN
UNKONWN
B
A
C

a brute force attack, we identify three scenarios (see Table I)
according to the available information to the attacker regarding
the number and location of the key bits in the scan-chain. The
total number of trials necessary to ﬁnd the key of length K
in a scan-chain of length N , for the different scenarios is:
• A - (classic); it is assumed that the attacker knows the
system design (i.e., the number and the location of key bits
in the scan-chain). A brute force attack requires 2K trials.
• B - the attacker knows the key bits number, but not their
location. In this scenario, a brute force attack results in:
N
#T rials = min(2N , CK
× 2K )

B. MSSS Concept
Fig. 1(a) shows the schematic of Multi-Segment Secure Scan
(MSSS). MSSS comprises a series of L Scan-Chain Secure
Segments (SCSS); each secure segment is protected by a
different secret key, with a total length K. To unlock a given
SCSS, all precedent SCSS must be unlocked. Once all SCSS
are unlocked, the circuit can be tested using the classic scanchain approach. The key bits to unlock SCSS are taken from
the FF of the previous unlocked segments; e.g., in Fig. 1(a),
segment 2 is unlocked when the correct key is scanned into
segment 1, while segment 3 is unlocked when the correct
key is scanned into segments 1 and 2. Only a subset of the
scan-chain FFs are used as key bits for two main reasons:
(a) cost (area overhead and MSSS unlocking time) and (b) to
(potentially) increase the attack complexity; they are addressed
next.
The required area to either store or deploy the reference key
and perform the comparison increases with larger key size and
effects MSSS unlocking time negatively. We consider that the
reference key can be either hardwired, Physical Unclonable
Function (PUF) based or handled by a key manager. Each
option has its trade-offs between the cost and security; this
study is out of the scope of our work.
Attack complexity can be increased by combining the secret
key security with the uncertainty provided by the key bits
unknown number and location in the scan-chain. Considering

KNOWN
UNKNOWN

•

(1)

N
describes the number of combinations of K
where, CK
key bits from N bits (scan size) and 2K is the number of
possible key; e.g., consider a scan-chain with length N =100
and two keys scenarios (i) K=30 and (ii) K=20. Then, the
total number of trials needed will be 2100 =1.3 × 1030 and
100 20
C20
x2 =5.6 × 1026 , respectively.
C - the attacker does not know the key bits number nor their
location. In this scenario, a brute force attack results in:

#T rials = min(2N ,

N


N
CK
× 2K )

(2)

K=1

Clearly, the effort required to perform a brute force attack
increases exponentially when hiding the key length and bit
location.
III. I MPLEMENTATION A SPECTS
First, we detail the implementation of MSSS and Alternative
Source (an additional feature to reduce attack information
leakage). Second, we investigate how to securely partition a
scan-chain, which is an important aspect for MSSS method.
Thereafter, we detail all the countermeasures MSSS method
offers. Finally, we discuss MSSS plus and cons.
A. MSSS Implementation
Fig. 1(b) presents the main component of each SCSS; i.e., a
secure FF. As Fig. 1(a) shows, a SCSS is a chain of secure and
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scannable FF (in short, secure FFs) unlocked by the same key.
In each secure FF, an extra multiplexer (Secure Multiplexer
SMUX) is inserted between the scan multiplexer and the
FF; see Fig. 1(b). The SMUX selects between unlocked (0
- forward the logic output) and locked (1 - forward the output
of the scan MUX) signals. The selection is determined by the
output of a Finite-State-Machine (FSM) LOCK ORed with
SE (scan enable). Furthermore, when SE is 0, the scan MUX
forwards the output of an Alternative Source (AS), while when
SE is 1 (test mode), scan MUX forwards the Scan-In signal.
The secure FF has two operation modes; normal (functional
mode) and scan mode. The operation modes are selected via
SE signal (SE = 0 selects normal mode and SE = 1 selects
scan mode). Besides test operations, the scan mode is used to
unlock the secure segments of the scan-chain and thereafter
to perform the classic test. As will be discussed later, AS is
used to further increase the security.
The procedure to unlock the scan-chain secure segments is:
1) Set SE signal to 1.
2) Wait N clock cycles to ﬂush out all FFs, as will be later
explained.
3) Scan in pattern (i.e, potential key).
4) Set SE signal to 0 (i.e., capture).
5) LOCK FSM veriﬁes whether the pattern scanned in step
3 (i.e, potential key) is correct. If incorrect, the segment
is permanently locked, while if correct, the segment is
unlocked until the circuit goes back to mission mode.
6) Repeat until all secure segments of interested are unlocked.
7) Proceed to classic testing.
This procedure is controlled by the LOCK FSM, as shown
in Fig. 2. The FSM comprises six states (Initial, Flushing,
Key Insertion, Key Veriﬁcation, Segment Locked and Segment
Unlocked) and nine control signals
• clock - clock signal;
• reset - forces the FSM to Initial state and initializes all
signals;
• counter - decrements from N (chain total FF number) down
to zero; controls the ﬂushing of all FF scan-chain contents;
• SOEn - scan output enable signal is used to block the output
of the scan-chain until ﬂushing operation is completed;
• SE - scan enable, enables shifting-in into the scan-chain;
• ﬂag prev - ﬂag that signals that the previous secure segment
SCSS is unlocked;
• key - signals if the inserted key is correct;
• ﬂag next - signals that the next secure segment SCSS is
ready to receive potential key;
• lock - output of the LOCK FSM.
At power-up the system starts in the initial state. When scan
enable signal SE = 1 for N clock cycles, the contents of all
the FF in all the segments are ﬂushed out. A counter keeps
track of number of clock cycles passed. When counter = 0
and ﬂag prev = 1, i.e., when the chain is ﬂushed and when
the previous secure segment is unlocked (signal disabled for
the ﬁrst SCSS), the FSM jumps to the key insertion state.
In this state the scan-out enable SOEn is set 1 as no longer
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Fig. 2: LOCK Finite State Machine
sensitive information is stored. Once SE = 0, i.e, the desired
key is inserted, the FSM jumps to the key veriﬁcation state.
If the key is correct, it unlocks all the secure FF of the SCSS
and it signals that the next SCSS can be unlocked. Else, it
permanently locks the segment (and therefore, blocking the
unlocking possibility of the next SCSS). Once the circuit
is in mission mode all the SCSS are locked once again.
Regarding secure implementations of the LOCK FSM such
that no information is leaked via side-channels, it would be
very challenging to perform power analysis as few power
traces are available. Nonetheless, if required, side-channel
attack resistant FSM can be implemented [24]. Note that (a)
FFs comprising the LOCK state machine are not part of the
scan-chain. To test the few logic gates of the LOCK FSM we
use a combination of sequential ATPG and functional test.
(b) only the ﬁrst LOCK FSM integrates the ﬂushing state.
The remaining FSMs skip the ﬂushing state as the operation
was already carried out.
B. Alternative Source (AS)
To make it harder for the attacker to collect any feedback from
the design regarding the success of an attack, an additional
feature is integrated in MSSS scheme where patterns are
shifted in via AS during the attack. When a segment is
locked, no data coming from its upstream logic must be
stored in the FFs to avoid any possible exploitation of the
secret data. Another source of data must be used instead,
which depends on non-secret information only. Considering
that an attacker could shift in the same test vector two or more
times consecutively, a random source would decrease the
overall security of the proposed method. Indeed, observing
the responses he/she would conclude that when a segment
is locked the output is always different (due to the AS) or
constant if the introduced key is correct. To guarantee that
the AS always outputs the same response for identical inputs,
and therefore preventing feedback on the success of the
attack, we implement the solution in Fig. 3. The proposed
AS solution XORes bits from key and non-key FFs.
C. Segments Partitioning / Selecting Secure FF
Clearly, one of the key questions when designing MSSS,
is how to select the FFs to be included in the segment.
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Fig. 3: AS based on key and non-key bits
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Fig. 4: Logic Dependency
Fig. 4 depicts the schematic of all network scenarios of
our secure test scheme. The ﬁgure shows two scan-chain
segments, one unlocked segment and one locked segment,
and two combinational logic blocks, one processing nonsensitive data (LogicN onSens ) and one processing sensitive
data (LogicSens ). Considering this network, there are two
unwanted scenarios. (a) an authorized user of the unlocked
segment cannot test LogicN onSens because its inputs are fed
from locked segment FF. (b) Logic that processes sensitive
data and stores its outputs (even if partially) into FFs of an
unlocked segment.
Scenario (a) results in reduced controllability, while scenario
(b) results in reduced security. To prevent these scenarios the
security engineer must carefully attribute a security level to
each segment to be protected and simultaneously enforce that
the inputs of combinational logic of each unlocked phase do
not depend on higher security level segments.
Any commercial tool, can be used to determine the fan-in
/fan-out cones, thus, highlighting any logic dependencies
w.r.t. the several MSSS segments.
D. Potential Attacks & Countermeasures
A malicious user may attack our design in two ways. Next,
we describe the attacks and the respective countermeasure
implemented to prevent the attack.
• Shift out mission mode sensitive data. Countermeasures:
allow shifting out operations only after ﬂushing the contents
of all FFs in all segments of the chain.
• Determine the segments key via brute force. Countermeasures: do not provide feedback about the success of the
attack. The attacker has the entire scan-chain completely
available for shifting operations. This way, the attacker does
not know when he/she successfully unlocked a new segment.
Moreover, we keep all the logic active via an AS. By keeping
the logic active we prevent power analysis that could reveal
when new segment is unlocked. In addition, if the same
test vector is introduced two or more time consecutively,
investigating the output, an attacker would observe that the
responses would be (a) always different when a segment is

locked due to the AS or (b) constant if the introduced key
is correct. As a countermeasure, we implement the solution
in Fig. 3, where the new AS generates its output based a
combination of bits taken for the upstream scan-chain. They
can equally be key bits or non-key bits. This guarantees that
the same response is obtained for identical inputs, when
a wrong secret key is used. Finally, as only a subset of
the total FFs available is used as key bits, an attacker
ﬁrst needs to identify which FFs are used as key. Though
this countermeasure provides security by obfuscation, it can
increase the attack time.
E. Discussion
MSSS has four main advantages.
• First, it does not provide the attacker with any feedback
regarding the success of an attack. When an attacker tries to
unlock a certain segment, there are in principal two available
ways to derive if the attack is successful: (1) shift-in a
known pattern and count the number of clock cycles until the
pattern is observed at the output; however, as the scan-chain
has a constant length irrespective of the number of locked
segments, this procedure reveals nothing on the success
of the attack. (2) assume that when a segment is locked
and the logic is not active, then perform power analysis to
determine when the attack is successful; however, because
of the patterns shifted via AS and forward to logic, the latter
will be active.
• Second, the proposed scheme has a low impact on the area
overhead. We add only one SMUX per scan FF, one LOCK
FSM and one OR gate per SCSS and few XOR gates to
exercise the logic (AS).
• Third, it is generic, it can be applied with low effort on any
given design by replacing regular scan FFs by secure FFs.
Moreover, it does not change the interface (i.e, does not
include extra ports) nor the test procedure (once the SCSS
are unlocked).
• Fourth, it has no impact on the circuit performance when
compared with a classic scan-chain, as the additional multiplexer SMUX is not in the delay path. On the downside
an attacker can circumvent the AS function if discovering
its implementation.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL A NALYSIS
In this section we investigate the proposed method in a
real circuit and evaluate the method’s effectiveness. First, we
introduce our case-study circuit and its experimental set-up.
Thereafter, we discuss the results.
A. Experimental Set-up
To evaluate MSSS effectiveness we implement the system
depicted in Fig. 5. The system comprises AES and RSA crypto
cores and a FSM.
Consider the following scenario where a server and a client
want to securely exchange data. The server generates a RSA
key (i.e., a public and a private key), handing the public key
to the client. The client encrypts (a) the data with its own
AES key and (b) the used AES key with the public RSA key
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TABLE II: Area results
FSM
AES
RSA

3

# FF
3
387
9239

# Combinational
24
143
2078

# additional gates
75
364
63

B. Results

  

  

Fig. 5: Case study
received by the server. The client sends to server the AES
encrypted data and the RSA encrypted AES key. The server
decrypts client data by decrypting the clients AES key using
its RSA private key.
We want to protect the AES key and the RSA private key. We
divide our system into three segments. As the leakage of RSA
private key would also compromise the AES key, we deﬁne
the access to RSA as the top segment (most secure). Middle
segment grants access to AES. Finally, at down segment
(with no secure FFs) is the FSM, which any user can access.
We synthesize the client circuitry in VHDL in 0.35μm
technology node from AMS with Synopsys Design Compiler.
From the netlist of the circuit we determine the logic output
cones of each FF. This information allows identifying FFs
that might not be suitable to integrate the SCSS (see Section
II D). Furthermore, we develop a tool that given a netlist and
a technology node library outputs a new netlist including the
following ﬁve additions. (1) Two new ports to enable classic
scan test (scan enable and scan-in). (2) Either a new MUX
(scan MUX) or two new MUXes (scan MUX and SMUX)
prior to each unsecured or secured FF, respectively. (3)
Connect the FFs in a scan-chain. (4) Insert AS and connect
them to each SMUX input. (5) Insert LOCK per SCSS.
We implement the circuitry in Fig. 5 with:
•

•

•

Key length to unlock AES secure segment: 128 bits (taken
from segment 0 registers, i.e, FSM, AES plain text and RSA
public key).
Key length to unlock RSA secure segment: 128 bits (taken
from segment 0 and 1 registers, i.e, in addition to the
registers listed before, round and cypher register from AES).
10 ASs of 16 bits each (5 ASs connected to AES segment
and 5 ASs connected to RSA segment).

We extract the area overhead of our solution. Note that we do
not perform fault simulation as the results would be equivalent
to that of a classic scan-chain. As mentioned before, the
combinational logic of the LOCK FSM can be easily tested
functionally by inserting the correct key into the SCSS.

Our case study has no logic dependency issues. Table II
shows the number of FFs and combinational logic elements
each segment comprises and the number of gates added by
implementing our method; e.g., FSM comprises 3 FFs, 24
logic gates and an additional 75 gates. The last row indicates
the additional cost of MSSS implementation. MSSS has an
area overhead of 502 gates, i.e., 4% when compared with the
original circuit area overhead. Analyzing the relative impact,
MSSS increases signiﬁcantly the FSM area overhead, as the
FSM has an inherent low area overhead. This area corresponds
to the AS. The relative impact on the AES area overhead is
signiﬁcant. This is mainly due to the FSM counter to ﬂush
the entire scan chain. The larger the scan chain, the larger the
counter. Finally, RSA has low area overhead as it comprises
mainly a small FSM (not that the LOCK FSM is smaller than
the LOCK FSM for the AES, as no ﬂushing is required).
V. C OMPARISON & D ISCUSSION
In this section ﬁrst, we compare MSSS with prior work.
Thereafter, we discuss its the pros and cons. Finally, we
propose solutions to further increase the security.
A. Comparison with prior work
Security can be evaluated by identifying and deﬁning potential
attacks against a design. Once a potential attack is deﬁned,
the resistance to the attack can be characterized by ﬁve main
different criteria [23]:
• Time; i.e., required time to successfully perform the attack.
• Tool expertise; i.e, the required tool expertise.
• Design knowledge; i.e., device under attack knowledge.
• Samples; i.e, the required number of device samples.
• Equipment; i.e, the required equipment to set up the attack.
Table III shows a relative comparison of MSSS method against
state-of-the-art methods presented in [7–21] according to the
security metrics deﬁned previously. In addition, two design
metrics (area overhead and performance) are also included for
comparison. In the table, MSSS is used as baseline/reference
(with value 0) for comparison, while ’++’, ’+’, ’−’ and ’−−’
illustrate the relative comparison; e.g., ’+’ indicates ’more
than’ baseline (e.g., longer attack time), ’−’ indicates ’less
than’ baseline (e.g., shorter attack time).
The table shows that scan control methods, when compared
with MSSS, are less secure but have less area overhead.
MSSS, which is also a scan control method, in addition to a
FSM to control the switching from secure mode to insecure
mode, comprises several keys to gain access to the chain. As
a result MSSS is more secure, however, its area overhead
is larger. The impact on the circuit performance is similar.
To successfully attack unauthorized shift detection methods
an attacker requires a similar expertise in tools, knowledge
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TABLE III: Comparison against state-of-the-art scan attacks countermeasure methods
MSSS
Scan control [7–10]
Un. shift detection [7,9,11–16]
Data confusion [17–21]

Attack time
0
--

Tool expertise
0
0
--

Security metrics
Design knowledge
0
0
--

regarding the design of the circuit to hack and equipment
as to attack out method. However, the attack is carried out
in less time and requiring less devices as shifting detection
infrastructures are less complex, making our solution more
secure. Area overhead and circuit performance are similarly
impacted. Finally, data confusion methods protect via
obfuscation, i.e., they assume the attacker does not know
the scan-chain mapping. Therefore, MSSS provides higher
security in all metrics. With respect to design metrics, data
confusion methods require a large look-up-tables but they do
not impact the circuit performance.
With respect to ﬂexibility, all the state-of-the-art methods
offer a binary security solution, i.e., either it is secure
(according to the method) or not. MSSS is the only which
enables tuning security according to the requirements.
B. Pros and cons of the solution
MSSS has several advantages; (i) ﬂexibility to tune the security, (ii) an attacker has no feedback w.r.t. the attack success,
as the scan-chain is entirely available for shifting operations
and the protected logic is always active (preventing power
analysis). (iii) MSSS has no impact of the circuit performance
when compared to the classic scan-chain implementation and
has low impact on the area overhead. (iv) MSSS is generic and
does not change the standard interface nor the test methodology (after unlocking the required segments). However, MSSS
must take into account logic dependency.
C. Further increasing security
MSSS security can be enhanced by limiting the key insertion
attempts. This can be realized by storing the maximum number
of attempts in a non-volatile memory and decrementing this
number each LOCK key veriﬁcation state (Fig. 2).
Moreover, MSSS can be combined with other state-of-the-art
methods [7–9,11–21]. For instance, combining MSSS with an
unauthorized shift detection method (e.g., spy FF [16]) would
protect the SE signal.
VI. C ONCLUSION & F UTURE W ORK
We proposed a new generic multi-segment secure method to
access scan-chains (MSSS). MSSS enable ﬂexibility to tune
design’security. In particular, MSSS secures the access to each
scan-chain segment with a key. The segments have precedence,
i.e., to gain access to a segment, all precedent segments
must be unlocked. In addition, we implement a number of
countermeasures to prevent leaking information with respect
to the success of attack. Results show that our method is
secure against brute force attacks. Moreover, the method has
an inherent low area overhead and no impact on the circuit

# samples
0
--

Equipment
0
0
--

Design metrics
Area overhead
Impact on
0
0
+

performance
0
0
0
0

performance. We propose combining MSSS with other stateof-the-art methods to further increase the security. As future
work, we will extend our solution for IEEE 1500 and JTAG
standards, covering the entire hierarchy of circuit design.
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C ONCLUSION
4.1 S UMMARY
4.2 F UTURE R ESEARCH D IRECTIONS
This chapter summarizes the overall achievements of this dissertation and highlights some
future research directions. Section 4.1 presents a summary of the main conclusions of the
presented in this dissertation. Section 4.2 provides the future research directions.
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4.1. S UMMARY
Chapter 1, “Introduction”, brieﬂy introduced the ﬁeld of Hardware Security. It described
the motivation behind IT attacks and provided a classiﬁcation of such attacks. In addition, it focused on physical attacks, which are those targeting the hardware, providing
a classiﬁcation of these type of attacks. Hardware Security is the foundation of secure
devices; it is an ever changing ﬁeld due to the constant dynamic between the new
proposed attacks and their respective countermeasures. The ﬁeld’s main challenges
include the design, manufacturing, test and reliability of secure devices. This thesis
focused on two of such challenges: one related to reliability and one to test.

4

Chapter 2, “Reliability Characterization and Improvement for Secure ICs”, investigated the parameters impacting memory-PUF robustness (i.e., ﬁngerprint repeatability
or stability and uniqueness) and proposed schemes to improve it. First, considering the
SRAM PUF, a classiﬁcation based on the asymmetry of the SRAM cells was proposed.
Furthermore, an SRAM PUF stability mathematical model based on the SRAM cell’s
transistor electrical equations was developed. Based on the equations, the parameters
impacting the stability was determined and further classiﬁed into technology (e.g.,
transistor threshold voltage) and non-technology parameters (e.g., temperature). In
addition, the mathematical model was ﬁrst used to perform a sensitivity analysis determining the most dominant parameters, and thereafter used to statistically determine
the probability of SRAM devices being stable. The model was validated with silicon
experiments. Complementary, the impact of the design, more speciﬁcally low-power
and general purpose designs, was investigated via both simulations and silicon experiments. Based on the obtained results combined with prior work, the pros and cons of
the two considered design is discussed including robustness, power consumption, area
overhead and security.
Finally, a scheme to improve memory-PUF robustness is proposed. Based on the
before mentioned work, it is known that temperature and voltage ramp-up time are the
non-technology parameters impacting the most memory-PUF robustness. Therefore,
SPICE circuit simulations were carried out varying these parameters for a wide range
of values. The results revealed a negative correlation between temperature and voltage
ramp-up time on the repeatability of the memory ﬁngerprint; i.e., it was observed that
ﬁngerprints were more repeatable when either a the ﬁngerprint was reconstructed at
low temperature combined with long voltage ramp-up time or at high temperature
with a short voltage ramp-up time. In addition, silicon measurements were carried
out on three different types of memory-PUFs distributed over three technology nodes;
their analysis validate the observed simulation results. To evaluate the added value
of integrating these ﬁndings into a commercial product, a cost analysis based on area
overhead is performed, revealing that, depending of the PUF type, major area savings
can be realized. Furthermore, a circuit which outputs a voltage ramp-up time according
to the sensed environment temperature is designed. Finally, the overall impact of
implementing the proposed solution is evaluated; considering the saved memory area
overhead together with the additional area overhead introduced by the adapter circuit
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and the increase in robustness, it was proven that the scheme is both efﬁcient and
commercially attractive.
Chapter 3, “Testing Secure Devices”, proposed test schemes for secure circuits,
initially targeting a generic solution and later with focus on PUF-based systems. The
test scheme proposes a generic and ﬂexible (i.e., tunable security) secure solution.
The idea is to tune the security level according to the requirements of the application.
Conducted work focus on the solution at the core level. The security is enabled by
Multiple-Segment Secure Scan (MSSS), which comprises L levels on scan-chain secure
segments (SCSS). Each SCSS is protected by a secret key and it can be unlocked only
when all its precedents SCSS are unlocked. The requirements that a ﬂip-ﬂop needs to
fulﬁll to be suitable to comprise a SCSS are investigated. In addition, several countermeasures against known attacks are integrated. A case study comprising two crypto
cores (AES and RSA) is implemented. The results show that the test scheme delivers
a higher level of security than the state-of-the-art at the cost of 4% increase of area
overhead when compared with the original circuit.
The development of secure test schemes for PUF-based systems, more speciﬁcally
for Fuzzy Extractor (FE), involved a number of steps. First, a requirement and assumption list was deﬁned. Second, two secure test schemes were proposed; both schemes
use functional BIST, are scan-chain free (preventing scan-attacks), use RTPGs and target
high stuck-at-fault coverage. The ﬁrst scheme is designed to minimize area overhead by
reusing FE building blocks as RTPG, while the second scheme is designed to minimize
the test time by inserting dedicated RTPGs per FE block. Third, techniques targeting
test quality improvement using RTPGs were studied and some of them were deployed to
further increase the fault coverage, which was limited by the error correcting capabilities
of the FE. Thereafter, the system was implemented and simulated in order to investigate
the impact of various parameters on both test time and fault coverage. Finally, the
results were compared with the state-of-the-art, and a security analysis was made in
order to provide appropriate recommendations.

4.2. F UTURE R ESEARCH D IRECTIONS
Several recommendations are suggested to further research some aspects of topics addressed in this dissertation. They are given next.
• PUF Technology: with the long predicted end of the classic CMOS technology
(Moore’s law), many alternative technologies are being proposed, such as 3D
CMOS and memristors. These new technologies will deeply impact the design
of hardware security, in particular, of hardware security primitives such as PUFs.
Next, we brieﬂy highlight a none exhaustive list of future work possibilities with
respect to PUF technology.
1. Investigate the quality of 3D memory-PUF. There have been reported attacks
cloning SRAM PUFs which require access to the memory substrate. A possible countermeasure is to use 3D stacked memories as PUF. A clear advantage
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is that middle layers are intrinsically protected. To tamper them, the attacker
would need to destroy either the top or bottom layers, destroying the PUF.
2. Assess and validate the quality of memristor PUFs. A lot of investigation
needs to be carried out before this technology can be declared a suitable for
PUFs.
3. Delay-based PUFs are impacted by the surrounding logic. However, this phenomena is not yet investigated for memory-based PUFs. In particular the impact of the memory geometry when combined with the surrounding logic;
the geometry of the memory impacts the distance of the surrounding logic
to the memory cell array, as well as peripheral circuitry.

4

• Security Design: is an ever evolving ﬁeld, increasingly complex due to the rising
number of attack possibilities. Next, we suggest some future work possibilities
within security design.
1. Development of Electronic Design Automation (EDA) tools. Currently, secure circuits are designed by hand. The industry would beneﬁts from tools
to support secure design with such tools, to at least, prevent the success of
known attacks.
2. Improve diagnosability in BIST test schemes. When no additional security
measures are implemented, BIST schemes are more secure than external
schemes; however, the latter has higher diagnosability. A generic scheme to
improve BIST diagnosability without compromising its security is needed.
Other than the open challenges discussed in this chapter, there are many others related with Hardware Security (see Section 1.2).
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